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Bombs away

Clean sweep

Kentucky launches 3-point
assault against Tennessee Tech

Holiday event

Ozzie Smith claims 10th
straight Gold Glove award

Annual Kappa Tour of Homes
scheduled for Sunday, Dec. 10
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By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger Times Stan Writer

Snow likely

SHOP ING
DAYS TIL
TMAS
'C

Tonight: Snow likely with an
accumulation of 1 to 2 inches
possible by morning. Low 25 to
30. North wind 10 to 20 mph.
Chance of snow 70 percent.
Friday: Cloudy with a chance
of snow during the morning.

WORLD — NATIONAL

Faculty at Murray State University are demanding more funding
emphasis placed on their salary and
academic program funding needs
and may even discuss the possibility of forming a union to get it.
A four-part resolution passed by
the Faculty Senate Tuesday highlights the "deplorable status of
faculty salaries" and calls for making faculty earnings the top priority
of the university's budget planning

as well as reallocating funds from
other categories into instruction.
The resolution also calls for halting new non-academic programs or
expansions until salary and instructional finances improve and reaffirms changes in the preparation of
the school's budget that would provide faculty clear information
about how the university is establishing and meeting long range
budget goals.
To improve the situation, the
senate may also consider surveying
the faculty on whether or not to

form an educational union that
would act as a "bargaining arm"
between the faculty and administration. A motion to that affect was
passed and tabled and will be discussed after the holidays.
The motion comes after "more
than 20" faculty members indicated
they favored looking into unionization, according to senator-at-large
Dr. Joe Chancy, who presented the
motion.
MSU faculty discussed unionization in 1985 but dropped the idea
after "several promises were made"

STATE
CARROLLTON — A Radcliff man who lost his entire family in
what authorities charge is the nation's worst drunken-driving accident
says he wants to talk with Larry Mahoney, the man accused of causing
the wreck.
LOUISVILLE — First lady Martha Wilkinson said she was "not
ruling out" her own run for governor in 1991 if the General Assembly
again frustrated her husband's attempt to seek re-election.
LOUISVILLE — Former Western Kentucky University President
Kern Alexander will return to the education front in Kentucky, this
time to help refocus the effort being made to overhaul the state's public schools.
HENDERSON — Environmentalists say they are preparing for a
war in court after winning a battle against a Union Carbide PCBremoval plant they consider a serious health threat.

SPORTS
LAS VEGAS — Sugar Ray Leonard and Roberto Duran, two young
warriors when they provided the decade of the '80s with its first major
fight, close it tonight when they meet in a rubber match of aging but
still fiercely competitive fighters.
LAS VEGAS — Walla the lion and his master, Roberto Duran,
were a fearsome pair. People got out of the way when they went for a
walk. Walla was the one on the leash.
NEW YORK — If you've got nothing to do on Christmas Day, you
can watch NOtre Dame football. All day and all night.
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Murray Optimist Club president-elect Jerry Smith, at right, and president Bill McCarthy, second from
right, presented a Christmas tree to the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped
(W.A.T.C.H.). Clients accepting the tree were, from left: Patty Thompson, Suzie England, Jerry Munsell,
and Brad Orr. The Optimists are conducting a tree sale on North 12th Street, with proceeds supporting
youth activities in the city and county.
Staff photo by David Tuck
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are S a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Local control over schools and repeal
of a 1979 law that restricts property tax collections are among measures being endorsed by the Kentucky Association of School
Superintendents.
The group adopted those stands
in a position paper Tuesday that
also focused on governance,
finance and curriculum — three
areas that the General Assembly
may deal with in order to rebuild
the public school system in accordance with a state Supreme Court
ruling.
The paper also touches on issues
such as nepotism, selection or
superintendents and merger of
school districts. Jim Young, superintendent of Russellville Independent, presented the paper at the
conclusion of the superintendent
group's three-day meeting.
Although the superintendents
differed on some issues, there was
strong support for repealing the
property tax law, commonly known
as House Bill 44, and keeping local
control of schools.
Under the law, districts must set
(Cont'd on page 2)

Gunman stalks university, kills 14 in bizarre spree
By MEG DENNISON
Associated Press Writer
MONTREAL — A man who
vowed to kill women for ruining
his life stormed into the University
of Montreal engineering school,
singling out and fatally shooting 14
women in a macabre spree that
ended with his suicide, police say.
Twelve people were wounded,
several critically. Most of the dead
and wounded were students.
The killer, dressed in hunting

garb and brandishing a semiautomatic rifle, stalked three floors
in the bustling, modern school
building Wednesday and at one
point ordered all the men out of a
crowded classroom, witnesses said.
"You're all a bunch of feminists," he screamed before opening
fire on a group of cowering young
women.
The Montreal police department's public relations officer
arrived on the scene and found the
body of his daughter, a student,

among the dead.
"I heard the gunman say: 'I
want the women,— said student
Francois Bordelcau, who said she
heard 20 to 30 shots fired during
the spree.
Police identified the gunman,
who appeared to be in his 20s, only
as Marc. They said a three-page
letter that spewed hatred for
women was found on his body.
The handwritten letter blamed
failures in the gunman's life on
unidentified women and said he

First lady 'won't rule out' her own run
for governor if bid for succession foiled
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

INDEX

at the state level, Chaney said.
Four years later, those promises
have not been fulfilled, he said.
Chaney said that the idea of a
union is not meant to cause problems for the MSU administration
and emphasized the motion concerns only asking the faculty for
their opinion.
"In reality, the board of regents
and the administration's hands arc
tied (concerning funding)," Chaney
said. "The problem lies with the

Superintendents
seeking a repeal
of 1979 tax law,
local control

Optimist-ic about Christmas

MANILA, Philippines — Rebel troops chanting "no surrender, the
fight goes on" left the city's financial district and returned to their
barracks today, ending for the moment their bid to topple President
Corazon Aquino.
EAST BERLIN — An official who allegedly pocketed millions of
dollars through illegal arms sales was jailed today, and East Germany's
military warned citizens outraged by corruption to keep away from the
army's guns.
WASHINGTON — President Bush signed legislation allowing disabled Vietnam veterans to receive Agent Orange settlement payments
without jeopardizing their eligibility for other federal disability or welfare aid, the White House said today.
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — Communist Premier Ladislav
Adamec resigned today after failing to form a coalition government
acceptable to opposition groups, the head of an allied non-Communist
party said.

NEW YORK — Publishing
and information services giant
McGraw-Hill Inc. said it was
eliminating more than 1,000
jobs, or 7 percent of its full-time
positions, and taking a big
charge in a cost-cutting
realignment.
Investors sent McGraw-Hill's
stock down following Wednesday's announcement, in apparent disappointment at the company's projection of earnings for
1990 despite' the charges being
taken this year.

35 CENTS

Broken promises spur unionization talk at MSU senate

THURSDAY
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-
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. — First lady
Martha Wilkinson said she was
"not ruling out" her own run for
governor in 1991 if the General
Assembly again frustrated her husband's attempt to seek re-election.
But she believes enough pressure
can be brought to bear on the legislature to get a succession amendment for Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
on the ballot in November, Mrs.
Wilkinson said Wednesday.
To that end, she will stump
through the seven congressional
districts to rally support for succession and to register new voters,
Mrs. Wilkinson said in a speech to
the Downtown Kiwanis Club in
Louisville.
The campaign is her idea, but IN

governor "thought it would be the governors. Constitutional amendthing to do," said Mrs. Wilkinson, ments cannot be proposed in speShe was accompanied by James cial legislative sessions.
The House passed an amendment
Carville, the governor's 'political
consultant, who said Mrs. Wilkin- bill in 1988, but it died in the
Senate Elections and Constitutional
son's speech signaled a renewed
Amendment Committee. The six offensive on succession.
member committee is viewed as a
Asked afterward about her own
candidacy if the succession cam- formidable roadblock for Wilkinpaign fails, Mrs. Wilkinson said: son again in 1990.
"I'm not ruling it in and I'm not
Its five Democratic members
ruling it out." She said she would said they opposed the kind of sucdecide "in April or May if it does cession bill that Wilkinson wants
not pass. I feel it will pass."
— one that would apply to him as
She said her campaign will begin the incumbent, and which would be
in January, which would coincide devoid of anything to enhance the
with the beginning of the 1990 power of the legislature.
General Assembly.
The committee's lone RepubliIt will be Wilkinson's last regu- can, Sen. Walter Baker of Glaslar legislative session and, conse- gow, said he would support such a
quently, his last shot at escaping bill if his district got something in
the single-term limit that Kentucky's 1891 constitution imposes on (Cont'd on page 2)

W as going to kill some women in
revenge, said Jacques Duschencau.
a senior police investigator.
Duscheneau said the gunman
identified himself as a student, but
did not specify a school. The weapon was a semi-automatic rifle and
35 to 37 shots were fired, he told
reporters.
Police and witnesses said the
man entered the school about 4:30
p.m. EST as the building was
(Cont'd

on

page 2)

Services to mark
48th anniversary
of Pearl Harbor
attack in 1941
PEARL HARBOR. Hawaii
(AP) — A service aboard the
USS Arizona Memorial highlights ceremonies Thursday to
mark the 48th anniversary of
the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, which plunged the
United States into World War
The sunken Arizona LS the
final resting place for 1,102
Navy men and Marines killed in
the early morning attack Dec. 7,
1941. The memorial spans the
hull of the battleship, which
still flies the U.S. flag. It is the
only Navy ship not in commission that is allowed to do so.
(Coated

on

page 2)
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Top business economists forecast
three more years of economic growth
By JOHN O. lAcCLAIN

The Fed, in its latest survey of
the economy, said that the Federal
Reserve districts that reported on
prices generally noted flat to modest increases, "with several mentioning the continuing escalation of
medical insurance costs."
Most of its districts "describe
economic activity as stable to modestly expanding. ... Consumer
spending has varied" and
"strength has been mostly confined
to nondurable items, while sales of
autos and other durables have generally been weak."
The central bank said that most
districts reported softening in manufacturing and that while construction is strong or improving in the
West and Midwest, it is sluggish
elsewhere. Agriculture has
improved in much of the country, it
said.
The survey by the 12 district
banks is compiled by the Fed every
six weeks to prepare for meetings
of the Federal Open Market Committee, the bank's monetary policysetting arm. The material was
gathered prior to Nov. 28. The
committee is scheduled to meet
Dec. 18.
A senior Fed official, speaking
to reporters after the survey was
released, said that while the automobile and housing industries were
weak, he believed the overall economy would be kept out of a recession by strength in other areas.
The Fed official, who spoke on
the condition that his name not be
used, said continued growth in U.S.
exports and strength in sales of

Superintendents...

Bizarre spree...

(Cont'd from page .1)
their tax rates so that the total
revenue generated does not exceed
the previous year's by more than 4
percent. Therefore, many school
districts that experience growth in
property values have actually had
to lower their rates to prevent
exceeding the 4-percent cap.
"I've been capped for two
years," Young said. "This needs
to be addressed."
Calloway County Superintendent
Dr. Jack Rose, calling the bill
"antiquated," said school monies in
this district have been capped for
two years. Calloway is currently
under a 15.3 cent per $100 assessment tax.

(Cont'd from page 1)
crowded with students on the last
day of classes before exams.
The gunman walked into the
first-floor cafeteria and fatally shot
three women, Montreal Police
director Claude St. Laurent said.
He then went up to the second
floor and walked into a classroom
containing 60 students, ordering
the men into one corner and the
women into another, police said.
He told the men to leave, then
screamed in French before opening
fire on the women: "You're all a
bunch of feminists," St. Laurent
said. Six women died in the
classroom.

A woman in an administration
office was killed on the same floor.
The gunman then climbed to the
third floor, where he killed four
more women in the corridor, police
said. He continued up to the fourth
and fifth floors, shooting and
wounding men and women.

consumer goods other than autos
should be enough to keep the economy
moving forward in the comPolice say he then returned to
WASHINGTON - The nation's
ing year.
the third floor and turned the gun
unprecedented peacetime economic
Asked whether the Fed should
on himself.
expansion, now in its eighth year,
ease
interes
t
rates
further
to
fight
will last at least three more years,
As word spread of the rampage,
weakness in interest-rate-sensitive
the nation's top business economdistraught parents came to the unisectors such as autos and housing,
ists said Wednesday.
versity seeking their children
the
Fed official said, "I think we
At the same time, the Federal
Pierre Leclair, the Montreal
need further evidence from those
Reserve Board reported current
police'
s head of public relations,
sectors
to
see
whethe
r they were
economic activity ranging from
arrived
and found his daughter,
respon
ding
to
our
past
action
s"
stable to expanding modestly. ConMaryse, dead on the floor, accordbefore making any further moves
sumer spending varies around the
ing to university spokesman
to ease credit.
country, it said, but prices range
Richard Doin.
The business economists' forefrom flat to increasing modestly.
The bill, however, is a popular
cast was considerably more opti- one with the public because it proThe National Association of
A temporary morgue was set up
mistic than recent surves by the tects them somewhat from exces- (Cont'd from
Business Economists said the latest
inside,
and the school set up a hotpage 1)
organization. Last May, for sive hikes in the school tax, Rose return.
survey of its members found 62
line to help provide information.
instance, 63 percent of the econom- said but added "It may help the
percent expecting no recession for
All next of kin had been notified
In Kentucky's only other
ists said they expected a recession
the next three years.
public but it's killing some school referendum on gubernatorial suc- by midnight.
next year. Three months later, 37 districts."
That expectation is "a seacession, voters in 1981 defeated a
"All I know is that a crazy guy
percent still forecast a recession in
change," according to James F.
Murray Superintendent Dr. Paul proposed amendment by nearly came
in here and began shooting at
Smith, the organization's president
Jones said he is in favor of repeal- 170,000 votes.
1990.
anything that moved," said Domiand financial professor at the Uniing the bill but it would probably
Wilkinson says his polls show nique Berube, 22, one of
But the economists predicted
scores of
versity of North Carolina.
mean little change in city school overwhelming public support for
that the gross national product terrified students who ran from the
Commenting that economists
taxes.
the nation's total output of goods
succession now, even if the amend- building.
rarely agree on anything, Smith
If the law is not repealed, the ment covered him as the incumand services - will continue to
said, "We never, ever had not just
superintendents want it amended. bent. Mrs. Wilkinson made the
She said some people threw
grow slowly, dropping from the 2.9
a majority, but an overwhelming
"The
present restrictions are same assertion Wednesday and themselves on the floor while
percent forecast for 1989 to 1.8
majority, forecasting growth over
unrealistic," the paper said. How- referred to the committee as "a others stood paralyzed with fear.
percent next year.
three years."
ever, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said small group of legislators, sitting in
Smith said that since 1983, the
The wounded, several in critical
But nearly 20 percent of the 59
Monday that he would veto any bill Frankfort, deciding they know best
economists have been within one
condit
ion, were taken to four
business economists surveyed said
that makes significant changes in what Kentucky voters need and
percentage point of forecasting the
hospitals.
they felt a recession could occur
law.
the
tax
following year's gross national
ought to do."
before next April.
"We tend to turn things comproduct.
1 he group also supported requirThe economy has slowed conAt the same time, the economists
ing a minimum property tax rate of pletely around when we understand
siderably since the Federal Reserve
predicted further easing of both
50 cents per S100 of assessed value and we're aware of how things
began boosting interest rates to
inflation and interest rates. They
for districts to be eligible for state really are," she said. "That's my (Cont'd from page 1)
restrain rising prices. As inflationsaid the consumer price index will
state. Basically, they're ignoring
funds through the power equaliza- goal. I plan on getting this message
ary pressures moderated, however,
fall from the 4.8 percent forecast
out all across this state, making the
us."
tion program.
the central bank has gradually let
for 1989 to 4.2 percent next year.
Under a union, the state "would
The superintendents voiced voters aware ... that you are being
rates fall.
But their report said that "the
be forced to take notice" of the
strong support for local control of deprived of a right to vote."
slower overall growth and weaker
Mrs.%-101ilkinson said she also
school's financial needs, Chaney
schools, including locally elected
industrial production is not
said, adding that other Kentucky
governing boards. They want local would invite all House and Senate
expected to be reflected in higher
boards to select superintendents members to meet with her to dis- regional higher educational instituunemployment." It said unemploytions are also considering unionizaand decide raises for employees. cuss succession. She particularly
ment would rise only from 5.3 pertion this year.
Young said local boards "should wanted members of the Senate
cent this year to 5.5 percent next
A union, however, is "bound to
be able to select any superintendent elections committee "to sit down
By DAN LOUDY
At 1:24 p.m., a field fire was year.
they want," not select from a pool with me and tell me face to face cause problems" between the faculMurray Ledger & Times Stall Writer
reported on Hwy. 280, a half-mile
ty and the school's leaders, accordWhile they forecast improveof candidates provided by the state why it is that we should not allow
past East Calloway Elementary. ments in the housing industry, they
the voters of Kentucky to deter- ing to acting President Dr. James
as
some
have
sugges
ted.
The Calloway County Fire and One acre of land
mine" the succession issue.
burned was saw no relief for the automobile
Booth, who said a union is the
Rescue Squad continued fighting reported burned.
The group also opposed a
industry next year. Both industries
Asked
wrong
why
direction to take.
the
Democ
ratfield fires in the county Wednesstatewide curriculum but favored domina
have been adversely affected"by the
ted
Senate
the
electio
ns
In
other
news,
a
vehicle
day, according to reports from
fire was
allowing local teachers to develop committee
"To be honest, in most cases a
in particular - would
reported at 5:44 p.m. on Hwy. Fed's interest rate policies.
information officer Mike Sykes.
curricula for each district.
union
does not represent the mainbe against
1836. The fire apparently started
Chief Steve Ladd said the condiThe superintendents suggested same party, a governor from the
stream ideas of the faculty," Booth
Mrs. Wilkinson said:
under the hood of the 1982 GMC
tions are still very dry throughout
that any anti-nepotism legislation "I
said. "I'm very skeptical that a
think it's a personal issue. I
the county. He emphasized that 4x4, owned by J.D. Paschall. The
should not be made retroactive,
union holds any advantages (for the
fire was extinguished with damage
unless people absolutely have to
fearing the loss of good board think they probably don't like faculty)."
reported to the dash and engine
burn, to please not do so until the
members or staff because they are him."
The faculty received a 5.5 perarea. Two units and six men
The committee chairman, Sen. cent salary -hike this year,
area gets some rain or some form
related.
"
an
responded.
of precipitation.
They also addressed the possible Bill Clouse, has said he favors improvement over increases during
The U.S. Census Bureau is holdAnother vehicle fire was ing testing
Firemen responded to a field fire
merging of school systems. "We keeping governors limited to a
previous years, but still less than
centers in the area for
reported at 4:30 p.m. about six prospective
at Wiswell and Doran Road at 4:47
believe
school district size should single term, but for six years increases in the cost of living,
emplo
yees
each
miles out on U.S. 641 North. The weekda
p.m. The fire was out on arrival.
be left to local determination. To instead of four.
according to Senate President Dr.
y.
A field fire was reported at 2:26 car, owned by American Auto
eliminate small districts by the
"Succession in a state like Ken- Farouk Umar, who said low salaCrewleaders and enumerators are
Mart, was being driven by R.W. needed
p.m. one-and-a-half miles out on
stroke of the pen would be counter- tucky can result, for all practical ries are leading to low faculty
beginning January and
the old Murray-Paris Road, just off Spradling at the time. Damage to February and will be hired soon. productive," the paper said.
purposes, in an eight-year term," morale.
Ky. 121 South. The fire burned 20 the car, a 1988 Ford Taurus, was The minimum salary for the posisaid Clouse, D-Richmond. "Any
"The last raise was an improveextensive. Two units and seven tions will be $5.50
acres of land before firefighters
governor can eaily raise money in
an hour and 24
ment,"
Umar said, "but what we're
men
respon
ded.
brought it under control.
our state. And in a state where it
cents per mile.
after is a consistent improvement in
takes a third of the vote or less to
There are two tests given daily at
salaries and instructional funding
win the Democratic primary, it
each site. The following is the
that will pull Murray State up to
CHIM CHIM CHIMNEY
doesn't make it realistic to think
schedule of testing sites and times
the level that it needs to be."
that the people can vote out a sitfor Marshall and Calloway County.
SWEEPS
According to a study by the
HY-C CHIMNEY
ting governor."
Mondays: Benton Library, Benfinanc
e committee of the faculty
Winter Is Here
COVERS
Wilkinson's differences with the
ton, 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. (no
senate, Murray ranks last on a list
Have Your Chimney
legislature date to his election two
morning session Dec. 11.).
Cleaned & Inspected
Anyohe interested in helping yews ago. In the flush of victory, of 25 comparable benchmark
Tuesdays: Hardin Library, Hardschools in full professor salaries,
with the community-wide presenta- Wilkinson, who campaigned as a
in, 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Ask about our
CEMENT-ON
23rd
in associate professor salaries
Wednesdays: City Hall, Hwy. tion of "Dickens' Alley" may help political outsider, said the war
chimney caps
CLAMP-TO-TILE
and
21st-i
n assistant professor
with the greenery construction Sun- chest of his political action com1713, Calvert City, 9:30 a.m. and 1
and screens
salarie
s.
-day, Dec. 10 from 4:30 to 7 p.m. in miuee might be used against lawp.m.
Saftey tips
Among Kentucky's eight stateThursdays: Chamber of Com- the basement of the Murray makers, Democrats included, who
suppor
Woman
ted schools, Murray ranks
's
differe
merce,
Club
with
d
Hwy.
House on Vine
Senior Citizens
him.
641, Murray, 9:30
Street.
only
above
a.m. and 1 p.m.
Morehead State in full
Discount
Mrs. Wilkinson said Wednesday
and
Everyo
associa
ne
Fridays
te
is
professor salaries and
asked
:
Hazel
to
bring
Baptist
a
pair
Church
,
that
news
Square/RectangularrOval
reporters have
Call 435-4191
of wire cutters and gloves and to speculation of her runnin concocted tied for fourth in assistant professor
Hwy. 641, Hazel, 9:30 a.m. and 1
g
•
For Free Estimates
donate an hour of time to the pro- In fact, a Martha Wilkin in 1991. salaries.
p.m.
ject. Live evergreen wreaths and dacy has been private son candiInstructional funding is little betly
garlands are being hand-made for some of her friends. touted by ter, making up only 37.54 percent
decoration of the non-commerical
"I am honored by that," she of the school's total budgeted
"Dickens' Alley" which will be told a reporter. "I
think they per- expenditures this year compared to
held downtown between North 4th ceive me as a person
that makes a 37.92 percent in 1985.
and North 3rd Streets, Friday, Dec. difference and that
I might very
15 and Saturday Dec. 16.
well make a good governor."
Associated Press Writer

First lady...

Broken promises...

Fire-rescue squad continues
fighting field fires in county

Census Bureau
continuing tests
for employees

Volunteers are
sought to help
with decorations
for 'Dickens' Alley'
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The Music
Ministry of
First Baptist Church
presents

George Frederick Handel's

2-PC.FISH DINNER $2.50 2-PC.FISH DINNER $2.50
Two golden-brown fish filets, fries,
cole slaw and hush puppies.

Two golden-brown fish filets, fries,
cole slaw and hush puppies.

Offer expires 12/21/69
Not good with any other
offer at participating
Captain Pc

'

Offer elrtrall 12/2119
Not good with an ieher
offer at participating
Captain Os

p.

The Christmas Portion
by
The 73 Voice Sanctuary Choir
and Orchestra
December 17th
4:00 p.m.

4

2-PC.FISH DINNER $2.50 2-PC.FISH DINNER $2.50
Two golden-brown fish filets, fries,
cole slaw and hush puppies.

(Met expires 1212119
Not good with ani
offer at participating
aptain Ps

c
apt
t
am

I

Two golden-brown fish filets, fries,
cole slaw and hush puppies.

I Offer expire, 12121/19
Not good with env other
offer at participating
I aptain Os
j.
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Pearl Harbor...

$01.0.00
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

203 So. 4th St.

753-1854
firOarn

111.
oil. PIM
111111MI--

(Cont'd from page 1)
The memorial service would
include prayers, presentations of
wreaths, a 21-gun salute and the
playing of echo taps.
A moment of silence would be
observed throughout the naval base
at 7:55 a.m., the exact moment of
the Japanese attack.
To earl the minute of silence,
F-15 jetkArom the Hawaii Air
National Guard will fly over the
memorial in a "missing man"
formation.
Because of limited space aboard
the memorial, attendance is by
invitation only, but numerous survivors of the attack and members
of various veterans and patriotic
groups are expected to be on hand.
The National Park Service,
which manages the memorial and
its nearby visitor center, will hold a
simultaneous observance on shore
for the general public.
The park service planned special
activities Thursday, including lectures by survivors, special exhibits
and footage of the attack. The U.S.
Navy Pacific Fleet Band is to perform later in the day.
A memorial ceremopy is also
scheduled at nearby Rickam Air
Force Base.
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Murray Appreciation Sale
Sale Effective Wednesday, 12/6 Through Sunday, 12/10

OR WOMEN

25% 50%

To
Off
All Women's Winter
Coats and Jackets

FOR MEN

25%

25% 50%

25% 33%

25% Off

25%V

25% 30%

Off
All Ladies
Turtlenecks

To
Off
All Men's Winter
Coats and Jackets

To
on
All Men's Long
Sleeve Sport Shirts

•

25% 33%
To
All Ladies
Sweaters

All Long Sleeve Shirts
Off

33% Off

All Flannel and
Corduroy Pants

25% Off

25% Off

All Winter Weight
, Robes

All Fleece

50% To 60% Off

25% Off

All 14K Gold Jewelry

All Winter Weight
Gowns

30% Of

25% Off

25% To 30% Off
All Men's Corduroy
i Slacks

30% Off All

Men's
Heavy Weight Sport Coats

25% Off

25% Off All

All
Men's Sweaters

20% Off

25% Off

25% Off

All Winter Hats,
Gloves and Scarves

All Totes® Toastie
Slipper Socks

25% Off All

25% Off All

Winter Sportswear For Ladies

OR KIDS
25% To 50% Off

All Infant and
Toddler Fall and Winter Playwear

25% Off

25%

All Boy's
Off All Santa
and Girl's Long Sleeve Mouse Infant and
Tops and Bottoms
Toddler Items

30% Off

All
Children's Turtlenecks

25% Off

30% Off

All
Girl's Holiday Dresses
.

25% Off

Home Furnishings
Now During Our Winter White Sale

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-8 p.m.

,

25% Off

All Winter
Hats,Gloves and Scarves

All
Heavyweight Socks

20% Off

Men's
Totes® Toastie
Slipper Socks

25% Off

20% Off All

20% Off

Men's Jeans

All
Gifts and Accessories

All
Men's Levi® Dockers

1

25% Off

All Dingo Boots

House Sho
Slipersand
es
For The Family

25% Off

25% Off

All
Women's Dress
and Casual Shoes

25% Off

All
Children's Shoes and
Athletic Footwear

All
Men's Dress
a and Casual Shoes
Off All
Adult Athletic
Footwear

25%

jcipenney

Catalog Shopping
1-800-222-6161

Murray, Ky.

9

SHOES FOR THE FAMILY

25% Off

20% To 44% Off All

All
Men's Thermal
Underwear

Men's Fleece Jogging
Suits and Separates

25% Off All

All Luggage

Young Men's Long
Sleeve Casual Sport Shirts

20% To 50% Off All 25% Off

30% To 50% Off All 33% To 50% Off

Children's Fleece

All Men's Robes

Young
Men's Dress and
Casual Pants

All
Children's Sweaters

Children's Outerwear

Off

qmoi
..R to Off All
Men's Ties

Men's
Flannel Pajamas

30% To 75% Off Of Selected

J..

To
All Men's
Dress Shirts

All Watches

All Stone Jewelry

L.)

Off
All Flannel and
Heavy Weight Shirts

759-1400

X 99vv.%

arv _...,

rri

Styling Salon
759-9811

s
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor

Christmas memories don't fade with time

Shekell releases holiday poem
Dear Editor:
Jingle bells you will hear when
Santa comes your way,
then you will hear him say, "I
hope you have been good today."
Then you will say, "I made a list
— he knows what I have asked of
him.
I hope he does not leave a bathing suit, for it is too cold to swim."
Christmas is a time for girls and
boys to enjoy their toys,
and our special song, Silent
Night, which we all enjoy.
They say Rudolph the reindeer
has a red nose,
and how he can find your house,
no one knows.
But Santa knows if you have
been good or bad;
we would not want him to miss

your house, for that would make
you sad.
So, when you parents ask you
something, just say, "OK, Mom,
OK Dad."
Christmas time is a time to give
and forgive,
a time for turkey and dressing,
and a time to count our
blessings.
But most of all we should
remember Christ was born on this
day,
in a manger in Bethlehem, lying
in some hay.
Sincerely,
Joe Shekel'
405 S. 10th St.
Murray, Ky.

Action group tells of wish list
Dear Santa and Editor:
The grinches, alias Governor
Wallace Wilkinson and Natural
Resources Secretary Carl Bradley,
have ruined our Christmas this
year. They pulled the plug on Don
Harker, the only bright light and
ray of hope on our Christmas tree.
Without Don as director of the
Division of Waste Management, its
employees are going to need a survival kit. Please bring them:
1. A lantern to search for the
proposed solid waste regulation
which seems to have disappeared
into a dark hole!
2. Rose-colored glasses like the
ones the top state environment officials, including Wallace Wilkinson,
Frank Dickerson, Carl Bradley,
John Nichols and Tom Bennett are
wearing so that they too will be
oblivious to o'it-of-state waste and
the 550 known uncontrolled
hazardous waste sites in Kentucky.
3. Foam rubber car plugs so they
can't hear the cries of citizens begging them to "do the right thing."
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4. Sleeping pills for those nights
when they cannot find peace of
mind after avoiding waste issues
and pretending they aren't there.
5. A mousetrap to catch some of
the rodents who are gnawing away
at the rules and regulations.
6. Rubber bands when they are
forced to stretch the rules and regulation even further to accommodate polluters.
7. A bottle of pure water, since it
is fast disappearing.
8. A sponge to soak up the puddles of tears shed by industry over
the proposed stiffer regulations.
9. A barf bag — to use when the
powers in the tower tell them to do
outrageous things knowing full
well they arc bad decisions.
10. A hard hat to protect them
from getting their heads bashed in
when they speak up for the right
thing.
Also Santa, would you please
send a can of Lysol spray to Secretary Bradley's office as there
seems to be "something rotten in
the tower."
Also, give the Secretary and his
advisors a copy of The Closing
Circle, by Barry Commoner, and
The Toxic Cloud, by Michael
Brown to help them learn what
environmental protection means
and why we need it!
Governor Wilkinson could probably use a new ball of string for his
puppets. And please bring the Governor some recycled wrapping paper and ribbons and give him the
courage to package up the ideas Ae
have already given him, such as
recycling: waste reduction and
more citizen involvement in environmental decisions.
And last of all, give him the
strength and character to declare a
moratorium on solid waste incineratort and new landfills until stronger regulations are in place.
Sincerely,
Patty Wallace
Chairperson
Kentuckians For
The Commonwealth
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1. Main 1
Street
By
Constance
Alexander
When I was growing up, I
longed to celebrate Christmas the
way the other kids in my class at
school did. I wanted my mother to
buy me one of those cardboard
Advent Calendars so I could pry
open a tiny door each day in
December to reveal a miniature
yuletide scene. I thought that was a
lovely idea, almost as nice as setting out a tray of cookies and milk
for Santa, another tradition routinely ignored by my family.
Our only holiday rituals consisted of two things I hated — having poached salmon on Christmas
Eve, and something I'll call the
annual Christmas tree crisis.
The salmon is self-explanatory,
but let me explain about the tree.
Since my mother didn't drive, it
was my father who had to buy the
tree and bring it home. Furthermore, since my mother isinsistently unmechanical — it took her
more than a year to learn to use a
"Dustbuster" — she accepted absolutely no responsibility for getting

the tree up. The management of
this task fell to my father, a silverhaired executive who believed that
the rest of us existed only to serve
him, and to pull the cardboard out
of his shins when they came back
from the Chinese laundry. You get
the picture. We're not talking Walt
Disney here.
Anyhow, the tree was Daddy's
only holiday responsibility, and he
was stubbornly deaf to special
requests about the size or type of
tree the rest of us might want.
Moreover, he was stubbornly silent
about when his schedule might
allow him to find the time to
purchase our tree, so there was
always an element of suspense to
the process.
Some years he'd be seized with
the evergreen spirit in early
December, while others would find
him waiting until Christmas Eve.
There was simply no way of knowing, and we learned early not to
question him. Our only means of
coping was to test the lights right
after Thanksgiving to make sure
we'd be ready whenever he was.
Basically, it worked like this.
Daddy showed up with a tree some
time before December 25. He'd
come in the back. door with 'a
wreath slipped over his arm, and
maybe a sprig of holly in the lapel
of his Chesterfield overcoat. After
that, the children were dispatched

ChicaffTnhirk.

C•111

to the third floor cedar closet to children watched helplessly, wringbring down the boxes of Christmas ing our hands and biting our lips,
paraphernalia. And then the fun trying to squelch any reactions that
began.
would get him even madder.
Invariably, the tree was too tall
Eventually he'd explode, "We're
for our ceilings. Our ceiling were not having a tree this year." One of
high — it was a spacious Victorian us — usually me, the youngest —
house — but Daddy bought trees would start crying.
suited to Rockefeller Center. They
Why not just measure the ceiling
were splendid trees, glorious, but and measure the tree, you ask? Let
they'd have had to be bent double me remind you that this is the same
to fit into the sunroom, where the man who refused to consult a map
tree was always placed.
whenever we went on a trip in the
It was the same spectacle every car. He never asked for directions
year, like our own family Christ- either.
mas pageant. Someone, usually my
Of course the tree always mansister Pamela, would muster the aged to get hacked down to a mancourage to pipe up, "I think it's too ageable size, and then everything
tall."
would be fine. He'd leave us — the
My father ignored her observa- children — to string the lights and
tion as he jammed the tree into its hang the ornaments.
stand. Once that was done, he
My favorite part of the tree trimhauled the fir into the house and ming was at the end, when we
then, as we watched silently, he'd unwrapped the old manger and the
try to stand the thing up.
porcelain figures. Over the years,
"Too tall," Pamela'd repeat my parents accumulated several
smugly, a strong "I told you so" in duplicates, so we have 2 Mary's. a
her tone.
blond and a brunette; 5 Wise Men;
Daddy'd drag the thing. outside and 2 little Baby Jesuses sharing
to shorten it, trailing needles one crude, straw-filled pallet.
through the living room, dining
After my father died, my mother
room, butler's pantry and kitchen. gave me all the old ornaments and
It was on the back porch that he Christmas decorations. A4 1 remove
performed the necessary amputa- them from their bunting each year,
tions. The he'd lug it back inside. I'm reminded of my father. I think
After each failed attempt to raise of him when I buy a tree. "Not too
the tree upright, my father became tall," I say to the boy who helps
more and more impatient. We me. "Not too tall."
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Today In History

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN

Today is Thursday, December 7, the 341st day of 1989. There are 24
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On December 7, 1941, Japanese warplanes attacked the home base of
the U.S. Pacific fleet located at Pearl Harbor on the Hawaiian island of
Oahu, sparking America's entry into World War II.
On this date:
In 1787, Delaware became the first state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
In 1836, Martin Van Buren was elected the eighth president of the
United States.
In 1842, the New York Philharmonic gave its first concert, performing
works by Ludwig van Beethoven and Carl Maria von Weber.
In 1946, a fire at the Winecoff Hotel in Atlanta killed 119 people.
In 1965, Pope Paul the Sixth and Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras the
First simultaneously lifted the mutual excommunications that had led to
the split of the two churches in 1054.
In 1972, America's last moon mission to date was launched as Apollo
17 blasted off from Cape Canaveral.
In 1972, Imelda Marcos, wife of Philippine President Ferdinand E.
Marcos, was stabbed and seriously wounded by an assailant who was then
shot dead by her bodyguards.
In 1982, convicted murderer Charlie Brooks Jr. becamme the first U.S.
prisoner to be executed by lethal injection, at a prison in Huntsville,
Texas.
In 1985, retired Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart died in Hanover,
N.H., at age 70.
In 1987, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev set foot on American soil
for the first time, arriving for a Washington summit with President
Reagan..
In 1987, 43 people were killed in the crash of a Pacific Southwest Airlines jetliner in California after a gunman apparently opened fire on a
fellow passenger and the two pilots.
Ten years ago: The nephew of the deposed Shah of Iran, Shariar Mustapha Chafik, was shot to death in Paris in an attack claimed by Moslem
extremists.
Five years ago: South African Bishop Desmond Tutu met at the White
House with President Reagan who told reporters afterward that he disagreed with Tutu that the U.S. administration's policies were hurting
South African blacks.
One year ago: A major earthquake in the Soviet Union, measuring 6.9
on the Richter scale, devastated northern Armenia. Official estimates put
the death toll at 25,000.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eli Wallach is 74. Actress Ellen Burstyn is
57. Senator Thad Cochran, R-Miss., is 52. Former all-star catcher Johnny
Bench is 42. Singer-songwriter Tom Waits is 40. Basketball star Larry
Bird is 33. Actor C. Thomas Howell is 23.
Thought for Today: "Life to the great majority is only a constant
struggle for mere existence, with the certainty of losing it at last." -Arthur Schopenhauer, German philosopher (1788-1860).
— My The Asmelsisit Ppm

Ten years ago
The 170-member Murray State
University Racer Band 'will be
making an unprecedented postseason appearance on Dec. 8 when
it presents -half-time show at Murray State and Lehigh University
NCAA Division 1-AA semi-final
playoff football game at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Linn, Nov.
10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Edmiston, Nov. 19; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clethus Tyrone Stubblefield, Dec. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Perkins
will be married for 50 years on
Dec. 11.
Twenty years ago
Linda Brownfield, 21, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield of
Murray, a junior, was crowned as
Miss Murray State University
Pageant last night. She will represent MSU at Miss Kentucky
Pageant in Louisville, June 18-20.
The sales of dark air cured
tobacco Type 35 will open in Murray on Dcc. 12.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Holland, Nov.
25; a girl to Sp5 and Mrs. Johnny
Outland Jr., Nov. 29; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry York and twins, girl
and boy, to Mr. and Mrs. Keys
McCuiston, Dec. 1; girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Conroy Birdsong, Dec. 2.

Thirty years ago
Carolyn Andrus, Rita Hargis.
Charles Hoke, Janette Tabers, Sue
Turner, Jerry Don Butler, Judy Elkins, Harold Turner, Mary K. Hill,
Bobby Joe Nanney, Larry Hopkins
and Benny Herndon are members
of cast of play, "The Eager Miss
Beaver," to be presented Dec. 11
by Senior Class of Almo High
School.
Births reported include twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Sublett, Dec. 1.
Forty years ago
J.I. Fox, former Calloway County Sheriff, has been named as
Police Chief for the city of Murray
to take the place of Burman Parker
who is resigning as of Jan. I. City
Councilmen now arc ha Douglas,
Burgess Parker, Vernon Hale, J.E.
Littleton, Guy Billington and Wells
Purdom.
"Ford people getting ready to
make their big move. Elmus Beale
was the first Ford dealer in Murray," from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Broach and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brook Castleberry, Nov. 30; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy M. Colson. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roe Thomas and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Bulas Wilson,
Dec. 1,
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WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit

frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray Ledger & Times,
DiXil

6

J.

Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, Dec. 9, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This is
open to all interested writers of all
ages.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems written
by participants as follows:
The Ladybug
By Alpha Harlow
Outside my window is a tree,
with branches to and fro.
My friend lives there
I watch her come and go.
She always knows when ere
it's time to have my daily tea.
She sits upon the window sill
and smiles a smile of glee.
Her dress is bright and shiney
with color dots glore.
She prances all around as if to
say
"I like you more and Tore."
She's quiet and she's Minty
very very much a lady.
She nibbles on my cookie
and shares secrets too.
When our tea is over
she slowly bids ado.
God loves my friend,
the ladybug, the same as me and
Belief
By Wanda 0. McCallum
What you think.....
You consider.
What you consider
You conclude.
What you conclude
You believe.
What you believe
You are!
Relief
By Franklin Austin McCallum
Life demands us to be sturdy, as
a rock;
We devclop a heart made of
stone,
A man with a soft heart seems
absurd!

Because of a conflict in state and
national meetings scheduled, the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution held its November
meeting at the home of Mrs. John
Livesay on Sycamore Street.
As the scheduled speaker was
attending a national meeting in
Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Livesay gave a
very informal program on "Antiques and Collectibles" as to markings and histories and values.
She invited the group to tour her
home showing a number of ceram-

An image of a King on His
throne?
The center of OUT being, now a
flame,
Stress on this great structure of
bone,
As lava flows from Mother
Earth's heart,
Hot tears flow from a heart of
molien stone.

ments shine;
From the tree's pointed tip an
angel face
The Mantle's Passed
Looks down at us neath a halo of
By Wilma Jean Sanders
lace;
Long ago in a bygone century,
From soft green needles "icyThere was a man named
des" shimmer
Nicholas.
Reflecting holiday candles'
The things he did for those
glimmer,
around him,
A manger scene tells the Story
Then were handed down to us.
of Old
He gave and gave but sought no
More dear to us than the purest credit,
of gold.
Only God should know his
Beneath our gay tree we careful- name,
ly place
When we give using his
Gifts, to bring joy to each loved example,
one's face,
Our reward, will be the same.
Then blow out the candles and
They called him Saint, and loved
softly creep
him dearly,
Upstairs to bed for a few hours'
His mantle now is passed to us,
sleep
He will be around this
Before waking children rush Christmas,
down the stairs
Look for dear, "Saint Nicholas."
Hoping to catch Santa quite

The Woman at the Well
By Linda K. Duncan
It is late in the day,
I come alone.
Christian Women's Club of MurAlways after the other women
ray will have a "Dickens' Christhave gone.
After their companionship has mas" luncheon on Tuesday, Dec.
12, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
disspensated
Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost
And the air has become still.
My head is weary; my arms tired for the luncheon will be $4.75.
Foy Cothran of South Haven,
from the day's work.
Miss.,
will be the guest speaker.
Worse yet, my heart is sadden
by the everlingering loneliness. She is a native of Mississippi and
raises Puli, a Hungarian breed of
No woman will talk to me,
dog.
Her husband, Paige, formerly
My friendship is something not
played football for the Los Angeles
to be desired,
Rams, the Philadelphia Eagles, and
I am bad.
the
Ole Miss Rebels. Foy and Paige
All my husbands have found a
have two children, Fran and Jay,
reason to say that,
Or so they remark with their and three grandchildren.
The special feature will be preheads
sented by Ruth Pickens of Sigma
bowed over the food I've
Department of Murray Woman's
prepared.
Club.
She will talk about "Dickens'
The women are even less kind,
Allen," a non-commercial early
Locking me out because
1800s' English Christmas celebaI have loved too many times,
don which will be held in Murray
Too many husbands.
on Dec. 15 and 16. Ruth and her
Their cutting looks,
husband, Jim, have two children,
smiling lies,
Ryan and Anne Bligh.
If I ignore; I am despised
If I speak, it is of no importance.
I am at the end.
But who is this'
Sitting so patiently, so calmly
Murray-Calloway County Hospiat Jacob's Well?
tal has released the dismissals for
Wednesday, Dec. 6. No newborn
A Glimpse of Christmas
admissions were listed.
at our House
By Linda NI. Siebold
Dismissals
We've chosen, this Christmas, a
Mrs. Griselda Morgan, Rt. 6,
lovely pine
Box 296, Murray; Mrs. Paula
And now, on its branches, ornaMcDonald, Rt. 3, Box 31, Benton;

ics, including a Royal Crown Doulton, Royal Worchester, Royal
Bonn, Irish Be!leek, Austrian
Bavarian, Haviland, Limoue, R.S.
Prussia Red Mark, Dresden,
Wedgewood, Meissen and Sevres;
also glassware, old signed cut
glass, ruby, satin, old cranberry,
Waterford and others.
Some silver was shown including one set of solid silver candlesticks dated 1607. Other items were
individual salts, napkin holders,
English 3-prong pastry forks, etc.;
a collection of handcarved ivories,

Mrs. John Livesay, right, is pictured with, from krt, Mrs. James
Hart Sr., Mrs. Leon Grogan and Mrs. Conrad Jones at a meeting C.
of
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of Daughters of American Revolution
held at Livesay home.

a collection of fans, and ole silver
and gold mesh purses from bygone
days.
Her many paintings on oil, porcelean and canvas, and hand carved
furniture were shown with histories
of all being given.
Mrs. Glenn Wilcox, chapter
regent, opened the meeting with
the opening ritual, a pledge to the
flag and DAR ritual. Mrs. Kim
Davis McFarlen, chaplain, led the
response and prayer.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Livesay and Mrs. Leon Grogan, cohostcss.
Two new members welcomed
were Mrs. James E. Diuguid and
Mrs. Verlin L. Haase. Two visitors
were also present. Other members
present were Mrs. James M. Byrn,
Mrs. Armin Lee, Mrs. Loal Cole,
Mrs. Ed Davis, Mrs. Price Doyle,
Mrs. James C.„Hart Sr., Mrs. Glen
Hodges, Mrs. Conrad Jones and
Mrs. Riley Kay.
The chapter is scheduled to meet
Saturday, Dec. 9.

Special music will be presented
by Angela Fuqua. She directed and
sang with "Sweet Adelines," a barbershop quartet from Mayfield. She
has also taught piano. She and her
husband, Hal, have a two-year-old
daughter, Holly.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Sunday evening, Dec. 10, by calling Freda
Lovett, 753-3999, or Linda Salley,
753-8016.
A nursery for preschoolers is
provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations can
be made by calling Cathy Mathis at
753-8016.
All interested ladies are welcome
to attend, according to Susan
Breeding, chairman. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation. Christian Women's
Club is a worldwide organization
and is not affiliated with any
church or denomination.

1,1?yricri for 23

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Vernon Lamb of Rt. 1, Farmington, obser
their 25th wedding anniversary on Wednesday, Nov. 29. They ved
were
married by the Rev. Johnson Easley on Nov. 29, 1964, in Murra
y.
Their attendants were James Ruford Black and Ura Louis Dalton
e
Black. Mrs. Lamb, the former Judith Ann Black, is the daugh
ter
Mrs. Pansy F. Black and the late James B. Black of Rt. 1, Farmi of
ngton. Mr. Lamb is the son of the late U.T. Lamb and Hazel Sims
Lamb
Hill, and the stepson of Collie Hill of Rt. 1, Farmington. They
have
two sons, Randy Lamb and wife, Anna, Rt. 1, Sedalia, and Paul
Lamb, at home, and one daughter, Renee Lamb, at home. One grand
son is Zachary Lamb, Rt. 1, Sedalia. No formal celebration was held.

DATEBOOK
Dickens' work meeting Sunday
Anyone interested in helping with the community-wide
Dickens' Alley may help with the greenry construction presentation of
on Sunday, Dec.
10, from 4:30 to 7 p.m. in the basement of Murray
Woman's Club House
at Vine and South Seventh Streets. Everyone is asked
wire cutters and gloves and to donate an hour of time to bring a pair of
evergreen wreaths and garlands are being hand-made to the project. Live
for decoration of the
non-commercial Dickens's Alley, located downtown betwe
and North Fourth Streets on Friday, Dec. 15, and Saturd en North Third
ay, Dec. 16; from
5 to 9 p.m. each day.
•

Calloway Choirs will perform

Mrs. Doris Hunter, Rt. 7, Box 213,
Mayfield;
James Outland, RL 5, Murray;
Mrs. Ann Allen, Rt. 2, Box 864,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Edna Sheppard,
Rt. 10, Box 734, Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton;
Mrs. Sylvia Dalton, Rt. 4, Box
164, Murray; James Swatzell, Rt.
3, Mayfield; Mrs. Era Cochrum,
No. 18 Mobile Home Village,
Murray.

Calloway County High School and Calloway County Middle School
Choirs will present a Christmas concert on Sunday, Dec. 10, at
2:30
in the Middle School gym. Participating will be Sixth Grade p.m.
Choir,
Seventh and Eighth Grade Choir, Pop Choir, Concert Cboir, and
Chamber
Singers. The groUps are directed by Mrs. Nell Earwood, teacher of choral
music. The public is invited to attend this special program,
a school
spokesperson said.

when you buy your set of 4 tires on
Seorsararge Deferred Payment Plan."

Theatres
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

Christmas
Vacation (PG)

The performance tire for the
family car or sports coupe
Aramid belts

Slarrine Chevy Chase

P175,70TR13
P185 70TR13
P195 70TR13
P205 70TR13
P195,70TR14
P205 70TR14
P215,70TR14
P215 70TR15
P225 70TR15
P235 70TR15

Bargain Matinees
$3.00 Adults
$2.50 Children

L

IROADNAND11111

Coming December 22
Walt Disney's
The Little Mermaid

ALL SEASON RADIAL

$67 99
70 99
75 99
80 99
85 99
90 99
94 99
95 99
98 99
100 99

Otters the ultimate in traction
year around Steel belts

(
Beru Your Movies At I he Mom)
Opt•rt 11 .1 rtt

1"
, r

P15580 R13
P16580 R13
P17580 R13
P18580 R13
P18575 R14
P19575 R14
P20575 R14
P20575 R15
P215,75 R15
P225,75 R15
P235/75 R15

545 99
56 97
63 19
67 50
72 82
73 77
77 16
79 89
85 84
85 95
85 95

The Sears 60 battery

SO MUCH POWER, YET
SUCH A LOW PRICE
Offers up to 500 amps to exceed the
starting needs of most cars

$42.99

47'6OR

Knded 60 nNont1
,

Sears 45 battery 350 amps ,m.ted 45
month warranty 43I 3ORi
S36 Ott
DreHarct battery more power Mar veer
wrth up to 650 amps Lortelacl 60 month
warranty 143221 R)
SS9 191
Chetlarcl GOO battery our power **Ow
up to 900 amps 1~ 72 month
warranty 1435P4R1
571.911Pt
Installed wan hide
Stpg .nci See Mon

Christmas Crafts

Satisfaction

Bel-Air Center

Guaranteed or Your Money Back
753-2310
Mon.-Set. 9-6
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Children through 14 eligible
The age for the children for the K Man Christmas tree is through 14
instead of 18 as listed in a published story on Tuesday. The trete at the
entrance will have tap with the first names of local needy children and
on the back will be the child's age through 14, and also the sizes for the
children. Any person may select a child from the tree and sign in a book
indicating the child selected. The person is then asked to buy a clothing
gift for that child from any store, wrap it and return to K mart by Friday,
Dec. 15, according to a member of Good News Committee at the local
store.

OPEN NIGHTS vtv1
TILL 8:00 P.M. AO
1205
CHESTNUT'UNIVERSITY PLAZA

United Way Board will meet
A general board meeting of United Way will be Friday,
Dec. 8, at 12
noon at Pagliai's. All board members are urged to attend, a
spokesperson
said.

Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Fayetta Weatherford of Buchanan, Tenn., from Western Baptist,
Paducah; Jennie Pat Crawford of Murray and Myrtle Hale Nance of Farmington from Community, Mayfield.

Phebian Class plans potluck
The Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
Christmas potluck dinner on Monday, Dec. 11, at 6 p.m. at the home of
Naomi Rogers. Martha Moore is teacher of the class. All members are
urged to auend this special occasion, said Mrs. Rogers, class president.

The Paducah Symphony Orchestra will be joined by the Symphony
Chorus for holiday concerts on Saturday, Dec. 9, at 8:15 p.m. and on Sunday, Dec. 10, at 3 p.m. at Symphony Hall, Paducah. The over 50 singers
ot the chorus are from Murray, Dawson Springs, Paducah, Metropolis,
LaCenter, Cunningham and Hickory. Soprano Janice Cowherd of Paducah
and Kay Bates, alto from Murray, will be soloists. John Schlabach, member of music faculty at Murray State University, and Jessica Shanklin,
graduate student at MSU, will be featured with the orchestra. Tickets at
$8.50 for adults and $6 for students may be ordered by calling the Symphony box office, 1-444-0065.

20s

All Uniforms

Off

Dixieland Shoppin
Center
759-4882

,
20
50,

Colts and Fillies 4-H Horse Club will have a Christmas party on Monday, Dec. 11, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. A gift exchange will be held. For
more information call Martha Ryan, 753-0573.

Special show at Graves school
A

baseball Card/Coin/Stamp Show will be Saturday, Dec. 9, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Graves County High School, Mayfield. Over 30 dealers
from five states will be present. The Farmington School Parent-Teacher
Organization will host the show and invites the public to attend. Dealers
will have jewelry, collectors' coins, old baseball cards and intriguing
stamps for display and to sell. There will also be rare issues of comics
available. Admission is free.

Walton now at Pensacola
Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class Timothy R. Walton, whose wife, Letha, is
the daughter of Don and Janet Dodson of Murray, was recently promoted
to his present rank upon completion of the Cryptologic Technician Maintenance Course. During the 12-week course, conducted at the Naval Technical Training Center Corry Station, Pensacola, Fla., Walton was taught
the basic electronic maintenance of equipment used for coding and deciphering coded messages. He studied the operations and maintenance procedures for antenna and radio frequency distribution systems, radio
receivers, tape recorders and communication terminal equipment. Walton
also received instructions on equipment configurations and procedures,
and security safeguards, precautions and practices.

Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Tommy 0. Orr, son of J.D. Orr of Rt. 7,
Murray, was recently commended while serving at Service School Command, San Diego, Calif. Orr was recognized for his outstanding performance of duty, professionalism and overall dedication to the service. A
1984 graduate of Calloway County High School, he joined the Navy in
May 1986.

off

Nine-year-old deaf child surprised when
Santa Claus talks to her in sign language

niforms
of

4-H Horse Club plans party

Orr serving at San Diego

Off

Selected Styles of
Shoes & Uniforms

The Welcome Wagon Club will meet Monday, Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Beverly Gidcumb. This is open to all new residents of the
area. For information call 753-1738.

Patients are dismissed

Schlabach and Bates on program

All Shoes

Welcome Wagon Club will meet

nurra

30 New Games
Just Arrived. . .

DALLAS (AP)- Nine-year-old
Amanda Walker put her Christmas
wish list on 3-by-5 index cards,
thinking that since she's deaf that
would be the best way to communicate with Santa Claus.

Choose From Over
100 Different Games!

She'll love a GIFT from

omrs
Black, bone,
pink. Lt. blue,
eold white

Santa had a surprise for her at
Valley View Mall. He knew sign
language.
"She got a lot more animated
when she saw that I could sign.
That opened things up more," said
Curtis Snethen of suburban Irving,
who has been filling in for Santa at
several malls this year.
Snethen, who learned sign language in a class at his church, said
his role reminds him of the scene
in the holiday movie classic, "Miracle on 34th Street."
"That's beyond her imagination,
but that's Santa, and Santa is part
of the miracle of Christmas."
Amanda asked Santa for roller
skates and dolls.

Fiction, non-fiction
best selling books
released for week
Best selling books for week of
Dec. 3 have been released as
follows:

LEISURE

FOOTWEAR

Give her the ideal gift for entertaining
or just relaxing. See the entire
gift slipper collection of Daniel Green's
glamour designs and cozy fireside
styles today.

handbags

from

$55 to $168

from

$20 t„ $62

111111

Lia clalborne
Brocade upper
black & champagne

FICTION
1. "Daddy," Danielle Steel
2. "The Dark Half," Stephen King
3. "Caribbean," James A. Michener
4. "Clear and Present Danger," Tom Clancy
5. "Sorceress of Darihrva," David &Wings
6. "The Renegades of Pern," Anne
McCaffrey
7. "Star Trek: The Lost Years," J.M. Dillard
IL "Talcs From Margaritaville," Jimmy
Buffett
9. "Straight," Dick Francis
10. "Jimmy Stewart and His Poems," Jimmy
Stewart
NON-FICTION
I. "Roseanne," ROICIIIII1C Barr
2. "My Turn," Nancy Reagan
3. "All My Best Friends," George Burns
4. "All I Really Need to Know I Learned in
Kindergarten," Robert Fulghurn
5. "Education of a Wandenng Man," Louis
L'Amour
6. "Drive," Larry Bird
7. "It Was on Fire When I Lay Down on 11,"
Robert Fulghum
8. "Heuer Homes and Gardens New Cook9. "Pete Rose: My Story," Pete Rose and
Roger Kahn
10. "A Bnef lhstory of Time," Stephen
Hawking
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

ACCESSORIES

HOLIDAY SWEATERS

Country-western,
top ten records
announced for week
Best selling Top Ten and CountryWestern records of week of Dec. 3
have been released as follows:

Gold & silver Multi

Narrow & medium widths
from

$19 to $25

212IgHTS

Top Ti.
1. "The Way That You Love Me," Paula
Abdul
2. "Angelis," Richard Mars
3. "We Didn't Start the Fire," Billy Joel
4. "Love Shack," B-52's
5. "Another Day in Paradise," Phil Collins
6. "Back to Life," Soul 11 Soul
7. "Don't Know Much," Linda Ronstadt
*nth Anon Neville
I. "Poison," Alice Cooper
9. "Blame It on the Rain," Mills Vsrulh
10. "With Every Beat of My Heart," Taylor
Ds yne
Country-Western
I. "If Tomorrow Never Carnes," Garth
Brooks
2. "Yellow Roses," Dolly Panes
3. "Two Dozen Roses," Shenandoah
4. "l's hut a Mena of Time," Randy
Travis
5. "I've Been Loved by the Best," Don
Williams
6. "The Lonely Side of Love," Patty
Loveless
7. "Bayou Boys," Eddy Rivet
S. "The Rees Is On," Sawyer Brown
9. "A Women Is Lem" Ronnie Way:.
10 "The Yews Go Unbroken (Always True
as Yee)," Karl Ilegars
(lawar Casten inagszias)

Dublin-Landolt wedding to be Dec. 17
Miss Rebecca Ann Dublin and
Harold Gene Landoll announce
their approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mrs. 0.0. Dublin and the late Mr.
Dublin. She is the granddaughter of
the late Mi. and Mrs. F.L. Dublin
of Murray and the late Mr. and
Mrs. George Foust of Paris, Term.
Miss Dublin, a graduate of Murray High School, attended Murray
State University. She is a Certified
Professional Secretary and associated with Landolt & Dublin Sales
Co.; and also a licensed Realtor
with Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors of Murray. .
Mr. Landolt, a graduate of the
University of Missouri, Columbia,
is a former coach, banker and
insurance agent. He is presently
affiliated with Landolt & Dublin
Sales Co.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Sunday, Dec. 17, at
4:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of First
Christian Church, Murray. Special
music will begin at 4 p.m.
A reception will follow in the
church parlor.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations have been sent.
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Grasty-Thompson wedding is planned
William J. Grasty of Murfreesboro, Tcnn., and Ms. Shirley H.
Grasty of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Mary Jennifer, to Jeffrey Bruce Thompson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Luke
Thompson of Symsonia.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Louise Halliday
and the late Hugh Halliday of
Clarksville, Tenn., and of Mrs. Elizabeth Grasty and the late Lewis
Grasty of Indian Mound, Tenn.
Miss Grasty is a 1985 graduate
of Murray High School and
attended Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 1985 graduate of Symsonia High School and a
1989 graduate of Murray State
University. He is employed by
United Parcel Service of
Lexington.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 30, at
5 p.m. at Clarks River Baptist
Church, Symsonia.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Rebecca Ann Dublin,fiancee
of Harold Gene Landolt
Music )rocram Friday

Mary Jennifer Grasty and
Jeffrey Bruce Thompson to marry

Play-Doh and marbles take place
alongside law books at Cincinnati

CINCINNATI (AP) — How do
hard-working, mature University of
Cincinnati law students relax after
a hard day of studying for final
exams?
•
"The favorite is Play-Doh," law
library secretary Carol Moore said.
"We go through a lot of Play-Doh.
They say it's really relaxing."
The colorful modeling clay is in
the law library's toy room, an area
stocked with marbles, puzzles,
board games and Far Side cartoon
books, as well as coffee and food.
It began three years ago and reopened recently in the library's
Urban Morgan Human Rights room
for the school's 21/4-week final
examination period.
"It's just really to relieve tension and stress," Ms. Moore said.
"It's a chance to do something
besides study and hit the law
books."
Playing Battleship or marbles in
the toy room was often the only
relief for students who studied as
much as 20 hours a day for final
exams, said Kim Holling, who graduated from the law school last
The contemporary Christian music group, Eternity, will perform at 7 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 8, at First Baptist
year.
Church. This concert is being sponsored by Blood River Baptist Association Youth
Ministry.
"Eternit
"After you study all day, there's
y
is
a
group of young musicians serving the Lord with their talents to reach people for
Christ. Their desire is to
just
a point where you can't study
communicate to people the love of Jesus, the life He offers, and His answers to their problems
,"
said
any
R.P.
more and can't absorb any
Hodge, minister of youth and education at First Baptist Church. The group has
appeared in concert with
more,"
she said. "This sounds
The Imperials, Carmen, Tim Sheppard, Doug Oldham, The Archers and many
others. There will be no
pretty
childish,
but we did those
charge for the concert, but a love offering will be taken to cover the cost of the
performance. All youth
things."
and parents are especially encouraged to attend. For more information contact
Hodge at First Baptist,
The toy room was the idea of
753-1854.
law librarian Taylor Fitchett, who
started similar toy rooms at the
University of Alabama and Tulane
University, Ms. Moore said.
"She said to me the second year
she was here, 'I think we should
Thursday, Dec. 7
Thursday, Dec. 7
Thursday, Dec. 7
have a play room for the students,'
Mike Warnke, former satanist mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663. will host basketbal
and
l
I said, 'Just what am I supgames
with
high priest, and now an American
Ballard County at 6 p.m..
posed
to do?" Ms. Moore said.
Christian comedian and entertainer,
Murray High School J.V. and
'She
said
we should get some puzwill perform at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Varsity Basketball Girls will host
zles and coloring books, and I said,
Friday, Dec. 8
Auditorium, Murray State Univer- Carlisle County at 6 p.m. /WAS
United Way will have a general 'Are you serious?"'
sity. This concert, by freewill Freshmen Boys will play at Fulton
Ms. Fitchett was out of town
meeting at 12 noon at
board
offering, will be sponsored by Side City at 6:30 p.m.
Monday and unavailable for
Pagliai's.
by Side.
comment.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Ms. Moore said the library
contempo
"Eternity
Christrary
,"
Dickens' Alley Christmas Com- of VFW will meet
at 7 p.m. at Post
ian music group, will perform at 7 hasn't heard any complaints about
mittee meeting will be at 7 p.m. at home
on Highway 94 East.
p.m. at First Baptist Church. This the toy room.
Pagliai's. All interested persons are
But she said one problem can be
is being sponsored by Blood River
invited.
Calloway County High School
Baptist Association Youth Mini- how the Play-Doh is used. She said
the colorful modeling clay was
Murray Civitan Club will meet at Freshman, J.V. and Varsity Girls
(Cont'd on page 10A) \. used after the Cincinnati Bengals'
p.m.
Homeplac
7
at
e Restaurant.

victory over the Cleveland Browns
on Sunday to modify a statue of
President William H. Taft, a graduate of the school.
"I came into the library this
morning and he had on a Bengals'
helmet, and I said, 'Oh. no," she
said.
Ms. Moore said the library plans
to keep the toy room open only
during test periods, despite students' pleas.
"They'd like us to have it all
year long, but it's too much of a
mess," she said.

New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334 or 753-7994.

PIN

"The Song of Eddie King" will
be presented at 8 p.m. in Chocolate
Box Theatre, Wilson Hall, Murray
State University.
Open meeting qf Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of Si Leo's Catholic
Church.

The newest,addition
to our family
of delicious
dinner entrees.

Singles Organizational Society
skate from 7:30 to TO p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. For information call Pamela, 753-7633, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

71 percent of Ken-

tikky's shoppers are
more likely to read a
newspaper insert if it's
printed in full color.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky

4.41

NINI

NI
NI
• 1,41 II IN I NI
1.44

HOLLAND DRUGS

300,0

off
All Christmas
Baskets

20cyo

off
All Picture
Frames

Other Great Gift Ideas...

*Pottery
*Flat Boxes
*Pictures
*Scented
*Christmas
Pine Cones
Aprons
*Mail Box Covers
Downtown-Crt. Sq.
753-1462

Our
Christmas
Gift
To You...
'Prime Rib"

Comedian Mark Wilks will perform at 7:30 p.m. in CUffiS Center
Stables, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Don't Forget
the Color

Pianos, Organs, Baldwin 9' Concert Grand Piano,
Guitars, Violins, Strings, Amplifiers, P.A.'s,
Microphones, Radios, Tape Players, Sheet Music,
Band Instruments, Harmonicas. Player Pianos.

Community events are listed

Maxim Indoor Broiler & Barbecue
Now Maxim makes it possible to enjoy
great barbecue taste year 'round!

Great For Entertaining The Maxim Expres 2
Espresso Cappuccino Maker.
Just in time for Christmas receive a FREE
set of Espresso cups with purchase.

The Maxim Electric Wok
...it's a great addition to your kitchen!
Stir Frying - Deep Frying - Steaming - Red
Stewing - Braising.

'Check out our party sitppirs for holiday entertammg!
'Nov tahng orders for gift baskets'
'Gift ;mopping and delivery available'

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For infor-
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Bel-Air Center, Murray
753-5679
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Lady Racers fill
Kentucky long rifles gun down Tech
favorite's role in
HT/Shoney's Classic
By DAVID RAMEY
1.64:19or & Timis Mist Sport• EdNo•

The Murray State Lady Racers return home to
friendly Racer Arena to host the Fifth Annual
Hawaiian Tropic/ Shoney's Inn Classic Friday and
Saturday.
The tournament tips off Friday, with Alabama facing Arkansas
State at 5 p.m. followed by the Lady Racers hosting Alcorn
State at 7 p.m. The consolation game will take place at 3 p.m.
on Saturday, followed by the championship game at 5 p.m., part
of a tripleheader in, Racer Arena which concludes when the
Racers host Southern Illinois at 7:30 p.m. in their home opener.
Coach Larry Wall, 3-1 in his first season as head coach of
the Lady Racers, is just happy to be coming home.
"We've got a three-game homestand coming up, including the
tournament," Wall said. "We haven't played in almost a week,
and I think the girls are ready to get back out on the floor."
Despite playing three out of their first four on the road, the
Lady Racers have gotten off a good start, with the last two
victories coming after the Lady Racers trailed midway through
the second half.
"We've been down in the second half, and we've come back
to win the ballgame, and I think that shows a great deal," Wall
said. "We're still rusty a little bit, we still haven't come
together as a team."
Michelle Wenning leads the Lady Racer attack, averaging 19.8
points and 8.2 rebounds a game. The 6-2 junior center from
New Washington, Ind. is also clicking on almost 60 percent of
her field goal attempts.
Karen Johnson is averaging close to 15 points and six boards
a game. Junior Tawnya Pierce has adjusted nicely to her starting
role, tossing in 10.8 and pulling down 6.5 rebounds a game.
Melissa Huffman seems recovered from injuries which bogged
her down during her junior campaign, and has come off the
bench to average 8.3 points for the Lady Racer attack.
"Melissa Huffman has down a great job coming off the
bench," Wall said. "We call her our super sub, and she's really
come in and given us an offensive lift.
Wall also has liked the way that point guard Julie Pinson has
run the show for the Lady Racers. Pinson tied a school record
with 12 assists last weekend at Arkansas State.
Tresina Ezell has given the Lady Racers backcourt depth,
while Angie Waldon has started up front for MSU. freshmen
Rita Bryars, Ann Hutcheson, and Niechelle Shelton have seen
spot duty in certain situations in order to get them some
experience.
Wall likes the way the Lady Racers have played defense in
their first four contests. •
"Defensive has been the most consistent part of our game,"
he said. "I also like the way we've played with unselfishness.
This team is a very unselfish bunch."
The Lady Racers were 12-1 in Racer Arena last season, and
downed Southeast Missouri in the home opener last week. In
the last three years, MSU is 22-5 at the corner of 13th and
Payne.
Murray State has won three of the first four Hawaiian Tropic/
Shoney's Inn Classics, with the only blemish coming in 1986
when Appalachian State downed the Lady Racers for the title.
"The tournament brings out something special," Wall said. "It
gives you something extra to play for."
This year's tournament field is a strong one, with the athleticism of Alcorn State, the traditionally-strong Lady Indians of
Arkansas State, and, of course, the drawing power of Southeastern Conference team Alabama.
"I didn't make this schedule, but I'm very pleased with it,"
Wall said. "It's a tournament that a lot of people are talking
about. I hope we can continue to bring in name teams."
• • •
Alcorn State is 3-2 after falling to women's basketbail power
Stephen F. Austin by 12.
"The scouting report on them is that they are a very quick
basketball team," Wall said. "They like to get the basketball up
the floor, and they have four ladies averaging in double
figures."
Sherlanda Lewis leads the Lady, Braves with a 26-points-pergame average, and is also pulling down nine rebounds a game
for coach Shirley Walker's team.
"I'm concerned because they went to the home floor of Stephen F. Austin, who's ranked in the top ten in all of the
women's polls, and did well," Wall said. "It shows they can
play with the top teams in the nation, and we have our work
cut out for us."
• • •
In the other first-round contest, Arkansas State brings a 1-4
record into the tourney, including a 72-61 loss to the Lady
Racers Saturday night in Jonesboro.
Coach Jerry Ann Winters' club is making their third appearance in the tournament, taking third place honors in the inaugural event and finishing fourth in 1986.
The Lady Indians, who finished at 15-12 last season, are led
by Zennia Hayes, who scored 18 to lead them in their matchup
with the Lady Racers and totes a 17.6 points-per-game average
with 10.4 rebounds.
Alabama finished last in the tough SEC last season, but new
coach Rick Moody is 4-2 in his first season at Tuscaloosa,
including wins over Georgia Southern and Lamar.
The Crimson Tide are led by Laura Heard, who is tossing in
14.7 points a game and pulling down 8.8 rebounds a contest,
and by Laura Vaughn, who is tossing in nearly eight a game.
• • •
MSU groups and organizations can compete in the 1989 Hawaiian
Tropic/ Shoney's Classic by entering a beach party contest.
Groups will be judged on most original or festive beach wear or costumes, most original beach sign/poster as pertaining to beach partying
and the Lady Racers, and group spirit/enthusiasm and "Beach Cheer
Contest".
For more information, call 762-4270. Entry deadline is noon Friday.
• • •
Next for the Lady Racers following the tournament will be a
matchup with Southern Illinois Tuesday night at Racer Arena,
before traveling to Evansville next Saturday tp fact the alwaystough Lady Aces in a women's-men's doubleheader.
"I'm very pleased at this point," Wall said. "We assess after
each gAtte and see how we did and what we have to do to
improve. My main concern is that I want to be a better basketball team when we go on the floor than we were the night
before."

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It
was 3-point high at Rupp Arena.
Kentucky launched an NCAA
record 41 3-pointers, and made a
near-record 18, in bombing
defenseless Tennessee Tech 111-75
on Wednesday night.
"Records are great," said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino, one of the
nation's foremost exponents of the
long-range shots. "They'll be broken. Hopefully, we'll break them."
Loyola-Mar mount had the previous mark for 3-point shots when
it attempted 39 against North Car-

olina on March 19, 1988.
Valparaiso and St. Francis of
Pennsylvania hold the record for
3-pointers made, each connecting
on 19 in games last February.
In four games this season, Kentucky (3-1) has made 40 of 112
shots behind the 3-point line for
35.7 percent.
Guard Derrick Miller led the
way, hitting seven of 18 3-pointers
in equaling a career-high 36 points.
Freshman Jeff Brassow tallied 20
points, making four of seven long
shots.

"Coach said he likes us to shoot Pitino said. "I thought we were
'em,' said Miller. "Fortunately going to fight from behind and give
they were falling tonight. I just had it everything we had."
the feeling.
In the opening 27 seconds of the
"But the main thing is we had second half, MillerInd center
intensity and everybody played
Reggie Hanson each made 3-point
hard. That's important."
shots as the margin expanded to
Kentucky (3-1) made 10 of 24 60-33.
3-pointers in the first half and MillBut Tennessee Tech (3-2) put a
er had 25 of his points as the Wild- temporary hold on the eventual
cats took a 54-33 lead over the rout, outscoring Kentucky 17-5
stunned Ohio Valley Conference behind Jerome Rodgers' three
team.
baskets to slice the lead to 65-50
"I really thought this was going
with 13:48 to go.
to be a good, old-fashioned war," (Cont'd on page 9)

Major league baseball

Smith sweeps decade, passes
Aparicio for Gold Glove count

Winter meetings
end with a little
bit of everything

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Diego's Tony Gwynn and Cinci
For Ozzie Smith, the 1980s were nati's Eric Davis.
golden years.
It was a particularly sweet honor
The St. Louis shortstop was for Gwynn, who spent much of the
awarded his 10th straight Gold season shifting between right and
Glove on Wednesday, making him center.
the only major leaguer to receive
"I'm surprised," Gvjynn said.
the award in each year of the "I've been mostly a right fielder
1980s.
and I really didn't think I had a
His decade of dazzling defense chance to win this award."
brought Smith all sorts of riches.
San Diego catcher Benito SanLast season, Smith made $2.34 tiago won his second Gold Glove
million.
despite making 20 errors.
His 10 fielding awards breaks a
Mets right-hander Ron Darling
tie with Hall of Famer Luis Apari- won his first.
cio for the most by a shortstop.
In the American League, New
Most baseball observers expect York Yankees first baseman Don
Smith to join Aparicio in the Hall Mattingly won his fifth straight
someday.
Gold Glove. The rest of the infield
"I take a lot of pride in my had Harold Reynolds of Seattle at
defense," Smith said. "This is the second, Tony Fernandez of Toronto
highest accomplishment a defen- at shortstop and Gary Gaetti of
sive player can get."
Minnesota at third.
While Smith kept his streak
Kansas City catcher Bob Boone
alive, first baseman Keith Hernan- won his seventh Gold Glove at age
dez failed to win the award for the 42.
first time since he started a run of
"There have been years I have
11 in a row in 1978.
played just as well and haven't
This year, the National League
won," said Boone, who made only
Gold Glove went to Montreal's seven errors.
Andres Galarraga.
The AL outfield winners were
Hernandez missed most of the Minnesota's Kirby Puckett, Cali1989 season with leg injuries, and fornia's Devon White and Gery
the New York Mets chose not to Pettis. Pettis played 1989 for
re-sign him after the season.
Detroit but has signed as a free
The all-time Gold Glove leaders agent with Texas for 1990.
are third baseman Brooks Robinson
It was the fourth Gold Glove
and pitcher Jim Kaat with 16 each. each for Puckett and Pettis.
Second baseman Ryne Sandberg
Kansas City's Bret Saberhagen,
of the Chicago Cubs won his who won the Cy Young Award
seventh Gold Glove and Terry with a 23-6 record, was the AL's
Pendleton of Si Louis got his sec- Gold Glove winner on the mound.
ond at third base.
The Gold Glove, presented by
The outfield honors went to Rawlings, is voted on by major
Pittsburgh's Andy Van Slyke, San league coaches and managers.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The last official day of the winter
meetings provided a little bit of
everything.
There were trades on Wednesday. A few free agents made up
their minds, too. And, there was
the expected and unexpected.
The San Diego Padres got their
an when Joe Carter agreed to a
five-year contract for $9.2 million.
To get him, the Padres had to send
catcher Sandy Alomar Jr., outfielder Chris James and third baseman
Carlos Baerga to Cleveland.
Padres manager and vice president Jack McKeon started talking
to Carter's agent, Jim Turner, on
Tuesday and it was just a matter of
dollar signs.
In the unexpected, the Cincinnati
Reds traded John Franco to the
New York Mets for Randy Myers
in a swap of top left-handed
relievers.
Free agent reliever Jeff Reardon
left Minnesota to sign with Boston
for $6.8 million over five years.
The Twins then used their savings
to re-sign first baseman Kent
Hrbck to a five-year deal for $14
million.
McKeon stayed busy, announcing late Wednesday night the signing of 38-year-old outfielder Fred
Lynn to a one-year deal for about
S600,000. Trader Jack promised
more MONTS, too.
But it will be hard to top getting
.
Carter.defi
"I'm
nitely relieved," Carter
said from his home in Kansas. "I
know San Diego is a good ballclub
and it's a chance to compete on a
contender."
Carter, 29, hit 35 home runs —
most for the Indians since Rocky
Colavito's 42 in 1959 — drove in
105 runs and batted .243. He averaged 31 homers and 108 RBIs in
the last four seasons with
Cleveland.
Carter was not signed for next
year and indicated he would leave
the Indians when he became eligible for free agency after the 1990
season. The Padres got permission
to negotiate with Carter and were
given until mid-afternoon Wednesday to work out a deal.
Carter is now the highest-paid
position player in baseball history.
For the past five years, Franco
has been the premier left-handed
reliever in the NL, compiling 144
saves. The Mets came to the meetings looking for right-handed
reliever to go with Myers.
Myers is one of the hardest
throwing left-handers in the
National League. He had 26 saves
in 1988 and 24 last year. In the
past three seasons, he has 249
strikeouts in 227 innings.
In other free agent action, Bill
Gullickson returned from Japan to
sign with Houston for one year at
$1.4 million. The Astros also
signed infielder Ken Oberkfell to a
two-year deal for a guaranteed $1.5
million.
Also, Pittsburgh re-signed freeagent pitcher Neal Heaton for three
years at $2.8 million and Philadelphia kept free-agent catcher Steve
Lake for two years at $730,000.
Boston re-signed reliever Dennis
Lamp for one year and an option
for $925,000 guaranteed.
Even though the meetings officially ended, several teams
remained in Orpryland to work on
some deals for today.
There was discussion of a blockbuster three-way deal among Boston, Philadelphia and Atlanta
involving Mike Greenwell, Lee
Smith, Von Hayes and Tom

„.411110"ftEs
OZZIE SMITH

Duran seeks redemption tonight
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Sugar Ray Leonard and
Roberto Duran, two young warriors when they provided the decade of the '80s with its first major fight,
close it tonight when they meet in a rubber match of
aging but still fiercely competitive fighters.
The two old adversaries, both 15 pounds heavier
than when they last met nine years ago, fight for
Leonard's World Boxing Council super middleweight title in a scheduled 12-round bout in the chilly night air at the glittering new Mirage hotel.
The title, however, is mere window dressing in the
third fight between two boxers whose places were
permanently etched in boxing lore when Duran —
who had beaten Leonard in a close decision six
months earlier — uttered the infamous "No mas"
and suddenly quit against Leonard on Nov. 25, 1980
in New Orleans.
"I will take his heart from him," vowed the
38-year-old Duran, who carries on his shoulders not
only his own personal redemption but the nationalistic fever of his Panamanian countrymen.
"I want to beat him and redeem myself. It is my
pride. I need to beat him because of me."
Leonard, 33, coming off less-than-impressive performances against Donny Lalonde and Thomas
Hearns, has motivation of his own.
"This is a fight for mc, a fight I want," Leonard
said. "I am my own worst critic. If I have a lessthan-average performance, it bothers me until I find
out what the reason was."
Leonard is a 2-1 favorite to win a fight that for
years seemed to have little chance of ever happening
but now stands to be one of the biggest — if not the
biggest — money-grossing fights of all time.
Ironically, it took Leonard getting knocked down
three times in 'his last two fights to make it sell.
"That's the intrigue of it," Leonard said. "Can I
move? Do I have my legs?"

Leonard is guaranteed $15 million and could make
another $4.5 million in percentiles that kick in after
the promotion grosses $50 Million. Duran is guaranteed $7.5 million and could make another $3 million.
If Leonard makes just $15 million, he would have
made $32 million for his three fights against Duran
— or about $1 million per round.
"I never talk money," said Leonard, whose career
earnings will reach $100 million. "I take it as a slap
in the face. They don't ask Donald Trump or Mery
Griffin or Larry Bird how much they're making."
For Duran, the money is almost — but not quite —
secondary. He is on a mission to avenge his name
and regain the reputation he had as one of the greatest lightweights in modern history.
Despite four titles and an 85-7 record with 61
knockouts in 21 years in the ring, Duran may now be
known more for a fight he quit than the many he
finished.
"I am one of the greatest fighters in the world,"
Duran said. "I have always fought the best in the
world. After the New Orleans fight, I won two more
titles — Davey Moore and Iran Barkley — when the
odds were against me. People keep asking me about
'No mas.' I can't understand it."
Duran has never fully explained why he suddenly
threw his arms in the air and quit against Leonard.
But most think Leonard, who fought him toe-to-toe
and lost five months earlier in Montreal, simply frustrated him with his dancing and movement and
taunted him into quitting the welterweight title fight.
It's a theory to which Leonard subscribes.
"I think I just frustrated him," Leonard said.
"But he's the only one who really knows."
Leonard himself remains unhappy with the way
history has treated the fight. He is perplexed that the
focus is on why Duran quit, not what Leonard did to
make him quit.

Orangemen deck Duke; Cards win
By The Associated Press
The Atlantic Coast Conference Big East Challenge series is all
even — just like the SyracuseDuke game was until the final three
seconds.
In a game between the second
seeds of the two conferences that
had all the excitement of a Final
Four contest, David Johnson made
two free throws with three seconds
to play and Syracuse, ranked No. 1

nationally, edged No. 6 Duke
78-76.
The leagues arc tied 3-3 with
two games left tonight at East
Rutherford, N.J., including the
matchup of the top seeds, No. 3
Georgetown and 17th-ranked North
Carolina.
"It was very intense out there,"
Syracuse's Billy Owens said.
"This was the all-hyped-up Big
East-ACC Challenge. I'll be root-

ing for Georgetown — the last time
I ever root for Georgetown."
Clemson beat Providence 72-71
in Wednesday night's opener at
Greensboro, N.C., between the No.
5 seeds.
Five other games involving Top
25 teams were blowouts — No. 2
Kansas 86, Southern Methodist 53;
No. 4 Missouri 106, Hawaii Loa

(Cased orr page 0)
111

Giane
The Indians were also expected
to sign free agent first baseman
Keith Hernandez to a two-year
contract. And left-hander Rick Horton was expected to re-sign with
the St. Louis Cardinals.
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Kentucky long rifles...
4..

(Coned from page 8)
the second
Brassow and Richie Farmer each lead," Pitinohalf was maintain the
hit 3-pointers as Kentucky went on it an up-temposaid. "We still made
game in the second
a 10-5 run to take a commanding half."
75-50 advantage nearly three
Kentucky squandered siaable
minutes later.
leads in defeating Ohio 76-73 and
"Everytime it seemed like we Mississippi State
would get something going, they'd 71-69 to Indian 102-97 and losing
a.
sink a 3," said Tennessee Tech
Kentucky's pressing defense
coach Frank Harrell.
force Tennessee
The biggest lead came at 111-72 novers, resulting Tech into 23 turin 31 points.
on Skip McGaw's 8-footer with 37
"Kentucky played defense the
seconds to go.
way we should
"One thing we intended to do in Harrell said. "Wehave played it,"
got out of the

by Mike Embry -The Associated Press

Orangemen deck Duke...

1

.6

'74

(Coned from page 8)
for Syracuse, which had a 52-32
48; No. 8 Michigan 100, Central advantage on the boards. Robert
Michigan 51; No. 11 Louisville Brickey led Duke with 21 points
101, Vanderbilt 75 and No. 20 and Laettner had 19.
Arizona 84, Northern Arizona 37.
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
Duke opened the second half was impressed by the physical play
against Syracuse with a 10-2 run of the Syracuse front line.
for its first lead of the game, 43-42
"I hate to use the word pro," he
with 16:16 to play. The teams were said. "It's a mature team and they
never more than three points apart play a good style for that type of
the rest of the way and the score team."
was tied 12 times.
• • •
LeRon Ellis made one free throw
No. 11 Louisville 101
with 1:47 left for a 74-73 Syracuse
Vanderbilt 75
lead. After Duke's Christian LactEverick Sullivan scored nine
tner missed two free throws with points as Louisville opened with a
1:28 left, Derrick Coleman made 14-0 run and was never headed.
both ends of a 1-and -1 to give Syr- Sullivan, who scored 13 of his 20
acuse a 76-73 lead, the only margin points in the first half, hit two
greater than two points in the final jump shots, a 3-point shot and a
16 minutes.
slam dunk during the opening
Duke's Phil Henderson made a spurt.
Louisville upped its advantage to
free throw and then scored on a
drive with 14 seconds left to tie the 26-6 over the next three minutes on
game after a Syracuse turnover. the strength of two 3-pointers from
Laettner fouled Johnson to set up LaBradford Smith, one from Keith
the game-winning free throws.
Williams and a three-point play
"We were looking for either Bil- from Cornelius Holden. Reserve
ly (Owens) or Stevie (Thompson) Jerome Harmon also scored 20
to penetrate and finish the play," points for Louisville, which made
Johnson said. "Billy is such a great .39 of 66 shots to Vanderbilt's 28
player he got his man to overcom- of 68.
-mit and he found me and I was
"The second half was a total
fouled."
waste, and that upsets you as a
Johnson said he blocked out the coach," Louisville's Denny Crum
screaming, pro-Duke crowd of said. "We didn't do much after we
11,643 at the Greensboro got that big lead. We just went
Coliseum.
through the motions."
"I just concentrated, took my
time and made them," the sophomore swingman said.
Syracuse coach Jim Bochcim
was one of the few people upset by
the intensity of the game.
"1 want to play, nine or 10 people and get them ready as much as
I can in December for the conference," he said. "I don't want to
4
get sky-high on Dec. 6."
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
Thompson led the way with 21
points, Owens added 18 and Cole753-3355
man had 16 points and 19 rebounds

CONCRETE

Federal Materials Co.

Earl Wise had 21 points and 1
rebounds for Tennessee Tech,
which made 27 of 79 shots for 34.2
percent. Rodgers contributed 16
points and Wade Wester had 14.
"We are a bit better than we
showed and Kentucky is better than
people think they are," Harrell
said.

Actions& Reactions
High school basketball

Kentucky
Sports•Beat
LEXINGTON, Ky.- The Rupp Arena crowd has come
alive this season for the Kentucky Wildcats.
"We have great fans," forward Jeff Brassow said after
Wednesday's
111-75 victory over Tennessee Tech. "They're the
best in the country."
This is all new for the freshman from Houston. But
it hasn't always
been that way.
"The last two years I don't think the crowds were into
it as they are
now," said forward Deron Feldhaus, in his third year
with the Wildcats.
"It seems like their off their seats a lot more. They're all
making noises."
It's a whole new ballgamc this season.
It used be social hour at games with fans more concerned
about being
seen rather than being heard during games.
Fans used to politely applaud a good play by the Wildc
ats instead of
stomping and hollering as they do now.
Fans were seldom factors in game. This year they figure
into the homecourt advantage.
And officials' calls against Kentkucky brought only
from the faithful in the stands. Now every call brings scattered catcalls
a loud chorus of
boos from every corner of the arena.
"Basketball is a game of emotion," said UK equipment
manager Bill
Keightley, who has been associated with the team
since 1962. "The
crowds are into it. They are more into it this year
than any year I can
think ever at Rupp Arena."
New coach Rick Pitino should be given a lot of credit
for charging the
atmosphere with an electricity that has surfaced too
few times since the
arena opened in 1976.
You see Piano on a television commercial saying
need 23,000 fans giving the referees some assistance in that the Wildcats
making favorable
calls for his team. And that's what you see and hear
at games.
He invites UK students, faculty and staff to a scrimmage
and gives
them some advice on how they should behave at games
- loud and
enthusiastic.
Pitino told them that when a Wildcat is at the free-t
should yell in unison - "whoosh!" - when the shot hrow line, they
goes through the
net. And that's what you hear at games.
' But when an opposing player is shooting free throw
s, he is greeted with
waving arms and other distractions.
Fans line up numeral "3s" on the arena walls for
every 3-pointer the
Wildcats make during a game.
Pitino works his magic before the game with some
showm
doesn't make his appearance at courtside untirthere is about anship. He
two minutes
before twit., bringing the crowd to its feet.
When the players are introduced, there's a boomi
ng,
sound that rings through the arena that signals that somet reverberating
hing special is
about to happen.
After the game has ended, Pitino returns to the court for
his radio interview with Cawood Ledford while several hundr
ed fans listen intently on
the public address system.
When it's over, he flashes a boyish smile and waves to
the crowd as he
returns to the locker room. The fans love it.
And the Wildcats have responded to the enthusiasm
with three homecourt victories for their rousing supporters.
"It's a big difference," said forward John Pelphrey
of fan support.
"We need that every night out. It picks us up. It takes us
to another level.
It helps us and it's tough on opposing teams."

things we wanted to do. Kentucky
took us out of what we wanted to
do."
Hanson finished 18 points as
Kentucky finished with 41 of 90
shooting for 45.7 percent. He also
had 10 rebounds in helping the
Wildcats to a 56-49 advantage on
the boards.

Drawings for opening slots for the new Kentucky
Al-A Classic basketball tournament will be held at noon (EST) Saturday,
Dec.
County Government Center. The tournament, 16, at the Lexington-Fayette Urban
scheduled for Feb 7-10 at Memorial
Coliseum, is the only tournament scheduled in
Lexing
(enrollment of 424 or less in grades 10-12) school ton this year. Only Class A
s are eligible to participate Of
145 schools eligble, 121 plan to participate,
competition the week before the state tourney.beginning with regional tournament
The All-A First Region tournament
wiN be held in Mayfield.

Middle school basketball
The Calloway County Middle School Lady Laker
7th grade team stands at 2-0
after wins against Murray Middle (Dec. 1) and
North
way's 33-22 win over Murray Middle, Kim Johnso Marshall (Dec. 5). In Callon and Linda Stubblefield each
scored 11 points with Sara Beach chipping in seven.
Bonnie Payne and Connie
Payne led Murray Middle's 7th graders with
12 and eight points, respectively.
'On Tuesday, Stubblefield scored 14 points
as the 7th Lady Lakers downed
North Marshall 40-22. Johnson, Jennifer Paul
and Kim Lindsey each added six
points to Calloway's totals.

Junior varsity basketball
The Murray High Tiger junior varsity dropped a one-po
int decision to Hickman County
Tuesday night. The Tigers fell 36-35 after a last-second
shot attempt was nabbed by
a Falcon delender. Chip Greene led the Tigers with
son with seven and Bart Crum with six. The Tigers 13 points, fob wed by Josh Johnwill face Marshall County on Friday night

MSU indoor track
The Murray State women's track team opens its 1989-9
0 indoor track season
this weekend in Murfreesboro, Tn. The Lady Racers
will
compe
te on Saturday at
Middle Tennessee State University against Tenne
ssee
and MTSU. Following Saturday's meet, the Lady RacersState, Western Kentucky
the Christmas holidays and resume competition Jan.,1 will take a break during
3 when they travel to the
Shearson, Lehmann 8 Hutton Invitational in Jonesb
oro, Ark.

General
MINNEAPOtIS- Luther Darville was sentenced to 18
prison for stealing $186,000 from the University of Minnesmonths at Stillwater state
ota when he headed its
minority affairs office. A jury last month convicted Darvill
e
theft by swindle despite his testimony that he gave the of three felony counts of
money
and other students on orders from his superiors at the univers to student-athletes
ity. The prosecution
contended he took the money for his personal use and
university officials denied
knowledge of any such payments. Hennepin County
District Judge Patrick Fitzgerald also sentenced Darville to six months at the
court. The workhouse term will be served after county workhouse for contempt of
the prison sentence is completed.
•.•
TULSA, Okla.- A convicted burglar says he talked
to the NCAA about alleged
wrongdoings in Oklahoma's footba program
break-in at former Sooners coach Barry Switze before he became involved with a
ing a five-year prison sentence for stealin r's home. Otha Armstrong III, servg 25 of
contacted the NCAA "before and after" he was arrestSwitzer's championship rings.
ed and jailed for breaking into
Switzer's home in July, The Tulsa Tribune
said Wednesday.
'On Tuesday, the 24-year-old Armstrong was quoted
as saying he was used as
a middleman to pick up cash payments that a
Tulsa
homa quarterbacks Charles Thompson and Jamell booster wired to former Oklae Holieway. Armstrong also said
freshman running back Dewell Brewer receiv
ed
unofficial paid visit to Norman before he signed a illegal benefits and at least one
letter of intent with the university
in February.

Football
NEW YORK - Wide receiver Richard Johnson of
Detroit and cornerback A.J.
Johnson of Washington were named NFC offens
ive and defensive players of the
week. Tight end Mike Dyal of the Los Angeles Raider
Cincinnati won AFC honors. Richard Johnson caught s and safety David Fulcher of
eight passes for 248 yards in
Detroit's 21-14 victory over New Orleans and A.J.
Johnson had two interceptions in
Washington's 29-10 victory over Phoepix. Dyal caough
in his team's 16-13 overtime victory over Denver and t lour passes for 134 yards
an interception in Cincinnati's 21-0 victory over Fulcher had nine tackles and
Cleveland.

Tennis
NEW YORK - Michael Chang, Aaron Krickstein and
the doubles team of Jim
Pugh and Rick Leach were named to face Mexico in
Davis Cup competition. The Americans, named by thethe first round of next year's
ciation, will meet Mexico in a first-round World Group United States Tennis AssoCarlsbad, Calif. The United States reached the semifinmatch from Feb. 2-4, 1990 at
als this year betore losing to
West Germany.
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Score

College basketball
EAST
No Crow W. Harvard 67
Long Wand U 79. Morgan St 64
haesachusens 75. rake IS, OT
Princeton 53. ions 41
Reiter Monts W. Census 65
Nmgsis 75, St Joseph's 56
Si %neve*** 82. lad -8,Milmo
re County ft
Towson Si 73. 01/07
00)4
Appalachian C. 60. Lander 70
Clemson 72. Providenos 71
Cosset Carat* 74. Cited* 76
Coppn St 97. Easier', 66
;Liman $O. Erskine 63
Jackson St 65. Florida MN 54
Kentucky III, Tennessee Tech 75
Lament* 101, Vanderbilt 75
Mani. Fla 87, Dayton /2
N C Charlotte is. N C -Vairrengton
56
..iLholit Si III. Demo 65
Richmond 66, Va Commonweal/rt. 54

Tap Twenty-Five Feral
Sy The Aseocisted Press
How it,. Assodaied Press Top 25 teams
tared
Wednesday
1 *mods (5-0) bed No 6 Duke 76-76
2 Kansas
bee Southern Methodist 86-53.
3 Georgetown (3-0) did not pay
4 Missoal WO) tem Naomi Los 106-411
5 Nevada-Las Vegas (3-1) did not play
6 DuPa (3-1) lost to No I Syracuse
71-76
7 lanais (3-0) did not play
ilichogan (4-1) Coal Central Michigan 100-51
Lousans State (3-1) did not play
i0 Arkansas (4-01 Id not
Pap

Syraode 71. Dues 76
VW 76, N C.-Goesneboro 50
MIDWEST
Green 92, W0
* 66
Cr
77. CawaliwS * 06
IN. NNW 86
4.6.1616 St 76, Mo -Kansas City 57
Kent St 77 Moon 52
Long,i9Eleach Si 94, Bradt* 64
100, Celt Whips 51
IMI•oun 106 Horan Los ral
SOUTMWEST
Bina 78 North Texas 67
Kailas IS. Sounern Man 53
Tioas-Ei Paso 96 Delaware Si 63
FAR WEST
Arizona 84 N Anzons 37
patio 76 Whitsore 90
Sari Diego Si IS. San Diego 75
Southern Cal 61 PoMand $O
Litan St 45 BVU-Hawai 70
Washingion St 90 Hsoes Pacific 65

11 Lotawille (5-1) bed Pannerue 101-75
12 Oklahoma (30) did not pray
It UCLA (3-0) ad not play
14. Indiana (4-0) did not play.
15. Si John's (4-21 did not plw
IS. Memphis Stale (3-1) did not play
17. Nortn Carolina (4-2) did not pain
IS. Georgia Tech (3-0) did riot play
It North Carolina State (it) ad
not play
20. Arizona (2•2I beat Northern Antonia 64-37
21 Alabama (4-11 did rem play
22. Pltisturgh (2-2) ad net obey
23 Temple (2-I) ad nor play
24 Oregon Stale (3-0) ad not play
25 Flonda
1i did not play

Ws.

National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eat
W I. T Pct. PF PA
Buffalo
II 5
615 343 274
*Awl
7 6
.538263 300
Inclanapols
6 7
462 227 230
NOW England
5 8
385 257 306
NV Jets
4 9
306 239 323
Cocoa*
Houston
6 5
618.31$ 310
Ceveland
7 5
577 270 1114
Cincinnati
7 6
538 305 225
Pittsburgh
6 7
462 163 294
Wail
1 Denver
10
3
760 30(2 193
LA. Raiders
7 6
531 265 226
Kansas Clay
6 6
5.00257 239
Swine
5 8
385194.
264
San Diego
4 9
3011 206 235
NATIONAL COWE ENCE
Ea*
Philackaphis
9 4
692 271 220
N.Y. Giants
9 4
692 265 220
Washingeon
7 6
5-36 300 257
Phoenix
5 8
385 230 293
Data
1 12
077 164 338
Control
IA nne4Ota
8 5
615 262 214
GOMM Bay
8 5
615 299 297
Chicago
6 7
462 313 264
Tampa Bay
5 A
345 274 335
Detroit
4 9
306 221 316
West
San Francisco
11
2
846 365 216
LA. Rarrs
9 4
692 337 260

Now Cows
6 7 0
662 293 256
Ailama
3 10 0 231 206 332
a-cinched division Orts
Sun*y's
CMIC14016 21, Clweiand 0
Grew Bay 17 Tampa Bay 16
Houston 23. PmsOurgh 16
New England 22. Indianapoas 16
Los Angeles Rams 35, Dales 31
Kansas Cal 26. Want 21
Dena 21, Kew Orleans 14
Phitadaitthia 24. New Yott Giants 17
San FrarCYCO 23. Atlanta 10
Washington ?a, Phoenix 10
Ni,. Yoh Jets 20. San Diego 17
Lcs Anson Raiders 16. Denny 13 OT
Minnesota 27, Chcago 16
Monday's Game
Seattle 17, Burtato 16
Sunday, Dec. 10
Atlanta at lArinesaa. noon
Dallas al Philadelpha. noon
Detroit a Chicago noon
Kan's. City at Green Bay. noon
New ()beans at &mato. noon
Ihttspurgh at New rock Jas. noon
San Color at Washington noon
Sean* at Crtionna. noon
Tampa Bay a Heuston. rade
Cisveland at Indianapolis. 3 p m
New York Giants a Denver, 3 pm.
Prow.' at Los Angeles Raiders. 3 pm
New England at WV*, 7 pm
Woodsy, Dec. 11
San Francisco al Los Anoet Ram. S pat

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Mitotic Diadem
W L Pa Gill
Boston
11
7 611
New Yoe
11
7 611
Phladelphis
9 7 .563 1
Washington
8 11 421
34
New Jersey
4 1
250 6
Mani
4 1
200
Central Division
Indiana
10
714
Del Mal
11
647
Chicago
10
625
Atlanta
10
625 1
/Altman
7
436 4
Drama°
7 1
412 48
Cleveland
6 1
375
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Walesa Division
W L Pct GS
San Antonio
10 5 667
Utah
10 5 667
Dwyer
11 6 647
Oelas
8 7 533 2
Houston
9 8 529 2
nrissou
5 12 204 6
chat*
3 13 168 71/.
Pacific Division
40t.lai
lers
13 3 813
14 4 778
Seale
10 7 .5411 3'4
Phoenix
6 7 .462 514
LA Clowns
$ 10 .333
TA
Sacramento
5 10 .333 7'4
Gaston State
4 13 235 WA

Wedrieedsy's Game.
Boston 113, New York OS
Ptinadelpaila 121. Warn 96
Atlanta 118, Orlando 110
Detroit 115, Waite Von 107
Indiana 136. Denver 117
San Antonio 121, Golden State 119
Tiouredey's Games
Portland at Charlotte, 6 30 p at
Dallas a Ulah. 1830 pm
Phoenix at Los Angeles Laker' 930 purr
Cievinand a Los Anises Cippws 030 pm
F-nday• Games
Denver at Balkin 6 30 p m
DIArcil it Phladeipha 6.30 pm
Orlando 56 Warn. 630 pm
Portand at Atlanta. 630 pm
Cticatz;Indiana. 7 pm
Nevi
at Houston. 730 pm
San Anion° MI Dallas. 7 30 p m.
Miwaukas at Phoenix. 30 p m
Sacramento at Golden Stele, 1230 pm
Ishirdey's Genies
Boston at New rat, 630 p at
Los Anginas Laken at Washington. 630 pm
Defter at Charlotte. 630 pm
unmet:ea at Atlanta, 6 30 p m
Indians W Detroit. 6.30 p rn
Philadeiphia at Cheap. 730 p at
Nee Jersey at San Margo. 7 30 p m
Houston a Utah. II 30 pm
Los Angeles Clippers a Sedlie, 9 pm
Cievelind a Sartaff0610, 930 p rrt
Suadey's Grew
Los Anemias Leans at Orlando. 630 p at
PorWanda MINiaultes, 730 p m
•

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

College football
NEW YORK - Mohammed Elewonibe, a 290-pound guard from Brigha
m Young
University, was named the Outland Trophy winner as the outstanding
college lineman in America. Elewonibe, a native from Nigeria, edged center
Florida State and nose tackle Moe Gardner of Illinois in the votingMichael Tanks of
by members of
the Football Writers Association of America.

EAVESDROP ON YOUR
CITY TONIGHT
BC-145XL

uniden

"To many business people, risk management
is a mysterious concept. To us, it's another way
to make your business insurance dollars work

11.2.altaar

harder."

CALL

DALE WILLIS
at our
Murray Office

753-8810

"ma

$1 n995

Sale Price

The Exceptional Name In Insurance
Paducah
443-7420

Hear all the excitement of police, fire, emergenc
y. HAM
radio, weather and other two-way broadcasts on
a Linden
Bearcat Scanner Radio. Scan sixteen different frequencies you easily program yourself from over ten differ
ent
bands. Features a priority channel, instant weather
search, and large digital channel display Find out
what's
going on in your area while it's happening!

Benton
527-8621

Open Sundays
Now Until
Christmas

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
-01111010

Mayfield

Murray

247-4852

753-13810

Chestnut
Street
6

753-2571
753-4110

9.16-

•

Community...
(Cont'd from page 7A)
Friday, Dec. 8
slry. There is no charge but a love
offering will be taken.
"Live" Nativity Scene will be
from 6 to 9 p.m. at Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist Church,
located west of Highway 641
North.

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Order Your
Bar-B-Q Shoulders,
Hams, Turkeys For Christmas

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Frying Chicken

"The Nutcracker" will be presented by Children's Theatre Co. at
7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library,
New Providence Riding Club
will sponsor an Open Horse Show
at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Admission is $2.
Hawaiian Tropic/Shoney's
Women's Basketball Classic will
feature Alabama and Arkansas at 5
p.m. and Murray State and Alcorn
State at 7 p.m. at Racer Arena,
Murray State University.

Leg
Quarters

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayileld.

39!

Main Street Youth Center at 205
Nerth Furth St. will be open from
5 p.m. o 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Basketball teams will play
at Marshall County High School at
6 p.m
"The Song of Eddie King" will
be presented at 8 p.m. in Chocolate
Box Theatre of Wilson Hail, Murray State University.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
opcn from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Fret and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Charmin Bathroom

Senior Adult Fellowship (potluck
meal) will be at 11:45 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.

Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

C
99

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church WMU will have its
-Week of Prayer program at 1 p.m.
at church.
A gospel concert will be at 7:30
p.m. at Grove Junior High School,
Paris, Tenn.
Calloway County High School
Laker Boys Basketball teams will
play at Hickman County High
School.

Hormel w/Beans

Lays

Dole Tropical

Flav-O-Rich

Fruit Salad

Dole Juice or Syrup Pk.
Pineapple
20 Oz.
Lucky Leaf Apple

1/2% Milk

Kraft Mac. & Cheese
Dinner Bonus Pk
Boyd's Hot Spiced

Pie Filling

Hyde Park Whole or Slices

Hunts Tomato

Pickles

Ketchup

Chili

Cider Mix
Prairie Farm

2% Milk

15 Oz.

79

2/$ 1 °°

Potato Chips

16

Libby's

10 Pk.

$ 1 99

Gal. $219

Pumpkin
Baker's Angel Flake

Coconut

79
21 oz. 79

Dixie Cut In Syrup

Yams

New Calloway
history book
goes on sale

16 oz.

39

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper, Mt.Dew 12 Pk. Cans $289

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Ronda

Oranges

Baked
Ham

MURRAY, Ky. — The Calloway
County Genealogical Society's new
publication — Family Records of
Calloway and Adjoining Counties —
is on sale for $25.
Jean Murdock, president of the
group, said the book contains 942
pages, with a full name index of
more than 1,700 entries.
Murdock said the society has
been working on the book for three
years. It had published a similar —
but much less detailed — genealogical record in 1990.
For this publication, the Caboway society advertised in several
area newspapers requesting family
histories and genealogical records,
she said, and many people
rt2=1.i said she believed the
society had received responses
from all eight Purchase counties,
as well as Henry County, Tenn.
As an example, she said the new
book includes 65 pages of history on
the Adams family in western Kentucky, along with more than 400 full
name references to that family.
Murdock said it can be ordered
by phoning 502-453-4247 or 753-4769.

4W.Bag
1 39

Red Delicious Michigan

Apples

990
3 Lb. Bag

The
Calloway County
Genealogical Societies
Long Awaited 942
Page Volume
170() hill Name index
of Family Records of
Calloway 4 Adlossusig COlilliltI
Is New Available

'25

for
Time for Christmas Giving.
Call
753-4769, 435-4247
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Steep art* in U.S.tutimy carseumptkon

Mayfield woman named to commission

In pounds per person
per year

15

10

•

0

Top turnkey states
Millions produced
in 1989 (estimate)
North Camilna 50.7
Minnesota
42.5
Callon*
303
Manses
19.3
lAssouri
17.3
16.1
V1191140
13.6
Wien*
Pennsylvania
8.6

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Annie
Hale of Mayfield has been reappointed by Gov. Wallace G.
Wilkinson to a three-year term on
the Kentucky Bicentennial
Commission.
The Commission was created by
the General Assembly to plan
events and celebrations observing
the Commonwealth's 200th birthday in 1992.
"I am proud to be a Kentuckian
and thankful to be in such good
company to plan and celebrate our
Bicentennial," Mrs. Hale said.
The Commission consists of 30
Kentuckians from across the state.
Organized in 1986, it has initiated
such projects as the "Kentucky
Encyclopedia," a comprehensive
reference work with contributions
from noted Kentucky scholars and
historians.
Mrs. Hale is a healthcare planning and marketing consultant who
previously served as director of

hi

'30 '35 '40 '45 '50 '55 '60 '65 '70 '75 '80 '85 '90*

SOURCE Nabonal Turkey Federatan

• estrmate

for Hospital Planning and Marketing. She also seiw.s on the future
Directions Planning Committee for

the Mayfield schools and on Ilk
Mayfield-Graves County Literacy
Council.

FISH - SEAFOOD • BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
)it

There's No Place Like
HoMEPLACE

Spacial, Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

14 oz. T-Bone Steak
Choice of potato, salad
or slaw, Texas toast

Call Early For
Christmas Parties

$545

2 Private Dining
Rooms For 35 and 75.
'Catering Service

All You Can Eat
Boneless Fish or
$4"
Catfish Steaks
Annie Hale
planning and marketing for Lourdes Hospital. She is a member of
the Council for Health Services,
the Purchase Area Human Services
Council, and the Kentucky Society

I:o
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0
0

- 0-9-8V8

20

Every Sat. & Sun. tll noon
Country Ham Breakfast only $2
"
,
r•

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd.
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 pm.

.I.SVD4Y31:18 - HOIMONVS - 0-9-1:1V8 - C100AV3S
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Unemployment rises in counties

EPA:State should cite
oil firm for emissions

'

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) - The
federal Environmental Protection
Agency has suggested that the state
cite Ashland Oil Inc. for excessive
emissions of sulfur dioxide from
the company's refinery south of
Catlettsburg.
The EPA isn't buying Ashland
Oil's explanation that repeated
excessive emissions from the plant
are due to equipment malfunctions,
said Roger Pfaff, chief of the EPA
air compliance branch in Atlanta.
"The EPA believes that the malfunction provision has been utilized
to provide relief for excess emissions during upset conditions
which are due to poor maintenance
practices, operational errors and
inadequate design," Pfaff said in a
Nov. 29 letter to Bill Eddins, director of the Kentucky Division for
Air Quality.
"We intend to ensure that the
violations noted are adequately
addressed by Ashland Oil and that
enforcement actions, where appropriate, are pursued by the division
in a timely fashion," Pfaff said in
the letter.
Eddins said Wednesday that he
would not comment until he
responds in writing to Pfaff by
Dec. 15.
Pfaff said Wednesday that the
letter doesn't represent a tougher
enforcement posture from the EPA.
But he said it does express the
agency's concern that the state
bring Ashland Oil back into corn-

pliance with air quality standards.
Under state regulations, emissions from upsets caused by equipment failure are usually exempt
from enforcement action.
"We would say strongly that we
do not use malfunctions for
excuses," Ashland Oil spokesman
Roger Schrum said Wednesday.
"If we have a malfunction, that's
wifat we have."
EPA officials in Atlanta have
evaluated the results of a detailed
inspection of the refinery conducted in mid-September by the
Kentucky Division for Air Quality.
That inspection resulted in state
inspectors notifying Ashland Oil
they found 140 violations of state
air quality regulations.
Under a federal agreement with
Kentucky, the state is supposed to
get significant violations into compliance within 120 days. The EPA
can join or take over state enforcement actions if problems are not
corrected within that time, Pfaff
said.
"This is more like a status
report," he said. "We want them
to tell us what they are going to
do."
Hundreds of plaintiffs in Kentucky and West Virginia are parties
to six separate lawsuits seeking
nearly a billion dollars in health
and property damages they claim
were caused by refinery emissions.
Ashland Oil has asked the state
to withdraw the citations.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Unemployment rose in 90 counties
in Kentucky in October, but the
overall state rate fell because of
strong employment in the Louisville area, Cabinet for Human Resources officials said.
Ed Blackwell, the state's chief
labor market analyst, said the discrepancy can be blamed on the
overwhelming influence of the
Louisville area. Fully one-fourth of
the state's work force is found in
Jefferson and six surrounding
counties, Blackwell said.
"Unemployment and labor force
declines in that area alone were
enough to account for the
Scpte .ther-to-October decrease in
the statewide rate," he said.
In the Louisville metropolitan
area, unemployment fell from 7.4
percent in September to 4.5 percent
in October. The big drop was attributed to a modest increase in the
number of people working and a

•

substantial deeline in the number of
people unemployed and looking for
work.
The statewide jobless rate for
October, announced earlier, was
5.1 percent. In September, the rate
was 5.4 percent.
Rates dropped in 23 counties and
remained the same in seven others,
according to figures released by the
cabinet.
Only seven counties had doubledigit unemployment rates in October, an increase from September, but
down from the 24 in October 1988.
The highest unemployment was
found in Hancock County in
October, with 13.9 percent, followed by McCreary County, 11.7;
Elliott, 11.3; Wolfe, 10.8; Marion,
10.6; Morgan, 10.4; and •Estill,.
10.0.
Shelby and W‘todford counties
tied for the lowest unemployment
rates at 2.4 percent. Jessamine
County, 2.5 percent, and Fayette
County, 2.9 percent, also had low
rates.
Joblessness rose in the Lexington area overall, from 2.9 percent
to 3.1 percent.
The trend in the Purchase Area
Development District was: 5.0 percent in October, up from 4.6 percent in September. Rates ranged
from 3.2 percent in Calloway
County to 9.0 percent in Ballard
County.

INC
MG Insurance of Murray
Meeting Your Insurance Needs

-

Doron Claiborne

Home
Auto
Business
Life &
Health

CNA

For All the Commitments You Make'

The Olympic Plaza U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4000
1-800-334-4778

SAVE THREE WAYS

I
.

NO PAYMENT UNTIL NEXT MARCH
NO INTEREST - EVER

Christmas Wish List

DISCOUNTED PRICES - STOREWIDE

MEM

Approved Credit and Ahnonurn $299 Purchase Required

30960ff

Suits, Coats & Casual- Pants
Outerwear

by Wootrich - London Fog

Young MenS Shirts
Ali Pao

Shoes

30%Off

YeansNputica

Activewear

Trrkkil

20%Off

209'off

De.tter r Rpckfort

LADIES
30960ff

Aff Dresses

30%off

by Kpret

Suits

by Marissa Christina

Christmas Sweaters

20960ff

Skirt & Sweater Outfits .?fe.77.1‘!1.

3
0960ff

Alf Other Sportswear

20960ff

TREE 14,tRAPTI9tfG -:• VISA

SAVE ON

2096Off
1/
2 Price

M_ASTEI(CARD

Buckingham
970 Chestnut

G/TTCERT/F/CATES

I.

Entire Broyhill Line of Sofas, Chairs,
Dining Room, Bedroom, Occasional
Tables, including Special Orders
during December.
All Ceramic, Prints and Paintings.
All Recliners including
Mall-A-Ways-, Rocker-Recliners, -and
Leather Recliners.
All Bedding including
Serta, Simmons and Sealy.
All Lamps, Porcelain, Crystal, Brass
and Floor Lamps.
All Curio and Gun Cabinets.

CRASS FURNIT
03 So. 3rd.

Downtown Murray

753-3621
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Drum containing
liquid methanol
explodes at UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — As
many as 200 windows were shattered but there were apparently no
injuries when a 55-gallon drum
containing liquid methanol
exploded Wednesday on the University of Kentucky campus, officials said.
The blast occurred about 2:40
p.m. EST in the engineering quadrangle outside Anderson Hall on
the central part of campus, said
Ralph Derickson, UK spokesman.
Two 23-year-old students were
taken to the UK Medical Center
after the explosion, Derickson said,
but were examined and released
with no obvious injuries. The students' names were not released.
The sound of the blast could be
heard several hundred yards away
and smashed windows in the engineering complex as well as neighboring Miller Hall, Derickson said.
O.J. Hahn, a mechanical engineering professor, had been handling liquid methanol outside his
laboratory door, Derickson said.
The substance exploded when it
apparently came in contact with
some sodium in another container,
he said.
Officials were not sure how the
sodium mixed with the liquid
methanol. Derickson said the drum
that exploded was about half-full.
The building was evacuated after
the blast, Derickson said.
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Gourmet Food Basket
A great gift idea
Choose what you want
& we will do the rest
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Vets now to
receive Agent

In

Orange benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush signed legislation allowing disabled Vietnam veterans to
receive Agent Orange settlement
payments without jeopardizing
!heir eligibility for other federal
uisability or welfare aid, the White
House said today.
The measure excludes the Agent
Orange payments from consideration of the veterans' assets for
means-tested federal programs.
Veterans who suffered health
problems linked to the herbicide
sprayed u a defoliant during the
Vietnam war can receive up to
S12,800 from a $180 million Agent
Orange settlement fund.
Bush also signed other measures:
—Authorizing the U.S. Information Agency to distribute within the
United States a film, "A Tribute to
Mickey Leland," honoring the
efforts of the late Houston congressman to alleviate world hunger.
Leland was killed Aug. 7 in the
crash of a mercy mission flight in
Ethiopia.
—Permitting the Agriculture
Department to pay food stamp benefits in cash to families participating in a five-year welfare reform
demonstration project, the Minnesota Family Investment Plan.
—Renaming a post office on
Hylan Boulevard in Staten Island
as the Walter Edward Grady U.S.
Post Office Building in honor of a
letter carrier who'clied in 1981 after
working the v -ne route in Staten
Island for a quarter-century.
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99 WE'LL W b 6,11..
WE'LL SEND IT

Imported Itorn
Denmark
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if you wish -we will
send any gift* via
UPS at the minimum
UPS charge.
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--EASY TO SHOP-JUST CALL US
GIVE US VISA/MC
& WE WILL SHIP IT!
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TRUE BELGIAN CHOCOLATE
The Sampler Basket
Only $26

Superlative, Fantastic The Greatest Chocolate Ever

$9

80z.

$550
40z.

OURMET
KEDSEAFOOD
15%
Discount
On Our
Spnrwell
Porcelain
Crocks
'Give the Gift
of Pure,
Natural,
Spring Water"
Open: Mon. thru Fri. 8-5
atiountairt'Valley %ter

son;Water From Mot Springs./AL
44344525

753-0119

Paducah

Murray

11.1)

"DELICIOUS ARRAY"

Lmon

An Assortment of Sausages, Cheeses,
Mustards & Honey
Only
REBECCA RUTH
- KY. BOURBON CHOCOLATES
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KEITH H. LOVIN
University of Southern Colorado, Pueblo. Provost and vice
president for Academic and
Student Affairs, professor of
philosophy since 1986.
*FAMILY: Married, two
children ages 11 and 17.
•EDUCATION:B.A., Baylor,
1965; graduate study, Yale,
1966; Ph.D., Rice, 1970.
*ADDITIONAL
EXPERIENCE:
Professor philosophy, Millersville University; professor of
philosophy, Southwest Texas
State. Provost and VP for
Academic Affairs, Millersville
University; Chairman of Philosophy Dept., Southwest
Texas State; director, Division
of Philosophy, Southwest
Texas State. Teaching Consultant, Gustavus Adolphus College; Strategic Planning Consultant, Wayne State College.

sity, 1987-88; Deputy
Commissioner for Academic
and Health Affairs, Texas
university system; Chancellor,
West Virginia Board of
Regents; Secretary of Education for Commonwealth of
Virginia; professor at West
Virginia University; Director
of Evaluation for New England Assoc. of Schools and
Colleges; Associate Director
of Virginia State Council of
Higher Education; Assistant
Director of Program Development, Virginia State Council
of Higher Education; Director
of Admissions and Freshman
Scholarships, Yale University;
Assistant Dean of the Freshman Year and Assistant
Director, Office of Educational Research, Yale University;
Assistant in the Financial Aid
Office, Harvard College.

ROBERT R. RAMSEY JR.
Higher education consultant,
Paris, Tenn., since 1988.
'FAMILY: Married.
*EDUCATION: B.A., Yale;
M. Ed., Harvard, 1954;
Ed.D., Harvard, 1959.
*ADDITIONAL
EXPERIENCE:
Interim VP for Finance and
Administrative Services/
Treasurer of Board of
Regents, Murray State Univer-

RICHARD D. MANAHAN
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City: VP for
Administration and Development, Executive Director of
University Foundation since
1985.
'FAMILY: Married, two
children.
*EDUCATION: B.S. in 1965,
M.S. in 1971, Ed.D. in 1975,
all from Illinois State
University.

Prison selection
panel to tour
Central City

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A
Cincinnati woman won a new
home Wednesday in the Kentucky
Lotterys second "Home 4 The
Holidays" instant game ticket
drawing.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson drew
Teresc Uckotter's name from about
42000 entries received during the
past two weeks, lottery officials
said. The drawing took place at the
Roosevelt House in Owensboro.
People can enter the drawing by
sending four losing "Home 4 The
Holidays" tickets to an address on
the back of the tickets.

JOHN R. DARLING
Mississippi State University,
Starkville; Provost and VP
for Academic Affairs, professor of marketing and international business since 1986.
*FAMILY: Married, children
ages 28, 26, 24.
*EDUCATION: B.S., University of Alabama, 1959; M.S.,
University of Alabama, 1960;
Ph.D., University of Illinois,
1967.
*ADDITIONAL
EXPERIENCE:
professor of international business, Texas Tech University:
professor of marketing, Southern Illinois University; professor of administration,
University of Missouri; assis-

tant professor of marketing,
University of Alabama. VP
for Academic Affairs and
Research, Texas Tech; Dean
of the College of Business
and Administration, SIU.
RONALD S. KURTH
President of U.S. Naval War
College, Newport, R.L, since
1987, and rear admiral.
•FAMILY: Married„ four
children.
*EDUCATION: B.S., U.S.
Naval Academy, 1954;
M.P.A., Harvard, 1961; Ph.D.,
Harvard, 1970.
•ADDITIONAL
EXPERIENCE:
U.S. Defense Attache in
Moscow; Director of Long
Range Planning for the Chief
of Naval Operations; Director
of Politico-Military Policy
and Current Plans Division;
Commanding Officer, Memphis Naval Air Station; U.S.
Naval Attache in Moscow.
Politico-Military Adviser to
Secretary of Defense for
Soviet Union; Politico-Military
Adviser to Chief of Naval
Operations; Negotiator for
Incidents at Sea Agreement,
Moscow, 1971; U.S. Navy
Spokesman During IsraeliEgyptian War, 1967; Teaching
Fellow, Harvard; taught Russian at Naval Academy; pilot.
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CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (AP) —
Members of the state Correction
Cabinet's prison selection panel are
scheduled to tour this western Kentucky town today to check the area
as a possible site for one of three
new state prisons.
City Administrator David Riggs
said Central City, which has been
placed on the state's priority list of
places being considered for a prison, said the officials were trying to
learn more about the city.
"We're excited," Higgs said.
They told us that they arc pleased
with our application and that they
are impressed with our facilities."
Higgs classified the committee's
visit to the city as a fact-finding
trip. Cabinet officials couldn't be
reached for comment. Several
counties across the state, including
Ohio County, have been actively
trying to get one of the prisons the
cabinet wants to build over the next
few years.

Cincinnati
woman wins
home in "Home
4 The Holidays"

•ADDITIONAL
EXPERIENCE:
Professor of educational leadership and policy analysis,
East Tennessee State; professor of accounting, East Tennessee State; associate
professor of business, Radford
University; instructor, Illinois
State. VP for Finance and
Executive Assistant to the
President, East Tennessee
State; VP for Business
Affairs, Radford University.
Staff auditor and accountant,
Alexander Grant and Co.;
auditing assistant, Springfield
(111.) Marine Bank.

The-original Dac Furnace
was the first of the fornitv
Of P•10,1111 Sate-TFurnaces 10 be certified
and sold in North America
Ezeoptionalty sof*,
PelOnis Safe-I-Furnaces
Operate below the
combustion point of even
tissue paper Providing
Instont heat and generating up to a maximum of
5200 BTU's(1500W). the
PelOniS Safe- T-Furnace
Model 1500W con hoot
'von tho Impost room in
most average Size homec
Pelon,s offers true
Thormostatic Comfort
Control •-• 5./i) to 80'

JEWELERS

ILLUSTRATION
ENLARGED

FREE

3

ob.
SAVE UP TO 50%

A PAIR OF 14K GOLD AND DIAMOND
EARRINGS WITH ANY PURCHASE OF
$300 OR MORE! A $70 VALUE!

ALL SOLITAIRES

ALL CLUSTERS

ALL MENS DIAMONDS

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

1/310 1/2 OFF

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

SPECIAL

1/4 CARAT
REG $600

1/4 CARAT*

$395

$349

1/2 CARAT
\

REG. S1.200

1-2 CARAT*

$799

$499

i Now

1 CARAT

1 CARAT*

REG. $4.000

N.$1,995

$899

1/4 CARAT*

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

N.$399

Of
STYLLS

1.5 CARAT*
REG $400

1/2 CARAT*
REG. $1.200
NOW

$599

1 CARAT*
REG S1.800

NOW $899

1 2 CARAT*
REG Si 200

$599
ALL ANNIVERSARY AND
WEDDING BANDS

1/3 OFF

1/4 CARAT*
0

1/2 OFF

REG $800

ALL 14K. GOLD
CHAINS AND
BRACELETS

ALL FASHION DIAMONDS

ALL DIAMOND
SOLITAIRE EARRINGS

1/4 CARAT*

REG $400

REG S600
Now$199

1/2 CARAT'

Burley growers
sell 16 million
pounds of leaf

REG $800
NOIA

1.2 CARAT*
REG S900
NOV.

REG 51.600
NOW

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky burley growers sold about 16
million pounds of leaf on Wednesday for an average price of $167.38
per hundred pounds, the FederalState Market News Service said.
The price was down 4 cents from
the previous sales on Tuesday.
The state's burley farmers sold
16,611,350 pounds of tobacco for a
total of $27,803,520 with 26 of the
state's 27 markets reporting sales.
Farmers in Cynthiana received
the highest price for their leaf,
$167.84 per hundred pounds on
sales of 864,465 pounds. Hopkinsville growers took in the lowest
price of the day, $167 per hundred
pounds on sales of 610,550 pounds

$399

1 CARAT*

$799

ALL BRIDAL SETS

1/3 OFF

HAR(A

1/4 CARAT*

OUR
E-Z PAY
GOLD
CHARGE

REG S600
NOW

1/2 CARAT*

'REPRE SE NTS
APITROXIMATI
TOTAL WEIGHT
ILL USTRATION
PILARGE D Ti)
SHOW DETAIL

REG S1.000
SlYLES
EON E0Elft1
TASTE

NO TRADE PA.
oft TO% of11 ITT WV

V,ORR%

JEWELERS

UP TO
21 MONTHS
TO PAY
90 DAYS
NO INTEREST

N
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Kappa Tour of Homes planned here Sunday
The annual tour of homes, sponsored by Kappa Department of the Murray
s Club, will be
Sunday, Dec. 10, from 1 to 4 p.m. Tickets are $4 each and may be purchased fromWoman'
any Kappa member or
at the door of any of the homes on Sunday.
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Miller Home
Rosemary and Tommy Miller celebrate "Christmas in the Country" in their log home located four miles
southwest of Murray on Highway 783 South. Built by the Millers themselves just a year ago, this unique
log home features beautifully restored antiques and primatives in a charming country setting.

Young Home
Dr. Burton and Cathy Young moved into their home at 2000
French country style house features a long winding sidewalk Edinborough, Murray, in March 1986. The
and country porch. The Youngs have many
anique pieces including an old Edison phonograph dating
back to the 1800s. Their game room contains a
slate pool table which originally graced a tavern at Golden
Pond.
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Allison Home
The home or Harry and Sue Allison is located at 1108 Fairlane, Murray. The stone structure was originally built on South 12th Street in the vicinity of Storey's Food Giant in the early 1950s and was later moved
to its present location. The home features a country decor with many family heirlooms passed down over
the years that are displayed throughout the home.

•
r
Woman's Club House
The stone structure located at 704 Vine St., Murray, was dedicate
d Sept.
deeded by Mrs. Adrian Barnett McKee, Mrs. Maude Barnett Schmidt 27, 1940. Land for the home was
and Mrs. Lorena Barnett Fulton.
Mrs. G.B. Scott donated the Calloway County limestone of which
the house is constructed. The floor plan
includes a 40x60 tommittee room, a 40x60 dining room, two
kitchens, three baths and a large flagstone
terrace. Two large stone fireplaces add to the beauty of the house.
Over the past several months, the house
has undergone renovation. Refreshments will be served at the
club house the day of the tour.
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Man's Good Nature
More Than Makes Up
for His Bad Grammar

1 ;17°-;444

Get the Perfect Christmas Gift
the Entire Family Can Enjoy!
A Quality Fan from
Wholesale Electric Supply

By Abigail Van Buren

Over 200 fans in stock with over
20 different fans on display.

Fans

•

Starting As Low As

11W'''nuil'1.

41414711. ;s
•••

95

$4

Light Fixture Kits
As Low As
$795
Many Styles Availablq

While you're
here, shop our
light fixtures
accessories.

•
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DEAR ABBY: I never thought!
would find myself writing to you.
Still, I just can't let the letter in
today's paper from "In Love" pass
without comment. She complained
that her otherwise perfect husband
embarrassed her with his bad grammar.
I graduated from college with
majors in journalism and English
literature, focusing on the Shakespearean tragedies.lam a free-lance
writer and I delight in excellent
grammar.
I am married to a general contractor who is in constant demand
because he is a fine craftsman and
an honest man, and his gentle personality is such that most of his
clients become personal friends. I
should add that hejust barely graduated from high school.
"Ray" is the best person I have
ever met,so generous and loving. He
produces solid, spectacular work in
this age of mediocrity. Sometimes I
feel so fortunate he chose me I get
tears in my eyes.
lie also says,"I ain't got none" or,
"I don't never want to do that again."
But I have never been embarrassed
by it in front of friends, family or
anyone. If people can't look beyond
this one triviality, it's their loss!
In the many years I have been
with him, I never noticed anyone
slighting him because of his grammar. It is part of his charm, and the
idea of sending him off to an adult

education program to "correct" a
"lapse" in this magnificent man
repels me. Perhaps "In Love" would
be happier ifshe showed her love for
the man she married,and not for the
man she wants him to become. Sign
me ...
AIN'T I LUCKY!
DEAR LUCKY:You are indeed
lucky. And so is your husband,
because you are able to accept
him just the way he is. Good for
you!
"In Love," however, said she
never noticed her husband's bad
grammar before they were married and now it's driving her
crazy, and she can't see herself
spending the rest ofher life being
embarrassed before her friends
and family.
As I told her, if he is not wining to learn — for his sake or
hers — then the marriage is
doomed.
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend and I
have decided to do something this
Christmas that we have never done
before. Through some friends who
work with the homeless and indigent, we found a family whose primary provider had been out of work
for sometime.We will provide Christmas dinner and gifts for the mom
and dad and children in that family
with the money we would have spent
on gifts for each other.
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DEAR BLESSED: Now that's
a beautiful idea.
DEAR ABBY: As a real estate
broker and accountant,I can tell you
that there are a lot of horror stories
these days concerning wills. Most of
the stories concern people with
enormous estates whose wills were
prepared by lawyers who were not
estate lawyers.
Asking a trial lawyer or real estate lawyer to draw up a will is like
asking a podiatrist to do brain surgery. Drawing up a will is a specialty. Please tell your readers that
they should not let a neighbor or a
relative who happens to be a lawyer
draw up their wills,even ifthey offer
to do it for free or at a discount. You
get what you pay for.
IRA IN YONKERS
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DEAR IRA: That sounds like
good advice to me — evOn if it is
free. Thanks, Ira.

Saddles to Jeans

HOLESALE

I am looking forward to Christmas this year with a new kind of
excitement, knowing that we will
have made Christmas special for a
family who has not been blessed With
the same prosperity we enjoy now.
So ifany of your readers are tired
ofthe mad rush and spending frenzy
we all make ourselves crazy with
each Christmas, perhaps they may
want to follow our lead. I'm sure
there are plenty of needy families
out there who would love to know
that there are people who remembered what Christmas is supposed
ta be about — giving, not receiving.
It's good to be reminded.
BLESSED IN BOSTON
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70 percent of Kentucky
shoppers frequently
dip and use newspaper coupons —48
percent of those
"regularly."

tale

Shopper Amitotic* in Kentucky. 19119
The Pitman Group. luxington, Ky.
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Commercial banks in red for first time in two years
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Pre.. Writer

WASHINGTON — Third World
loan losses at big New York banks
and souring real estaif markets in
the Northeast and Anzona pushed
commercial banking into the red
last summer for the first time in
more than two years, the government said Wednesday.
The nation's 12,824 banks lost
$744 million in the July-September
quarter, off sharply from $7 billion
in profits in the second quarter and
$7.3 billion in the first three
months of the year, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. said.
For the first nine months, banks
, earned $13.7 billion, almost $5 bilE lion less than same period of 1988.
The third-quarter loss was the
1.first negative quarter since banks
lost $10.6 billion in the April-June
'period of 1987. That loss was also
..caused by large banks writing off
developing country debt.
Meanwhile, FDIC Chairman L.
-William Seidman issued a new and
more pessimistic assessment of
prospects for the insurance fund
backing bank deposits up to
$100,000 per account, drawing criticism from Congress.
He said the fund will shrink
between $250 million and $500
million this year to about $13.8 billion, posting the second loss in its

history. The fund declined by about
$4 billion in 1988 when bank failures hit a post-Depression record
of 221. This year, bank failures
should top 200, but miss breaking
last year's record, he said.
In September, Seidman had predicted his fund would break even
or post a slight loss. Rep. Frank
Annunzio, D-111., chairman of the
House Banking subcommittee on
financial institutions, said the new
estimate shows the FDIC should be
more aggressively regulating commercial banks.
Annunzio likened Seidman to
outgoing savings and loan regulator
M. Danny Wall, who endured
grueling criticism from Congress
for underestimating the scope of
the S&L crisis.
"Bill Seidman should have spent
more time doing his job at the
FDIC instead of running around the
country telling everyone what a
bad job Danny Wall was doing,"
Annunzio said in a prepared
statement.
Economist Robert Litan of the
Brooking Institution, a Washington
think tank, said if banks' unrecognized losses are taken into account
the FDId probably has reserves
closer to $9 billion than to $13
billion.
Seidman has disputed that
assessment, but, Litan noted,
"He's moving closer to reality."

Your Individual
Horoscope

percent; New York, 3.78 percent
and New Hampshire, 3.69 percent.
However, the problems in the
oil-producing states have been
long-standing and are improving.
Markets in the Northeast continue
to deteriorate.
The concentration of thirdquarter losses shows the influence
of write-downs for developing
country debt. Five of the nation's
10 largest banks accounted for S5.3
billion loss.
Banks in four states loss money:
New York, $5.7 billion; Arizona,
$333 million; Texas, $219 million,
and Louisiana, $7 million. Banks in
46 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia reported
earnings.
Private analysts predicted that
several other large banks, most
notably Citicorp, could add to
Third World debt loss reserves in
the next few quarters. They said
banks' real estate portfolios would
continue to deteriorate and that
bank loans for leveraged buyout
deals would begin to show up as
losses.
"The real estate problem is serious and is dragging what were
once considered rather pristine regional banks down into the muck
with Texas institutions," said economist Paul Getman of the Wcfa
Group, a Bala Cynwyd, Pa., forecasting firm.
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A cake and a smile

Wayne Williams, left, publicity chairman for the Murray Civitan
Club, presents a fruit cake to David Tuck of the Ledger and Times to
help promote the annual Civitan fruit cake sales. Williams said sales
are going better this year than at any time in the past 10 years. Fruit
cakes can be purchased at various locations in Murray, and sales will
continue through the new year. Proceeds will go for projects that help
support the handicapped.
Staff pivot° by Dan Louch,

CCHS Marching Band

Environmental Protection Dept.
releases state figures from 1988

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1989
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll take pride in a mental
accomplishment today. Be on guard
against unscrupulous types in
business and make sure credit cards
are in a safe place.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pot
You'll be pleased with the answers
you get from a research project
concerning a financial matter.
Undercurrents may create some
tension in one of your relationships.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're still livrestling with a work
problem left uver:nfr*,yeeaterday.
YoCi 'seem to come LiSto your own,
however, at a sofa 'gathering.
Partners are in harmony now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Morning hours are your. best time
for business progress. A manipulative
acquaintance needs to be put in his or
her place. Put a stop to these
machinations.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A relative seems stubborn and
won't bend at present. Joy comes
through travel and pleasure pursuits
today. Creative types should push
now for recognition.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Financial negotiations are tricky
now. Be protective of your interests.
Luck is with you regarding domestic
interests, but a friend may promise
more than he or she can deliver.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
It's premature to part with a large
amount of cash now to get a project
off the ground. A partner is your best
confidante today. Care is needed in
the handling of funds.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Morning hours should bring some
important career developments. Your
outlook could be too enthusiastic
now about one project. Watch
impatience after dark.'
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You could be getting in over your
head in one project today. Avoid
financial risk-taking. You'll be slow
now to take one acquaintance into
your confidence. Accent leisure.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may find a friend somewhat
overbearing today. Home-based
activities will prove more enjoyable
than socializing at present. You're
happy puttering around the house
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You need to guard against those
who would take advantage in
business
today
and
also
over-expansive moves. Social life will
afford you the greatest satisfaction
right now.
PISCES
mar
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•Issio
You're on sure ground when,
career interests are concerned today.
You'll be pleased with your progress.
It's not the best day for shopping or
socializing.
YOU BORN TODAY have executive
talents and can succeed as the head

The FDIC chairman said he
revised his assessment of the insurance fund because of growing bank
losses on real estate loans for commercial development and condo
projects. He urged banks to exercise more caution in the area.
Although bank profits overall
likely will bounce back in the final
three months of 1989, the number
of sour real estate loans will continue to rise, he predicted.
"I don't want to Scrooge up
Christmas ... but I'm afraid the
fourth quarter will show a continuation of the (real estate) trends we
see here," Seidman said.
Over the last 12 months, real
estate loan growth has accounted
for nearly two-thirds of all bank
asset growth, and now comprises
almost one-fourth of all commercial bank assets.
Delinquent real estate loans constitute almost half of all sour loans
nationally, he said. In the Northeast, the percentage of delinquent
real estate loans has doubled in the
past year, he said.
The states with the highest percentage of bad real estate loans at
the end of the third quarter were
Arizona, 12.28 percent; Texas,
10.53 percent; Alaska, 10.40 percent; Oklahoma, 6.07 percent;
Louisiana, 5.81 percent; Massachussets, 4.76 percent; New Mexico, 4.24 percent; Connecticut, 3.85
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of your own business. However, a
willingness to cooperate with others
will be a contributing factor to your
success. You're usually a good money
maker, but must take care not to
place an excessive ammount of
importance on the achievement of
ecomonic
security.
Writing.
education, theater and religion are
other fields which may appeal to you.
Birthdate of: Sammy Davis Jr.,
entertainer; Adele Simpson, fashion
designer.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky companies released more
than 157 million pounds of toxic
chemicals into the environment in
1988, according to figures released
Wednesday by the Department for
Environmental Protection.
The information is part of a federally mandated reporting of a list
of 310 chemicals that companies
manufacture, process or use. If
companies manufactured or processed 50,000 pounds or more of
the listed chemicals, they had to
report. If the companies used more
than 10,000 pounds of the chemi-

cals, they had to report.
The state received reports from
322 companies.
Bill Davis of the department said
many of the companies that
reported actually released no chemicals into the environment.
Some of the chemicals on the list
include common items such as
lead, nickel, arsenic, benzene and
cyanide to more obscure comas
such
pounds
isopropylidenediphenol.
•
A list of the companies, counties
and amounts released is available
from the cabinet.

High School Marching Bands competed during the annual Kentucky
Music Educators Association State High School Marching Band
Championships, Nov. 4, hosted by Western Kentucky University.
Under the direction of Fred N. Ashby and Gary J. Mullins, the Calloway County High School Band performed "Crown Imperial" as one
of their competition selections.
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• 6.5 Amp ESP Motor
• Carpet Height
Adjustment
• Top-Fill Bag
• Vibra-Groomer II'
• Cuts Cleaning Time
In Halt

,
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SAVE '20 to s100
ALL EUREKA VACUUMS ON SALE
Nobody wants a wimpy truck.
Which is exactly why you'll want to dimb
behind the wheel of a Nissan Hardbody.Compared to the Chevy S-10 and Ford
Ranger, the two-wheel drive Hardbody has a
more powerful engine. More ground dearance
And more standard features.
Add to that a deeper. seamless double-wall
bed with more cargo volume.and the Nissan
Hardbody becomes a tough truck that useful.
And a useful truck that's tough
So test-drive a Hardbody at your nearest
Nissan Dealer today
And don't get stud( with something else.
NISSAN

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE

Eureka Upright
With Cleaning Tools
4.0 Amp Motor
• Beater Bar Brush Roll. Deep
Cleans & Grooms
• 4 Position Carpel
Height Adiustment
• Top-Fill Bag

EUREKA UPRIGHT
•Powerful Motor
•Carpet Height
Adjustment
• Dual Edge '<teener
•Power Driven Beater
Bar Brush Roil
•Top Loading Large
Capacity Disposable
Dust Bag

$6995
SAVE $40

2.0 Peak

H.P. motor
-Powerful Yet
Compact,
Canister Lightweight.
Portable
.20' Power
Cord

Mighty

Mite

$71095
Model 3114

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street
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in Merchandise Dec. 23

753-1586

Bel-Air Cente;:l
Register at Bel-Air Merchants
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By RUTH PERKINS
An original play by Murray author James I.
Schempp is currently in production at MSU's Chocolate Box Theatre in Wilson Hall. Since the Chocolate
Box can only accommodate 80 people at a time,
audiences privileged to view this production will
number a select few. If you want to be one of them
— if you want to experience theater in the making —
you should make plans now to see "The Song of
Eddie King."
Schempp has undertaken to retell the story of
Oedipus Rex, the Theban king who, attempting to
outrun his fate, ran smack into it and ended by committing the act he sought to avoid. Oedipus, as Freud
made sure we all know, unwittingly killed his father
and married his mother. Schempp's herd,' Eddie
King, seeks to avoid the same fate, and the translation of this classic tragedy into modern terms poses
an interesting challenge for the audience: is this'

ancient tale believable in today's world?
The answer is, simply — if the actors are good
enough, and the directing has vision and a clear
sense of purpose, anything is believable. That is
largely the case here. Schempp has set his 20thcentury Oedipus in a carnival, because, as he says in
the Program Notes, "The carnival is a place apart; a
place that stands outside the law..." The carnival of
"Eddie King" is definitely "a place apart," but it is
also a palce we know, and the characters, as portrayed by his cast are real and believable human beings,
dealing with their lives in ways we all recognize.
Kyle Mills creates for the character of Eddie King
a tough, ambitious youngster who tries to keep his
intensity carefully hidden, yet finds himself driven
by its power. Kevin Whe,et plays a crusty, caring
Creighton Squires, the aging curly whose fortune is
tied firmly to the carnival and whose interest is

‘•ip3 ov
people,

focused entirely on keeping the carnival going. Sister
Theresa, the resident fortune teller, is wily, world
weary, and utterly pragmatic as played by Tracey
Dockins. Ketrina Y. Lewis portrays Cassie Barron as
a sultry young widow whose husband's death in a
barroom brawl has left her with a controlling interest
in a carnival of dubious value and an overpowering
interest in satisfying all the desires her husband's
cruelty had repressed.
It is the long overdue investigation into the circumstances surrounding the death of,..Cassie's husband that forces these characters to confront each
other and themselves, and the characterizations presented for some of the "outsiders" offer some really
fine,
performances. Roderick Reed is bristly and bustling as Marshal Clees, and Mark Whit's development of Mr. Shepherd as the witness is carefully
drawn to reveal intriguing bits at a time, not jus'. of
the story, but of Shepherd's character as well. John

Howard is broadly drawling. as Sheriff Elder, and
Leo E. Maxson plays an officious and overbearing
deputy.
Schempp's set is simple and straightforward, but
works well in the intimate confines of the Chocolate
Box — real and colorful enough to elicit recognition
from the audience, honest enough to conjure imagery
instead of documentation.
"The Song of Eddie King" offers a real change of'
pace for Murray theater-goers. It's a new way of
looking at an ancient dilemma, but it's also an entirely fresh piece of theater — a world premier,
right
here in Murray, Kentucky.
Performances of "The Song of Eddie King" continue this weekend, December 7, 8, and 9, at 8 p.m.
each evening, and you can make reservations by calling the MSU Theatre Box Office at 762-6797
, or the
theater office at 762-4421.

Critic: Holiday for kids of all ages
"Christmas," it says in my handy
guide to the holidays, "is for kids."
Santa Claus, toys, singing, sweets,
and all sorts of entertainment featuring happy endings, magic, and
fantasy. We do it just for the kids,
right?
Maybe. But the kids are giving it
back this weekend at the Calloway
County Public Library. Somewhere
between 20 and 200 youngsters

have banded together under the
edy, lively dances, beauty, and a
direction of Playhouse in the Park
whole year's supply of cuteness.
director Liz Bussey and choreographer Karen Balzer to present "The
A kids's show? You bet, because
Nutcracker."
for every child on stage, there are
It's an old story: Clara and Fritz two young people who have workreceive some magic toys from the ed or are working backstage on
mysterious Uncle Drosselmeier. sets, costumes, lights and sound,
During the night of Christmas Eve, props and crew. Of course, there
wonderous events take place are some handy adults. A sfew have
involving battles with armies of been allowed to take speaking roles
terrible mice, brave soldiers and (so they won't feel left out.)
beautiful heroines. There is cornAnd the set is wonderful. Per-

Reg.$45. When it comes to my hair,
I'm a perfectionist. That's why I
chose the One Better." perm from
the JCPenney Styling Salon. It gave
my hair soft and lustrous curls with
just a little pizazz! And its perfect for
the holidays!
Save 20% on all Salon Master hair
appliances to maintain your new look!
Penh once includes shampoo, sty* and cut.
,
ProfessAerial hair care products by Menixus, Paul
Mitchell. Sebastian and End Results always
•available. Design wraps and long hair additional
ch•r94,Sale Ends Sat, Dec

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5

Clara and Fritz (Amanda Barrow and Philip Smith) fight over the
broken Nutcracker in this scene from
the Children's Theatre Company Pproduction, sponosred by the
Playhouse in the Park. The project is
made possible, in part, by a grant from the Kentucky Arts Council
A. Balzer to work with the 50 participants in grandes 1-5 on their which enabled choreographer Karen
movement skills. Corporate sponsors
are Piggly Wiggly, Pocket's Convenience Stores, and Ryan Milk. Perform
ances continue this wwekend —
call the Playhouse at 759-1752 for more information.
ST512At.8kS
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Slim Line Phone
Works with any phone system or service
Stores 10 numbers for speed dialing and
con rediol if you get a busy signal
-- - — -i--i!,. :....,
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VICTORINOX (cs536°)

As Advertised

811324

on
Notional TV

Classic Knife Duo
Get the -Classic" and the - Ambassador with features like nail file, screwdriver tip,
scissors, tweezers, etc The perfect gift

,„ 777
A% -3 0

477

90 minute high quality audio cassettes keep
r
your favorite music and recording needs at supetif
your fingertips for instant use
tAst

1500 Watt Pro-Dryer
Pro dryer with 4 heat settings, 2 air speeds
& contoured comfort grip 1500 watts

C.Dmpletely portable and perfect onywhere
additional outlets are required Ut listed
646
477
77 1

Ace Holiday (34212'342"
Hook-Up Paks
Includes one 6', 3-outlet cord. one 9'.
3-outlet cord and one 6-outlet grounded
converter.

Ultra Brute
Personal Flashlite
Super tough AA flashlight with Krypton bulb
w with AA batteries
C.
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Murray State University trumpet
instructor John Schlabach will be
featured as trumpet soloist with the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra for
its Christmas subsciption concerts
Friday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 3
p.m. The concerts will be held at
Jetton Auditorium in Paducah.
He will be performing Antonio
Vivaldi's Double Trumpet Concerto in C Major, assisted by Jessica
Shanklin, a recent MSU graduate.
Schlabach has soloed twice pre-

viously with the Paducah Symphony, and enthusiastic audience
response has prompted his return
engagements. He joined the MSU
music faculty as trumpet instructor
and director of jazz bands, and has
earned degrees from Northwestern
University and Western Illinois
University.
Miss Shanklin has performed for
three years as second trumpet in
the Paducah Symphony, and plans
to attend graduate school with a

Two bands will perform
in special charity show
Two area rock bands will perform for charity Tuesday night at the Katmandr)o in Puryear, Tenn, in the first annual Greek Night
Christmas
Benefit.
The Windowi,--ifith special guests The Beat Daddies,
are asking
donations of cash and food to support a pair of holiday relief efforts: for
all
canned food donated at the door will be distributed in the National
Guard
Christmas Food Drive to needy families in Calloway and Henry Counties
,
while all cash collected will help the Murray Fire Department buy
toys
for its annual Christmas party for underprivileged children in Murray
and
Calloway County.
The show is presented by the Murray State University Interfrate
rnity
Council. Admission will be determined by how many cans of
food are
brought by each concert-goer. If no cans are brought, the price
is S3; two
cans, $2; three cans, $1. If five cans are presented at the door, admission
is free.
Doors open at 6 p.m., with the show to follow at 6:30. Club owner
Terry Edmiston said a valid 1D is required regardless of age; 18
is the
minimum age for admission, while 21 is the minimum age to buy drinks.

music performance emphasis. She
has also performed with the American Waterways Wind Orchestra in
Pittsburg, Pa.
Tickcts for the performances
may be reserved by calling
444-0065.

haps the best part of it is the fact
that it is in the meeting room of the
Library. Somehow, it seems to be
twice as big as the space available
for it. It is pure Christmas.
The costumes are great; an army
of Moms and volunteers have
stitched cleverness and fun into
each cloak and uniform.
You begin to feel that you are
there in person as "Our Gang" presents one of their famous seasonal ,
,shows. You can almost hear one of
the soldiers saying to the fairies,
"Hey, I know the lady at the
Library; maybe we could put on a
show over there."
"The Nutcracker" is becoming
an annual event for kids and their
families in Murray. It is always in
the Library, it seems, and it is
always well-attended.
And it is always a real testament
to the talent and hard work of the
young people in this community.
They get no grade for learning to
fence; they get no trophy for long'i
hours learning to dance. They just
bring the real joy and beauty of
Christrnas to-life. They do it. for
fun, I guess, and because it is
Christmas.
Perhaps next year, "The Nutcracker" will be done in the new
theatre at Playhouse in the Park.
Maybe the set will be bigger and
the lights will be brighter. Perhaps.
Certainly, this year's cast and
crew of hard-working actors and
technicians will be a year older
then; some may be back, and some
will be involved in other projects.
We all grow up.
But this year, they are on their
enchanted stage. Even though they
may use the beautiful nutcracker,
handmade for the Playhouse by the
late Fred Fairfield, it will never
again be quite the same performance of "The Nutcracker, and, a
for that reason alone, you should
be sure to see it. Christmas, after
:I
all, is a time of dreams.
And it is the theatre that makes
dreams stand still, just for a ;)
moment, so we can see them more
clearly.
So, Murray and Calloway County, say "thanks" to the young
dreamers who are giving us a
glimpse of Christmas this year. It's
just for the kids — no matter how
old they may be.

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS.
Dec. 7, 8, 9,
MSU Theater — "The Song of Eddie King," admission, 8 p.m., Chocolate Box Theater, Wilson Hall.
Dec. 8, 9, 10
Playhouse in the Park — "The Nutcracker," admission, 7 p.m. Friday
and Saturday, 2 p.m. Sat. and Sun., public library meeting room.
Dec. 9-10
Paducah Symphony Orchestra — admission, 444-0065.
Dec. 8-17
Market House Theater (Paducah) — "The Gift of the Magi," and
"The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe," admission, 444-6828.
Dec. /0
Murray Art Guild — open house, 1-4 p.m. (Baptist Bell Choir will
perform at 1:30).

Dec. 10-11
MSU Dept. of Speech and Theater — "A Child's Christmas in ,

Wales" and "The Cedar of Lebanon," $I admission, 3 p.m. Sunday, 7'

p.m. Monday, Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Dec. 11-12

Playhouse in the Park — auditions for elementary school tour and
Reading Company, 6:30 p.m. Monday, 4 p.m. Tuesday at the Playhouse (middle school students needed).

Dec. 12, 14
Playhouse in the Park — auditions for "The Crucible," 7 p.m. Tuesdly and Thursday at the Playhouse (II men, 10 women).
If you have any art event you want to include, please contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce (502)
753-5171.
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Expert warns of potential for
By LESUE SHEPHERD
itegeeeisted Prowl WM**

LONDON — Nearly a year after
!a bomb blew apart Pan Am Flight
103 over Scotland and killed 270
people, little has been done to
imjirove airport security wortdeide, according to a report pub,ilished Wednesday.
Paul Wilkinson, the author of the
teport and an expert on internationsl terrorism, said obsolete security
measures cannot detect modern
plastic explosives used by
terrorists.
"We are way behind in taking

the necessary measures that will
help to prevent this kind of tragedy
happening again," said Wilkinson,
a professor at Scotland's University
of St. Andrews.
"Another Lockerbie could happen tomorrow," he said at a news
conference.
Flight 103 exploded over Lockerbie, Scotland, on Dec. 21, 1988.
All 259 people aboard the New
York-bound flight and 11 on the
ground were killed.
Investigators have said a bomb
containing powerful plastic explosives was concealed in a radiocassette player packed in a suitcase

in the Boeing 747s forward hold.
The flight originated in Frankfurt
and passengers and baggage transferred to a larger plane at London's
Heathrow Airport.
A Department of Transport
spokesman declined to comment on
the specific allegations in the
report but said: "Since Lockerbie,
we have taken a large number of
security measures relating to both
aircraft and airports."
The spokesman, who by custom
was not identifier', said the measures include tightened security
involving the handling of cabin and
hold baggage and cargo on U.S.

Flight

airlines operating here and tightened security and pass requirements at all airports.
Wilkinson's report said airlines,
airports and governments all are
responsible for improving airport
security.
It said more people have been
killed in airport and airplane bambinos in the past five years than in
hijackings over the past50 years —
1,059 compared with 638.
"Many passengers do not apparently realize that aviation terrorism acts now vie with technical failure and pilot error as major causes
of fatalities in civil aviation," the

'Plowshares to Profits' agricultural goals released
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
abeling program for state farm
roducts and a program for lowterest farm loans may be in store
for Kentucky, members of the Kentucky Agriculture Development
Foundation Inc. say.
Those were among the plans
coming from the foundation's 1989
report, "Plowshares to Profits,"
which outlines ways to maximize
the growth of Kentucky's agricultural economy.
Several people at a meeting of
the group Monday said the efforts
of the foundation, a non-profit
group, represented one of the
broadest efforts ever to coordinate
disparate interests in Kentucky
agriculture.

In

"One thing that is different is
the extent it (the Plowshares
report) talks about education,
marketing, capital and leadership,"
said Michael J. Greene, executive
director of the foundation.
"I don't know of anybody who
has taken such a holistic
approach."
However, several speakers said
action already was under way on
several of the recommendations.
Barney Homback of the state
Department of Agriculture said his
agency was studying how to put
into effect a $314,000 system to
label Kentucky farm products. He
said a bill had been drafted for the
General Assembly, but not filed.
"A number of states do this as a

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"Can't a critic give his opinion of an
omelet without being asked to lay
an egg?"
— Clayton Rawson.

•

North had reason to be critical of
South's poor play, but not for the
reasons given. Study the play to see
if you can spot where the egg was
laid.
East took his spade ace and, with
little better to do, returned a spade
to South's king. After cashing two
high trumps and exposing the trump
loser, South belatedly led a club to
dummy's king and East's ace. East
cashed his high trump and returned
a club, and South realized that two
diamond discards would not be
enough — he still had to take the diamond finesse. Down one.
"You should have played West for
a singleton trump," criticized
North. "His bid was clearly a preempt. Besides, East had to have
some defense not to push on to four
spades."
South should 'have made the
game, but not by finessing against
the trump queen. After winning the
second spade. South should lead a
club. East wins and exits with a
club, and now South plays the two
top trumps. If the queen drops, he
has a sure 10 tricks. When West discards, dummy's clubs are continued, South discarding diamonds
while East discards spades.(If East
ruffs in, he is endplayed.) Finally
East is given his queen of trumps,
but he has no safe lead. South gets
either a ruff and discard or a free
diamond finesse, and he wins 10
tricks.

,

NORTH
12-7-A
46 7
V K 986
•A J 9 3
4*KQJ 10
WEST
EAST
46QJ 943
•A 10 8 5 2
V2
Q4 3
•7 6 5
•K 8
+6432
4b A 7 5
SOUTH
•K 6
•A J 10 7 5
•Q 10 4 2
+98
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
Pass
1•
1*
2
3+
4
All pass
Opening lead: Spade queen
BID WITH THE ACES

marketing tool," Homback said.
"We feel like the timing is right to
identify something as Kentucky
grown or processed. We have a
number of designs, but we have so
much diversity, it's hard to make a
one-size-fits-all label."
Jack Hiatt, associate dean of the
University of Kentucky's College
of Agriculture, said his school has
submitted a budget request for 15
new cooperative extension
positions.
The agents would work with
state area development districts
promoting agriculture-based economic development, Hiatt said.
The college also requested
$586,000 for a Food and Fiber Processing Institute at UK, Hiatt said.
The institute would promote the
development of more food and fiber processing plants for meat, vegetables and other products.
"A lot of our products are sent
to other states for processing," he

Two House members try to
revive Medicare benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
House members on Wednesday
began rounding up support for
legislation to revive some of the
Medicare catastrophic health insurance benefits that are about to be
ended.
Reps. Fortney "Pete" Stark, DCalif., and Willis Gradison, ROhio, invited fellow lawmakers to
co-sponsor legislation that would
provide limited Medicare coverage
of mammography screening,
expanded home health services,
respite care and hospice care.
The four benefits were lesser
provisions included in the year-old
Medicare Catastrophic Coverage
Act, which Congress last month
voted to repeal in response to
senior citizens' complaints that the
program was too expensive.
President Bush is expected to
sign the repeat legislation.

•A 10 8 5 2
Q43
•K 8
•A7 5
South
1

North
2+

The catastrophic package was
designed to protect 33 million
elderly and disabled people against
ANSWER: Pass. North has a maxi- financial
ruin from prolonged illmum of nine HCP; game is not a
nesses. The major benefits of the
good bet.
program were expanded coverage

Newspaper ads are
read. Asked whether
they read or skipped
newspaper ads,88
percent of Kentucky
newspaper readers
scan or look for specific
ads.
Shopper Atutudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Grut.p, Lexington. K'.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

,

FREE Claim Filing For
All My Clients

The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a
month.
Who will pay the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call
for free information on custodial, intermediate, and skilled
nursing home coverage.

TAPPA
SPACESAVER®

The Congressional Budget
Office estimated the four benefits
could be paid for by a 80-cent
increase in monthly Medicare premiums, rising to $1.30 a month
live years after enactment, the legislators said.
John Rother, legislative director
of the American Association of
Retired Persons, said the proposal
would restore "important benefits,
but they're minor."
"We'll be supportive, but I
don't think that's the major challenge for Congress in health policy," Rother said. "I think ... the
effort now really has to go into
more comprehensive things, attacks
on the major problems that we
face."

-Can be hung under kitchen wall cabinets.
-Solid-state touch control panel.
-Ten power levels.
-Automatic temperature probe
-Wood grain outer wrapper.
-Oven (.8 cubic foot) holds 15-pound roast.
-650-watts nominal power output

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341
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We're Well Read

LOU V. McGARY

of hospital, doctor and drug bills.
Stark and Gradison, who serve
as chairman and ranking minority
member of the Ways and Means
subcommittee on health, said they
plan to introduce legislation in
January that would revive the four
lesser benefits and finance them
with a "modest increase" in Medicare premiums.
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Scottish and West German police
have denied published reports of
poor cooperation in their hunt for
the bombers.
Wilkinson said one major lesson
from the Leckerbie crash is the
need to stay one step ahead of
terrorists.
"When terrorists find it harder
to plant bombs on aircraft they are
likely to turn to other tactics such
as shooting them down with
surface-to-air missiles," he said.
"In an age of terrorism, when
aviation will continue to be an
attractive target of high publicity
value to the terrorist, we can never
afford to relax our vigilance."
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With Us At Dwctin Taylor
Chevrolet CEO, Inc.
We trade for almost anything!
This year it's a truck load of nuts.

Roasted Almonds
Pecan Halves

resort said.
In the poor countries of Africa
and Asia, security "is no more
than cosmetic," with airports often
lacking equipment and trained
staff, Wilkinson said.
Even in wealthy countries such
as the United States, airports are
"full of major security loopholes,"
he said. Passengers are poorly
screened, if at all, and not all baggage is accompanied by passengers, he said.
He said sophisticated machines
capable of detecting colorless,
odorless plastic explosives are
being tested in the United States
and should be refined and installed
at airports without delay.
Wilkinson said the continuing
lack of preventive measures was
demonstrated on Sept. 19 when a
VIA French airliner exploded over
Niger's Tenere Desert, killing all
171 people on board.
"The disaster had all the hallmarks of an African Lockerbie,"
he said. Wilkinson said intelligence
and police agencies have failed to
coordinate counterterrorism strategies, sometime § because of
rivalries.
"This has become'all too evident in the welter of international
confusion and recrimination over
the international hunt for the Lockerbie bombers," he said.

Copyright. MP United Feature Syndicate

NUTS!!!
Mixed Nuts

103-type sabotage

Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply.

This Holiday Season

Pecan Halves
Tub Cashews
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South holds:

said. "Meat packing is an example
of that This would try to get more
of those industries here. One big
problem in producing new products
in an area is simply having a market for it"
Greene said state Rep. Adrian
Arnold, D-Mount Sterling, has prefiled a bill for the 1990 General
Assembly that would establish lowinterest farm loans. Under the
program, a minimum of $100 million in state funds would be
invested in rural banks to be lent
equally to farmers and small
businesses.
Steve Miller, a spokesman for
Lt. Gov. Brereten Jones who is
chairman of the foundation, said
legislative leaders had expressed
support for some of the group's
plans.
He warned, though, that competition for state money in the legislative session next year would be "as
great or greater than any time in
modern political history."
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'Aunt Bee' dies in North Carolina at age 86

frail* T

SILER CITY, N.C. (AP) —
stage experience, including stints in
Frances Bavier, the Enuny Awardvaudeville and on Broadway,
winning actress remembered by
where she appeared in such promillions of TV viewers as the lov- ductions as "Kiss and Tell,"
able Aunt Bet on "The Andy Grif- "Point of No Return" and "The
fith Show" in the 1960s, has died
Lady Says No."
at age 86.
She became famous for her role
Miss Bavier died at home Wed- in the popular show starring Andy
nesday, said Leslie Fletcher of Griffith as a North Carolina sheriff.
Smith and Buckner Funeral Home. She portrayed the devoted aunt,
She had been released Monday who was known for her Southern
from a hospital, where she had cooking and who helped raise the
been treated for almost two weeks widower Sheriff Andy Taylor's
in the coronary care unit.
son, Opie, portrayed by Ron
Actor-singer Jim Nabors, when Howard.
notified of her death at his Hawaii
She continued in the role in the
home, recalled that Miss Bavier short-lived series "Mayberry
was very, very good to me when I RFD." She won an Emmy for the
first started out and I was totally role in 1967.
inexperienced in the business."
"The Andy Griffith Show" was
"She was always one of my in the A.C. Nielsen Co. ratings top
favorite people," said Nabors, who 10 during its entire run, from
played gas station attendant Gomer October 1960 to September 1968,
Pyle in the series. "I am a better culminating in a No. 1 ranking in
person for having known her."
its final season.
He said she taught him a lot
"Many episodes focused on her
about "personal kindness," and she was essential to the success
adding: "During my free time she of the show," said John Meroney,
taught me about antique founder of the Andy Griffith Show
shopping."
Appreciation Society. "When she
Miss Bavier, a New York City started on the show she was 57 and
native who would have turned 87 had more experience going in than
this month, attended Columbia any of the other cast members.
University and was a graduate of
"She was the only one from a
the American Academy of the Arts. large city and the fact that she
She had more than 20 years of could portray Aunt Bee showed the
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depth of her talent."
Although she was born in New
York and lived in Hollywood during her acting days, Miss Bavier, as
Aunt Bee, often spoke of "going
shopping in Siler City."
She had visited the mill town of
5,000 in 1963 while dieting at
Duke Medical Center. She retued
here in 1972 when she left Holly
wood. She made a cameo appearance in the 1974 movie "Benji."
"I fell in love with North Carolina," she said in a 1981 interview.
"All the pretty roads and the trees.
I, like a child, came here looking
for a fairyland."
It wasn't quite like the ficticious
Mayberry — fans continually rang
her door bell — but she adjusted to
her new home and ncver left Sikr
. City.
"Sometimes people just gawk
and gape," she said in a 1972
interview, "and sometimes they're
utterly charming and sweet."
In the 1981 interview, she said:
"I know how people saw me as
Aunt Bee. I'm still a compassionate person. That's how I want them
to remember me."
During her recent hospital stay,
Miss Bavier received many cards,
letters and flowers from fans.
She had refused media requests
for interviews for some time.

Award-winning composer Fain dies at age 87
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Composer Sammy Fain, a two-time
Academy Award winner who wrote
"Love Is a Many Splendored
Thing" and "I'll Be Seeing You,"
died Wednesday. He was 87.
Fain died of a heart attack at
UCLA Medical Center, said Ken
Sunshine, a publicist for the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers.
During a career that stretched
from New York's Tin Pan Alley to
Broadway and Hollywood, Fain
wrote some of the most enduring
pop hits vf American music this
century.
His collaborators over the years
included lyricists Irving Kahal,
Bob Hilliard, Paul Francis Webster,
Sammy Cahn, E.Y. Hapburg and
Alan and Marilyn Bergman.
Many Fain titles bring instant
tune recognition: "That Old Feeling,"- "Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella," "I'll Be Seeing You,"
"Wedding Bells are Breaking Up
That Old Gang of Mine" and
"Tender Is the Night" among
them.
Fain won his Academy Awards
for best song, in the title for the
1955 film "Love Is a Many Splendored Thing," and in 1953 for

"Secret Love" from the Doris Day
film "Calamity Jane." Fain was
nominated for Oscars nine times
during his career.
He was born Samuel Feinberg in
New York City on June 17, 1902.
A piano prodigy, he unsuccessfully
worked Tin Pan Alley until teaming with lyricist Kahal for their
first It "Nobody Knows What a

Red-Headed Mama Can Do."
Fain was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1971 and
was presented earlier this year with
a special award from ASCAP for
his lifetime achievement of writing
popular music.
He is survived by a son, Frank,
of New York. Funeral arrangements Were pending.

Lawyer from '34th Street' dies at 77
MALIBU, Calif. (AP) — Actor
John Payne, Kris Kringle's lawyer
who proved that Santa Claus exists
in the 1947 Christmas film classic
"Miracle on 34th Street," has
died. He was 77.
Payne, a leading man in Hollywood musicals and dramas during
the 1940s and 1950s, died his home
here Wednesday, said Robert Palmer, a longtime friend and former
publicist He suffered from heart
problems.
Payne's third wife, actress Alexandra "Sandy" Crowell Curtis,
and his three children from previous marriages were with him when
he died, Palmer said.
"Miracle on 34th Street," which
won three Oscars and has become a

Christmas TV tradition, also
starred Maureen O'Hara, Edmund
Gwcnn and an 8-year-old Natalie
Wood as a girl who didn't believe
in Santa Claus.
Payne's character is called upon
to defend Kringle, the department
store Santa who faces court proceedings because of his insistence
he is really Santa Claus.
The lawyer wins by getting postal officials to deliver to Kringle in
court thousands of children's letters for Santa Claus. The judge
decides not to refute a government
agency and frees the kindly old
man in time to make his Christmas
Eve rounds.
A memorial service was scheduled for Nurday at St. Aidan's
Episcopal Church in Malibu.
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Local childremtojoin 50 Ballet
South dancers in'The Nutcracker'
Twenty-six youngsters from the tal Johnson, Kelly Krouse, Nichole
Murray area will be joining 50 pro- Jedan, Elizabeth Thurman, Annfessional dancers from Ballet South Marie Shapla and Emily Leslie.
for two perfornuuices of "The NutSponsored by the Murray Civic
cracker" at Murray State University Music Association (MCMA) in
on Tuesday and Wednesday even- cooperation with Murray State, the
ings, Dec. 19-20.
production is open to the public.
Chosen by audition, they will be Interested persons are encouraged
involved in the full-scale produc- to make reservations and purchase
tion of the holiday classic that is tickets as early as possible.
known as one of Tchaikovsky's
Admission will also be by
most memorable ballet composi- MCMA membership cards
and
tions. Curtain time is 7:30 p.m. on Murray State student ID cards.
each date in Lovett Auditorium.
Ballet South is under the artistic
Dancing with members of the direction of Dame Sonia Arova,
Alabama ballet company will be: with Thor Sutowski as the resident
Marshmallows — Deidra Mali- choreographer.
nauskas, Liza Griffin, Joanna Kind,
Music in "The Nutcracker"
Sara McNeary, Laurie Jo Parker, includes "Waltz of the Flowers,
"
Gretchen Klouse, Angie Murphy "The Children's March" and
"Rusand Angela Ladd; cake carriers. — sian Dance." The producti
on also
Ginger Hicks, Celena Cooper, Eri- features candy canes that
ca Rowlett, April McKeel, Beth toy soldiers who come to lifedance,
and a
Brockway, Ashley Cleaver and giant
Christmas tree that grows on
Elena Clark; trumpeteers — Erika stage.
Johnson, Juliana Desperati, Katy
Partial funding is provided by
McNeary, Molly Melson and Erica the
Southern Arts Foundation and
Stickler; and teenage girls — Crys- the
Kentucky Arts Council,

assisted by the National Endowment for the Arts.
Additional information about
"The Nutcracker" oelihe MCMA
may be obtained by calling
Kathryn Carman, MCMA president, at (502) 753-1552. Tickets
may be reserved by calling Eddie
Mae Outland, vice president for
funding, at (502) 753-7340.
Tiekets may also be purchased
by sending a check for the proper
amount made payable to MCMA/
Nutcracker, along with name and
address, to: MCMA/Nutcracker,
107 North 17th Street, Murray, Ky.
42071.
The order should specify the
date preferred and the category of
tickei The ticket will be sent by
mail.
Prices are: adults, $15 each; and
students and children, $6 each.
Group rates are: six or more adults,
$12 each; 10 or more students or
children, $3.50 ea'; and families,
$30 (includes two adults and children in one household).

THE

DEAR DR. GOTT: Last month, I
had a cholesterol screening done after
a 12-hour fast. It showed a level of
165. Today I participated in a screening at work and was shocked when the
nurse told me it was 239. My doctor
insists that the 239 reading was incorrect, because the test did not involve a
period of fasting and was done using
the finger stick method. Do you agree
that the finger stick, non-fasting
method is usually inaccurate?
DEAR READER: Yes. You will obtain a much more accurate serum
cholesterol reading from blood taken
from a vein after you have been fasting for at least eight hours. Sometimes, cholesterol is measured from a
drop of blood obtained by a finger
stick, but this test is not as accurate
as the standard one.
When you eat, constituents of the
food — such as sugar and fats — enter
your bloodstream. Therefore, a blood
analysis performed shortly after a
meal will give a reading that unfairly
reflects the components of the meal.
After a period of fasting, these
components have been absorbed by
tissues and the cholesterol value becomes a more reliable indicator of
your "true" level. The 239 reading
was probably a correct measurement
of your cholesterol at that time but,
for the purposes of comparison and
valid analysis, you'll fare better having future determinations done after
fasting.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 78-yearold grandmother concerned about a
medication my 10-year-old grandson
is taking for hyperactivity. He's on
Ritalin twice daily. Is this safe for
someone his age?
DEAR READER: Hyperactivity in
children is now more properly termed
Attention Deficit Disorder. It is a
poorly understood condition marked
by short attention span, emotional instability, distractibility and impulsive
behavior.
Ritalin is a central nervous system
stimulant. Its method of action is not
clearly understood. In conjunction

with ancillary therapy — such as
counseling and special learning programs — it appears to help some children with ADD. The drug must be administered under close medical
supervision because of its side effects:
nervousness, insomnia, rash, loss of
appetite, headache, abdominal pain
and rapid pulse, among others.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
Sale Prices Good Thru
Sunday, Dec. 9th

AT CHRISTMAS TIME
Impromptu Glassware Sets
•Blue or Crystal Clear
.24 Pc Set
Reg 600
Sale

Hershey Kisses or Reese's Cups
Reg 217

Understanding cholesterol readings
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Sale

severe cases. Your grandson's pediatrician is the best judge of whether
the child is getting the appropriate
dose.

$1 87
61/2' Outswept Balsam
Christmas Tree

Some authorities believe doctors
are too willing to prescribe medicine
for children with ADD because mild
cases usually do not require drug
therapy. However, Ritalin has produced documented improvement in

•140 Tips
•Flame Resistant
Reg $29.96

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Solid Wood Bread Box or Canister Set

Sale

•Bread Box #WM2035 'Canister Set 1WM1031
Reg $21.97-$24 97 Sale $1800

Club Aluminum Cookware Set
.7 Piece Colorlite Set
'Limited Lifetime Warranty

111

Batman Video
#1 Hit of 1989!

$4984
Reg. $59.84 Sale

GOURMET
POPCORN SHOPPE

Reg $14.96

Sale

91oliday Specials

$1 296

Over 28
Flavors

Ladies' Flannel
Gown or
Pajamas

All 31/2 Gallon Tins With
Caramel, Cheese & Reg. Popcorn

Royal Dansk Danish Cookies
Reg $1.87

Over 50 Desgns To Choose From

Sale Ending December 10th
At__ft
ipi
ar
" 442-6177

$800

2/$300

.•••'

Reg $894
Sale

3200 S. BOUM()
40
Paducah, Ky.
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE
a

Wesson Oil

Tin Candy
by Bunte

-One Gallon
•Reg. $4.97

I 14

•Filled or Hard Mix
.21/2 Lb.
Reg. $4.27

Sale

COME CELEBRATE THE
CHRISTMAS SEASON

Boy's or Girl's 20" Bicycle

Special *o

•Street Dance For Girls
•Pro Circuit For Boys

Sorvices

'49"

19" Hip Roof Tool Box

Pc*

'Model 619
-Welded All Steel Constructoon
Reg $7.28 Sale
4114APAILTON BEACH

Sunday, December 17 - 10:50 AA31
"Christmas Cantata"
Saint-Saen's "Gloria"
Sunday, December 17 - 7 PM
"Candlelight Service of Lgguel& Carols"
Sunday, December 24 - 7 PM
"Christmas Eve Communion Service"

Public Invited - Everyone Welcome
(Nursery Provided)

Cordless Drill
Food Processor by Hamilton Beach

.#702W
.2-Speed
Reg $29.96 Salo $2696

•Model 9020
.3/8"
.3 Hour Charger
Reg. $30.96

WAI:MART
#111ndomille POuCT-4

FIFTH AT MAPLE, ON THE SQUARE

753-3812
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Florida company recalling eye wash
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Florida company is recalling a nonprescription eye wash because of bacterial contamination that could
cause serious infection, the Food
and Drug Administration said
Wednesday.
The product, made by the Dansol
Division of Ocumed Inc. in Sarasota, Fla., is Valumed brand irrigating eye wash sterile solution in
four-ounce plastic bottles carrying
lot number N4209.
The lot number is stamped in ink

on the bottom of the bottle. The
eye wash is labeled as being manufactured for Moore Medical Corp.
of New Britain, Conn.
About 1,400 bottles were distributed, the FDA said.
The contaminated solutions
could cause infection in a scratched
or damaged eye. But the FDA said
no injuries have been reported.
The product had been used on
nine comeas awaiting transplantation at an unidentified Seattle,
Wash., eye bank, but the corneas
were discarded, the FDA said.

The agency said it collected and
analyzed samples of the eye wash
after it received a complaint. The
samples were found to contain
Pseudomonas cepacia, a bacterium
that could cause serious eye infection in eyes that have undergone
surgery or that are dry or irritated.
Consumers should return the
product to the place of purchase,
the FDA said. Ocumed is alerting
Moore Medical's clients that the
product should be returned to
Ocumed.

Lundergan trial judge considers sequestering
jurors after allegations ofjury tampering
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
judge in the second theft and influence trial of state Rep. Jerry Lundergan and his brother considered
sequestering the jury after the prosecutor said the defendants had a
hand in an alleged jury-tampering
scheme.
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham, who wanted jurors
shielded from a newspaper report
of the allegation, later changed his
mind and jurors were allowed to go

home Wednesday. The trial
resumed today.
The State Journal of Frankfort
reported that special prosecutor
Scott Wendelsdorf said Tuesday, in
a hearing outside the presence of
the jury, that Jerry Lundergan and
Tom Lundergan were "in communication" with a courtroom spectator at their first trial.
Wendelsdorf said the brothers
transmitted to the spectator by facsimile machine a list of jurors for

Medicare Supplement Insurance
Nursing Home Coverage

Lowest Prices Anywhere
Pays Up To 100% Doctors Bills and
Office Calls
Call today and compare prices 753-7419

Tony Montgomery Insurance
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
641 South

Murray
W.".

753.2617

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

We'll put you
on the road
to Savings!
Call

Tommy Vance
for a new or used
car or truck today!

their trial, the newspaper said. William E. Johnson, the Lundergans'
attorney, denied the charge.
The Lundergan brothers are
charged with illegally profiting
from a non-bid state contract
through their company, Lundy's
Catering of Lexington, using Jerry
Lundergan's influence as a Democratic state representative.
Their first trial ended in a mistrial after James F. Sullivan, a state
treasury employee and lifelong
friend of the brothers, allegedly
approached a juror. State police
investigated the alleged incident,
but the agency's report has not
been made public.
Wendelsdorf said he believed
"the whole thrust of this purported
jury tampering was to achieve what
was achieved — a mistrial." and
that "this misconduct must be laid
at (the defendants') feet," the
newspaper said.
Wendelsdorf would not comment
on his reported remarks
Wednesday.
Johnson called the remarks
"scurrilous statements."
"1 don't believe there is a shred
of evidence to indicate that the
Lundergans did anything to bring
about a mistrial," Johnson said.
The defendants are alleged to
have been paid $154,000 to cater a
Commerce Cabinet function in
1987, using the name of a Louisville company, Perfection Catering, to
get around a law barring legislators
from receiving non-bid state contracts worth more than $25.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

All Elder-Beerman/Meis stores open
• FRIDAY 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
• SATURDAY 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
• SUNDAY 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

OBITUARIES
Sewell F.Jordan
Services for Sewell F. Jordan
will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Al Colley, James Shockley.
and John L Hicks will officiate.
Jerry Bolls will direct the song
service.
Pallbearers will be Howard Paschall, Richard Fuqua, Kenneth
Faughn, J.D. Garland, Hal Fuqua
and Eddie Workman. Burial will
follow in Antioch Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Jordan, 91, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Wednesday at 8:55 a.m.
at Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital, Benton.

STOCK REDUCTION

SALE

Mrs. Vera Mae Tucker, 70, of great-grandchildren; two stepgreat206 Hoover St., Paducah, died grandchildren; several nieces and
Tuesday at Western Baptist Hospi- nephews.
tal there. She had worked for 17
The funeral will be Friday at 1
years in the dietary department of p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey FunRiverfront Terrace Health Care eral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Ed
Facilities, Paducah.
Clark and the Rev. Terry HenderSurvivors are her husband, son will officiate.
Albert Tucker; two daughters, Mrs.
Burial will follow in Clarks RivPeggy Hardin and Mrs. Linda er Cemetery in Graves County.
Smith, Paducah; one brother, Earl
Friends may call at the funeral
Herndon, Murray; six grandchil- home after 5 p.m. today
dren; two stepgrandchildren; seven (Thursday).

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+7.04
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2736.77
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
46 -%
Kmart
A.T.C.-Class A
461
/
2 B 47A
Kroger
AT&T
43% +V..
McDonakls
Bell South
53% -%
JCPenney
Briggs & Stratton
26 +%
Quaker Oats
Chrysler
19% +V.
Sears
CSX Corp
35% unc
Snap-On Tools
Dean Foods
32% -V.
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store 10% B 10% A
Time Inc.
Exxon
49% +1
/
4
UST
Ford
451
/
2
Wal-Mart
General Motors
44% +1
Woolworth
/
4
Goodrich
44% -V.
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
47 +%

BETTY BOSTON

99
46
34'/.
14%
34
69%
57%
30%
55
131%
29%
44%
60%

+V.
+V.
-1
/
2
+1
/
2
+1
/
2
+Y.
-1
/
2
+V.
-1
/
4
+%
+1%
+Y3
+1
/
4
-1/1
7.91

PAT GOSSIP!
753-3366

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

.KEROSENE HEATER
HEADQUARTERS

NA®
Our Price

119"

20 to 50%
DON'T MISS IT!
It's your best opportunity to save before Christmas!

She is survived by three daughters, Mrs. John (01a) McDougall,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., Mrs. Jay
(Celia Josephine) Chatham,
Redington Shores, Fla., and Ms.
Carl (Dorothy Nell) Anderson,
Anaheim, Calif.; one son, James V.
Beaman and wife, Gratton, Farmington Hills, Mich.; 11 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Vera Mae Tucker

SAVE

Take advantage of great savings in every department, plus
TAKE AN ADDITIONAL.

Also surviving are six grandchildren, Eddie Usher and wife, Janet,
Herrin, Ill., Kevin Russell and
wife, Lana, and Debbie Miller and
husband, John, Murray, Kay Wyatt
and husband, Phillip, Hardin, Betty
Shockley and husband, Bill, Dallas,
Texas, and Kathy Jo Usher, Edina,
Minn.; nine great-grandchildren.

Graveside rites for Mrs. Audie
Cathey Beaman will be Friday at
10 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate.
Friends may call from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight (Thursday) at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Beaman, 93, widow of
Jesse G. Beaman, died Sunday at
Cambridge South Nursing Home,
Beverly Hills, Mich.

Friday, Saturday and Sunday only!

Simply put, we've been counting and our selection is too good! We're
overstocked, so we've slashed our prices. You can save a bundle, we
reduce our stock and everybody has a Merry Christmas. ENJOY!

He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Lanita Russell and husband,
Z.B., Murray; one son, Bryan Jordan and wife, Evelyn, Hardin; two
sisters, Mrs. Flavil (Treva) Pendergrass, Coldwater, and Mrs. Lillian
Gram, Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,
Bill Jordan, Mayfield, and Charles
Jordan, Bell City.

Mrs. Audie Cathey Beaman

COURT SQUARE

STARTS TOMORROW

Ralph R. Viets

Reg $179.95

• 22,600 BTU
• Heats 800 Square Feet

FUJICA®
KEROSENE HEATERS

Ralph R. Viets, 76, of Barlow
died Wednesday at 7 a.m. at his
home. He was a veteran of World
War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Fannie Viets; two daughters, Mrs.
Teresa Romaine, Murray, and Mrs.
Patricia McKnight, Lexington; two
sons, Mark W. Viets, LaCenter,
and Ralph M. Viets, Tampa, EL;
two sisters, Mrs. Martha Batts,
LaCenter, and Mrs. Billet Foster,
Clearwater, Fla.; nine
grandchildren.
Private memorial services will
be at a later date. The body will be
cremated. Jones Funeral Home of
Barlow is in charge of
arrangements.

4.

Kim F. Heller
Memorial services for Kim F.
Heller will be Friday at Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Mr. Heller was killed in the
crash of a
plane in Angola,
Africa, on Nov. 29.
He was a native of Fargo, N.D.,
and the husband of Judith
McCracken Heller of Daytona
Beach. Mrs. Heller is a niece of Dr.
John R. Quertermous and Mrs.
Helen Bennett of Murray.

Gerald A.
(Jerry) Lukasik
The funeral for Gerald A. (Jerry)
Lukasik of New Concord was
Wednesday at Holy Trinity Catholic Church, Chicago, Ill. Burial was
in Resurrection Cemetery at Summit, Ill.
Mr. Lukasik, 53, died Friday at
11:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Marie Pecoraro Lukasik; one son,
Mark Lukasik, New Concord; his
mother, Mrs. Julia Lukasik, Chicago; one sister, Mrs. Bill (Judy)
Rambo, New Concord; two
brothers, Alexander Lukasik and
wife, Santine, Orland Park, Ill., and
John Lukasik and wife, Linda,
Naperville, Ill.; several nieces and
nephews.

Gambino family
members arrested
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
Officers today arrested the reputed
boss of the Connecticut faction of
the Gambino crime family and 18
other members of the organization
on racketeering, illegal gambling
and extortion charges, federal
authorities said.
Federal, state and local police
officers acted on an indictment
handed up Wednesday by a grand
jury in Hartford and unsealed
today.
The indictment named 22 people,
16 from Connecticut and six from
Westchester County, N.Y. Three of
the suspects were still being sought
late this morning.
Anthony Megale, 36, described
as the head of the Gambino family's Connecticut faction, was
arrested today in Stamford, where
he lives, said U.S. Attorney Stanley
Twardy.
Twardy said the other men
arrested included high-ranking
supervisors for the New Yorkbased Gambino organization.
Twardy said the men were
charged with "typical organizedcrime crimes." The prosecutor was
to hold a news conference this
afternoon at the federal courthouse
in New Haven to provide more
details.
The FBI describes the Gambino
family as the nation's largest and
most powerful single crime
organization.
The family is named after the
late Carlo Gambino, and is now
headed by John Gotti, according to
federal authorities. Gotti is currently facing charges in the assault of a
labor leader in New York City.

Hog market
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School districts
hire Alexander
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former Western Kentucky University
President Kern Alexander will
return to the education front in
Kentucky, this time to help refocus
the effort being made to overhaul
the state's public schools.
A coalition of school districts
has hired Alexander to help redirect the education reform effort
onto the question of fair distribution of funding.
The coalition is made up of 66
districts whose lawsuit resulted in
the Kentucky Supreme Court ruling
in June that the state's public
school program is unconstitutional
and must be rebuilt by the
legislature.
Jack Moreland, president of the
Council for Better Education, contends that the Task Force on Education Reform had lost track of its
mission. Moreland also is superintendent of the Dayton Independent
School DistricL
"We've been looking at the task
force and we've had the feeling
that it has lost sight of the original
suit, its intent and the intent of the
Supreme Court ruling," Moreland
said.
"If you read that 103-page ruling, you'll find that 90 percent of it
deals with adequacy and equity,"
Moreland said. "And yet that's not
what we're hearing discussed.
We're hearing a lot about nepotism
and mismanagement, and the
Supreme Court ruling says that if
all the mismanagement in Kentucky schools were fixed, it wouldn't
amount to a great deal."
Moreland said that Alexander
had drafted a document and that he
hoped it would be approved for
presentation to the task force.
before Christmas.
Alexander gave a preliminary
report on the document at the Kentucky Association of School Administrators in Louisville this week.

Moreland said the response of all
the superintendents was "very
positive."
He said a copy of the document
would be sent to every school district in the state.
Of Alexander, who teaches at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University at Blacksburg,
Moreland said, "We want him to
take a look at things and help us
refocus, redefine our goals."
Alexander, an acknowledged
expert in school finance, was nominated but not chosen several
months ago when the task force's
committee on finance hired a consultant. He was a consultant and
one of the key witnesses in the trial
of the lawsuit.
"We view the council as the
watchdog of the whole process, and
who is better equipped to help us
in that capacity than Kern Alexander," Moreland said.
"It doesn't make any sense to us
to go out of state and hire a bunch
of consultants when Alexander is
right here, a Kentuckian with a history of involvement and tradition in
the state's educational system —
someone who is vitally interested
in it," he said.

When asked,"How long
do you spend reading
the newspaper?" 78
percent of daily readers
said they spend 16 to 60
minutes, or more; and
75 percent of the weekly
newspaper readers
spend 16 to 60 minutes
or more.

Sweeping changes
A look at the lberelbsdon sweeping the &Mut Union

Poland: The Snit non-communist government in the
Soviet bloc now Inds this country alter candidates
sponsored by the Solidarity trade union won broad
support in competitive elections in June.
Romania: President Nicolae
Ceasescu continues to lead a
repressive regime that presides
over a ravaged economy.

r-East Gemeny:
Old-guard leaders
are stepping down,
the borders have been
opened and the new
leadership is promising
a variety of reforms.

•
Belgrade

The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky.
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Caichoslovaida: The
government resists reforms, but
has allowed Czechs to travel
abroad without an exit visa.
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Hungary: The Communist Party, nOW
reconstitued as the Hungarian Socialist
Party, plans mutt-party elections in the
spring and has removed fortifications along
the border with Austria.
Yugoslavia: The Comunist Party adopted a
platform in October indicating support for political
pluralism and increased individual rights.
Albania: There are no signs of
reform in this isolated, hard-line
communist country.

Bulgaria: On Nov. 10, Todor Zhivicov, who
resisted broad reforms as head of the
country's Communist Party for 35 years,
resigned and was replaced by Foreign
Minister Petar Mladenov, who indicated a
degree of opposition would be permitted

Bus-crash trial continues

By ROB WELLS

6 Free ticket
7 Pismire
8 That thing
9 Closer
10 Handle
12 Halt
13 Wagerer
16 Journey
19 Causes
21 Manage
23 "— and
Deliver"
25 "— and
Stripes"
27 Depressed
29 Mr Buttons
31 Texas player
33 Unmarried
woman
34 Knitting
wool
36 Collect
37 Stores
39 Plotting
grounds
41 Classify
43 Hebrew

CARROLLTON, Ky. — A
Radcliff man who lost his entire
family in what authorities charge is
the nation's worst drunken-driving
accident says he wants to talk with
Larry Mahoney, the man accused
of causing the wreck.
"I want him to tell me he's sorry," Williams said after testifying
Wednesday in Mahoney's murder
and drunken-driving trial. "It
would help me a whole lot better."
From the witness stand in Carroll Circuit Court, Williams glared
at Mahoney as he told of losing his
wife, Marilyn Joy, 34, and daughters Kristen, 14 and Robin, 10.
"I just wanted to see if the man
sitting over there being tried for the
murder of my three girls would
have enough compassion to look
my way as I looked his way," Williams told reporters afterward.
"And I didn't see it."
Williams was the last in a series
of parents and spouses who testified about the 24 children and three
adults who died in the May 14,
1988, crash.
One family was too distraught to
testify about their deceased child,
said Assistant Attorney General
Paul Richwalsky Jr., who asked the
family remain unidentified. Richwalsky is handling the prosecution.
Williams' wife, Dotty Pearman
Williams, also discussed her loss in
the ninth day of the testimony. The
Williamses .-did not know each
other well until after the crash.
Authorities said it occurred when
a pickup truck being driven in the
wrong lanes of the divided Interstate 71 plowed into the bus owned
by the First Assembly of God

church in Radcliff.
Dotty Williams' husband, bus
driver John Pearman, and a niece
were killed. Her daughter, Christy,
survived with severe burns.
"Christy returned and was
severely injured," said Dotty Williams, who testified in a sad but
forceful tone. "John was brought
bid In a cold, black body bag."
In other testimony, the jury
heard from two witnesses that
Mahoney was drunk the night of
the crash.
A nurse and a laboratory supervisor from Humana HospitalUniversity of Louisville and a
chemist from the Kentucky State
Police crime laboratory discussed
tests which determined Mahoney's
blood-alcohol level after the crash.
Nurse Mary Taylor testified she
drew a blood sample from an
injured Mahoney, brought to the
hospital by medical helicopter, at
12:25 a.m. on May 15,
hours
after the crash. Humana lab supervisor Kerry Cantrell said he completed a routine blood-alcohol test
of Mahoney's blood sample within
45 minutes.
"The report I sent out at 1:10
a.m. that morning showed a blood
alcohol level of 0.24," Cantrell
said.
In Kentucky, a person is considered legally intoxicated if their
blood alcohol level is 0.10 or
above.
Terry Comstock, a state police
chemist, said he tested the same
blood sample drawn by Ms. Taylor
four days after the crash. His tests
showed a blood alcohol level of
0.18 and 0.20.
The blood sample had remained
unrcfrigerated and unsealed in the
Humana Hospital laboratory for

about nine hours after the first test.
During that time, alcohol may have
evaporated, which could explain
the discrepancies, according to
testimony.
Defense attorney Russell Baldani, who cross-examined all three
witnesses, said the defense had
tried to prevent admission of the
blood samples as evidence because
of the discrepancy among the three
tests.

Richwalsky disagreed as to the
significance of the varied test
results.
"Pick a number," he said.
Testimony of the parents and
spouses was brief because a Kentucky Supreme Court .clecision limits questioning of homicide victims' family members to basic biographical information about the
deceased, said Richwalsky.
But even a short time on the
stand was painful, said Lee
Williams.
"When the lawyer says when
was the last time you saw your
family ... for a second or two, I
honestly saw Kristen walk down
the hall to the bedroom, and 1
remember putting my arms around
her and I remember kissing her
goodbye and telling her I loved

her," Williams told reporters.
He spoke at length and in heartbreaking detail about his experiences during the trial.
"This is the second Christmas
I'm going without my two daughters," Williams said. "And 1 miss
them every day."
Williams viewed Mahoney's
three emotional outbursts in court
last month as an expression of guilt
but not sorrow.
"But for his three times, I have
broken down three thousand
times," Williams said.

Did you know...
More than one and a half
million (that's right 1.5
million) coupon clippers
can't be wrong. That's
how many Kentucky
shoppers bought something last month with a
coupon clipped from a
Kentucky newspaper.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky

"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE"

come see — you'll agree

3 DAYS ONLY!!!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Dec. 15-17

U.

il

iii

Soho
•

YUQ0Slakki

Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989

By GARY LARSON

35 Haul with
effort
37 Pulverized
rock
38 Catch:
colloq
40 Antlered
animal
42 Towel
insignia
43 Monsters
45 Go astray
46 Hypothetical
force
47 Repealed
49 Sodium
symbol
50 Condiment
52 Stole:
colloq.
54 Scoff
55 Nightly
sound
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Soviet Union: The Soviets spearheaded the move towards
liberalization. In panty tree eiections in March,Soviet citizens
gave reformers a rnalor voice in a newly expanded and more
vocal parliament. President Mikhail GOrbectiev is trying to keep
his restructuring program on track will*',Rigging with
economic and social problems.

and Eastern Europe.

Associated Press Writer

1 "Lou —"
"— Your
Wagon"
11 Tolls
13 Ridicule
goodnaturedly
14 Commercial
15 Most damp
17 Ekberg ID
18 Title of
respect
20 Civil
injuries
21 Anglo-Saxon
money
22 Petitions
24 Fruit seed
25 Barracuda
26 Small rugs
28 Cole —
30 District in
Germany
32 Kind part
33 Follows
Sunday
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44 Stitches
47 linnet'
41 Noise
51 Hebrew
Wier
53 Italian
river

1
/
2 PRICE

Selected
Dress Flats, Dress Boots & Dress Pumps
blOe

Holiday Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

_

hack

Olympic Plaza 759-4795

Salle.. Oak Ito
SItopp.r.g Mesa

Non,,.,.

OPIEN SAM rolOPM

- Fr, & Sot to 1 1 P
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mrray Ledger 8r Times

Business
Opportunity
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr
Loaded 1273 22 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Pius Tax Title & License
36 Lto Closed End Lease
$1500 GOLD CARD No
turndowns No deposit
necessary Cash advances Free $80 gift cerbficat& Also VISAA4C virtually guaranteedl 1 (615)
664-3005, anytime

Jack & Jill
Daycare
has openings for 2-5
r.
Olds
&
after
school. Licensed by
state.

1st 5 gal drum
$10.00 each additional drum $5.00.
500 gallons & over
FREE pickup.
Call

PREGNANT/ Scared/
Confused Need somebody
to listen/ Call Opportunities
tollfree
for
Life
1 800 822-5824 anytime
for personal, confidential
help We care

CAROLYIV'S
CORNER

Jain Gaines,
Owner

Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
G(ftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

NEW Location of Grandma
Millers Bake Shop 407 N
12th St Rolling Hills
Nursery Building Tues thru
Sat 900 to 530 Phone
759-9536 Murray Ky

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age $4.
Our most comprehensive policy pays .for
Skillem Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
call:

Jem McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service-

LOST: A gold nugget
bracelet. in or around WalMart vacinity 759.9222 after 6 p m. or call 753-6654
and ask for Frances
LOST Small beagle mix
with curly tail Wearing a
queen collar REWARD

1514658

Thank you!
Sara Baker

PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photogra
phy, 753-8809

Del-Air Center

753-9922

BLACK Cat ran away from
home in Hazel Could be
anywhere by now A little
white on chest and spayed
Answers to name 'Tom'
Very shy, 8 years old
753-7137

201 South 6th St.
We will be open
for business at our
new
location
starting Monday.
Dec. 11th.
We are sorry for
any
inconvenience. If you have
any
questions
please call us at
739 1946.

Taylor Bus
753-9251

Open 6:30-5:15 p.m.

$500 REWARD for the return of property of Greg
Williams PO Box 10400

Specialty
Sewing
by Sara
is moving to

We Pick Up
Waste
Cylinder Oil

REWARD Lost Motorola
2-way portable radio in vac
inity of Independence
Church, Almo area
753-9562

Card
of Thinks

%IP
I wan▪▪t to express my appreciation to Dr. J.R.
Quertermous and
the nurses of the
CCU Unit and
Second Floor of
the Calloway Co.
Hospital and to
my friends and
family who sat
with my mother
and to my friends
and
neighbors
who stripped tobacco
and
thrashed beansfor
me and for the
cards,flowers and
food that was sent.

TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape, only
7c per foot, slides 154
each, extra copies only
$10 Video Production Specialties, Donna Darnell,
759-9246

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1 1

Mark
Cunningham

DEBIT CARD COORDINATOR MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT:
Six-month position; may
continue into next fiscal
year. Most be willing to
work flexible hours. Duties.
Managing the day-to-day
operation of the Food Service part of new debit card
for new meal access system. Training personnel,
hiring students, trouble
shooting, and developing
marketing materials are
some known responsibilities Requirements/
Qualifications: P.C. computer use and experience is
necessary. Experience in
any type of food operation
is a plus. Strong people and
organizational skills. High
school required. BS. De
gree preferred Salary/
Wage: $1,165/month
Send resume to William J
Benriter, Director of Food
Services, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
MSU is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Acbon Employer

1111711T11111

I WCOOF_R IF I
WOULD LOOK,
GOODWl13 A
5E1404 MARK

CON T
MENTION
IT

GARFIELD. HAVE YO0 SEER
MY STRIPED TIE? I CAN'T
FIND IT ANYWHERE!

OH WELL.I GOE55 I'LL JOST I
HAVE TO WEAR MY POLKA POTI
TIE iNSTEAD

NOW 145.•5 A PIP
COMING,ANP GOING

11
( •" -'

a
x

01*A.

ATTORNEYS-National Paralegal School in the Mayfield was seeks instructors
for evening program For
immediate consideration
and further information,
please send resumes to
Mary C Wagner, P 0. Box
835, Mahwah, NJ 07430

OTR DRIVERS 12 months
experience, 23 years of age
required Hornady Truck
Line Start 23-26e/ mile
Excellent benefits,
conventionals/ cabovers
students
No
1 900-648 9664

DENTAL Assistant Experi- PERSON to stock wareence preferred but not
house and general maintenecessary Professional nance for local business
ambitious person looking Please call 753-8181 befor long-term career need tween 84 pm for more
only apply Send resume to information
Route 2 Box 299-M Mur
ROUND Numbers J
ray, Ky 42071
Hunt drivers make the best
DRIVERS- OTR Need ex
money in the business As a
penenced van/ fiat drivers matter of fact, some of the
23 years of age 1 year most experienced profesexperience verifiable Ma
sionals on our team make
leage pay plus benefits as much as $50,000 per
Cal 1-800-444-6648
year If you have the desire
EARN $300-$500 per week to become a professional
driver, Bowling Green State
reading books at home
Transportation Center in
Call 1-615-473-7440 ext
Bowling Green. Kentucky
B413.
can give you the training
essential to a successful
PROFESSIONAL
truck driving career FinanDRIVERS
Professional drivers needed to
cial assistance is available
ran out of Scram. KY. pulling
And J.B Hunt regularly
tankers and Re bus. Hone
hires drivers who have
weekly. Starting pay: Teams
split, Singles 22.• mile
completed the approved
2' par mile sakry !onus. Comcourse. If you think its abpany paid hospitalization, lift &
out time you got paid what
disability insurance,401 K rcura you're worth, here's our
mem program. Minimum of 21
yrs. old, I yr. verifiable caper,
number 1-800-643-3331
MCC No MI's. Can
J B Hunt where the driver
R.E. WEST,
matters An equal opporINC.
tunity employer Subject to
1-800-2/10-2078
drug saeen.

.0, Mon.-Fri. 8-5
CASE MANAGER: Adult
EARN $600 or more weekly substance abuse program,
stuffing envelopes at home Full-time, plus benefits;
No experience Send self- Master's level with emphaaddressed stamped enve- sis in substance abuse prelope to P.O. Box 27145, ferred; CCDC encouraged
to apply. Send resume to
Detriot, MI 48227.
Woody Boggs, Lincoln Trail
EARN MONEY watching Hospital, P.O. Box 369,
TV' $50,000/ year income Radcliff, NY 40160.
potential. Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. TRUCK Drivers. Poole
Truck Line need experK-107C6
ienced drivers and graduEARN MONEY typing at
ates of approved driver
home $30,000/ year in- training schools. If you
come potential. Details,(1) have no experience, we
805-687-6000 Ext
can help arrange for trainB-10706.
ing Must be 21, with a good
EARN MONEY watching driving record and work hisTY!$25,000/yr. income po- tory. Company paid
ten ti a I. Details (1) physical/drug screen EOE
Call (502) 826-8719 or
805-687-6000 Ext
1-800-553-9443, 8-5 CST,
K-10706.
Dept. B-67
EXPERIENCED Tractor/
Trailer Drivers. Operate
Late Model Equipment. Excellent Benefits. Monthly
Bonus Program, Profit
Sharing,
Call BABYSITTING: my home
1-800-543-5033.
weekdays. Lots of experience and TLC by chhsban
IMMEDIATE opening. Femorn. Just off Hwy. 641
male kitchen help. Must be
midway between Hazel and
21 Apply at Big Apple
Cafe, Puryear, Tennessee, Murray. References.
492-8769
or call 901-247-5798
LADY needed to live in with
invalid lady. Room, board,
salary. 759-1661.
NEED a job? AGED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify it 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; 'You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, 'You are between
the ages of 16 di 21 We are
an E O.E. This project Is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T P.A. Call
J T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
PART-TIME positions
available Apply in person
at Seven Seas between 3
and 4 p.m. daily.

Will\sit with sick
or elderly - 24 hrs. or will live in 5 days
weekends off.
Eight years experience. Excellent
references.
Leave message
on recorder if I'm
not home.
753-1334
WILL babysit in my home
Drop-ins welcome References 753-6605
WILL sit with elderly or will
clean houses or offices
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635

BE Your Own Boss Na
tional manufacturer needs
local person to service
100% natural juice route.
Best one man business
ever No selling No overhead Must have $14,400,
secured 100% by inventory $55,000 very possible
first year. This could make
you independent First time
offer, for details call
m
-9p
m
9a
1-800-633-1740

PREPARE
FOR THE '90s
ke ce.era In

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
/0

be • Pror..nal

• SECRETARY
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
• WORD PROCESSOR
I-ICNE sn.crs TRAINNG

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
IF QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

1 (800) 327-7728
minna cep
P-.moo &war cL

A crorla

ONO,

Wit

START THE NEW
YEAR RIGHT WITH A
NEW CAFIE ER

LwE INSURANCE COMPANY
ConlinerAill Cumin y Compel,y

wfii—i-,OKAY, MOWN', OUT
MAKE IT AS SOON
AS VOL!
CAN

INICRE HAVING CNICKiEs4
AND OUNJ7LANG5
Ter AM

CNA

Cawwwwww Toe Mate"

American Republic
TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers

Pioneer

Life

'20

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinavine Fed. Savings Building

SEAS
$20/r
rick ch
ricks.
orders

WOO(

TWO Recliners 1 brown
vinyl, 1 rust color Cheap
753-3693

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56 wide x 59 height,
$22999 10x12 tt building
with door 56' wide x 61
height, $299.99. 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
wide x 60 height, $28999
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604.

Antique Walnut
Secretary

COMMODORE 64 Computer With monitor and other
accessories, $300
753-6308

Burl walnut on
front 7'2"
tall 421/2" wide.

FOR
chorus
ter. Pa
$75. Di
gital ck
two se
AC ac
selling
sound
cellent
MIDI.
522-6
weekni

LOWR
new a

Price51,500 firm

Phone
753-2587
ANTIQUE Mall Open
House, Saturday, Dec 9,
10-5, Sunday 1-5 540
North College, Harrodsburg. 10,000 sq ft antiques, collectibles

S lii

El
Al

Repair and
Refinish
Furniture

Cal

8x12 S
Conven
ered a
354-914

Experirced

Hubert Coles
Antiques
492-8714

SHARP
thorized
ntal, lear
1-800-Z

Vacuum
Cleaners

DANDI E
try Leac
ciency.
Barns, h
nas, off

KIRBY Vacuum Cleaner
sold for over $700 Pay
balance of $9460 or $14
per month Phone credit
manager 753-3316

1989 SINGER Sewing Machine like new sold for over
$300 Pay balance of
$78.40 or $13 per month
Phone 753-3315

gerVIC

‘`.V

1-800-2E

PRIVATI
22 years
vestigat
'Accider
'Person
CMissing
mcficej r
needs, c

(502)753
Farm
Equipment

INTERNATIONAL 1066
Tractor, 1964 Chevy 2-ton
truck with dump, International 6-row planter, John
Deere 494A 4-row planter.
Krause 18ft. disc, Interna.
tional wheat drill, 13ft
chisel plow, spray tank rack
WOLFF Suntan beds
and duals for International
Home and commercial untractor, 2 field tanks and
its Sales and service Buy,
electric pump, tool box,
sell or trade, new and used
spray rig, mower and 7ff.
We have 10 used units
box blade, John Deere
now Distributor for Wolff
6600 combine 1974
Suntan beds 753-9274 ask
Dodge truck with lime bed
for Carol or Sonny
753-8147 after 6 pm

12x52 It
applianci
central a
$3900 7

1971 12;
Best offs
after 4 p
TWO tar
akeady s
town Exi
rental
489-260(
5 p.m.

Supploi)

Discount

Hot
GE portable dishwasher, 9
months old 753-4920.

For Salo
Or Trade
2 3 FORD engine $300,
Chevy 400 engine $300,
'82 Oldsmobile diesel engine $200. GM 350 and 400
transmission $90 each,
Mustang 4-speed transmis
sion $65 Willis Jeep running gear $150 '79 Grand
Prix $700., Chrysler 318
engine $250. Roaders, rear
end radiators, body parts
for the follovnng 4-'79 Mustangs, 71-76 Impala, '78
LeBaron,'79 TransAm,'73
LeSabre, '77 Chavelle, '77
Cordoba, '72 Dart, '77
Grand Pr* '76 Jeep truck
running gear All parts
guaranteed and can instal
Call after 6 p m 759-1273.

Insurance Company

What do all these companies have In
common? In Murray, they are all represented by:

OAK
Daytin
time 7

Sinn

Kopperud Realty

ATLANTIC AMERICAN

OAK I
MOVING Sale Large white
porcelain sink, with drain
board, nice faucet, perfect
condition, silver-plated ice
bucket, large, handmade
wood kitchen table; wood
storage cabinets with locks,
fine LP classical records,
antique scales, English
professor's huge library
759-4167

WICKER CURLY0 HEADBOARD: full-size, $50. 2
TABLE LAMPS: beige, $15
each 759-1293 EittOr 5p m.

Pro Flight

1 OS

FIRE'
437-41

OAK t
tor sa

APPROXIMATELY 800
board feet of cherry lumber.
Phone 753-4669, after 6
pm 753-4570

LIMITED COLLECTOR's
PRINT. Map of unusual
1-800-334-1203
Kentucky names &andsville, Pig, Licksbullet, hunTRUCK Drivers Train Now. dreds more. Great ChristNo experience necessary! mas Gift! $10 signed Call
21 or older Good driving 502-782-7312
record. Serious desire to STOCK Reduction Sale on
learn Interviews by tele- Greeting Cards, only $200
phone Call Now! Lexing- a box' Gerald Waldrop
1624 Olive St
1 800-248-7364 Inthanapo
SUNTAN Beds: Commers
1 -800-848-7364-Memphis, cial quality, large size with
1-800-852-7364. Commer- 22 bulbs, facial unit and
Call
cial Driver Institute, 1833 electrical lift
Salem Road, Murfrees- 753-3621.
boro, TN
TYPEWRITERS-Due to
school budget cuts Smith
Corona offers Band new
electronics with word erKyle Oakley Field
aser, full line memory cor489-2874
rection, easy load coffeebon cassett $16900 list
much more 1 year warranty. Free delivery Credit
cards, COD Exchange
Even Santa Knows
only. 315-593-8755
The Benefits Of
anytime
FLYING

AND NEW!

753-1222

RAW Furs Stanley McClellan, Pulaski, Illinois Phone
(618) 342-6316

SHOPSMITH for sale Call
474-2765

Private Pilot Kit

711 Main St.

HIDE A BED Couch Ask
for Neal at Starks Brothers
Mobile Homes 753-2922

RALEIGH 12 speed Pursuit, $150 Guc-o watch,
$150 753-8578

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR- TRAILER
TRAINING CENTERS
LEBANON TN
Co
Co.more w*Xmalson

(Books

on spacious lot. New beautifully designed 3
.2 bath home with 15x9 sun room. Located or l'h &Re
ooded lot southwest of town, call for details.

NEW scrap yard across
from Seven Seas Old Rice
Futrell Place Cans batteries, aluminum, copper,
cars Top prices 753-0467

FISHER woodburrung
stove insert, like new $500
LEARN A Career In The 753-1204, 753-4813
Horse Industry! The Kentucky Equine Institute is KENWOOD KRC 2000 AM/
now taking applications for FM tape deck Two 12'
the February 5, 1990, kifTX sub woofers Four 205
14' tires Road patrol XK
class Approved for
radar
detector Call
Veterans-Scholarships
available. Contact. Ken- 753-8809
tucky Equine Institute, LEATHER Coats. men's,
4089 Iron Works Pike, Lex- $40 each, sizes 38 and 42.
ington, KY 40511. Phone Call anytime 762-4796.
(606) 233-430,3 ext 263.
POST Frame Building:
30'x40'x9' save, 8' centers
one 12'x8' end slider one
INSTRUCTION
service door, $5,295
erected. Other sizes available. Blitz Builders
1-800-428-4009.

Only
We Teter) CALLING IT
PA5TA BALONEY BuT
NOBODY ORDERED
IT

CHRISTMAS shop for day
beds, white wicker at
Terry's Furniture Mart,
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 753-2600

CHRISTMAS Tanning
Beds For year-round tan
From $100 vvoltt homecommercial units Monthly
payments low as $18 Call
today Free color catalog
20" BAND Saw Surveyor's
1 800 228 6292
ribbon, etc., stakes, Christmas stands, rebar, pallets,
drums, kindling When
empty, cleanup shop at
Redmon
Midway
Instruction
492 8400

' Christmas Special •
Gift Certificates'
Available
Introduction
to Flying Lesson

7.9

NEED Cash, I'm Buying Old wood furniture, old
metal toys riding tractor
and cars call 753-5738
after 5 p m

ANTIQUES by Ole piece or
collections 753-9433 after
50 m
BUYING akmnrium cans,
badery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-4183 days,
4988788 nights

REFRIGERATOR and
deep freeze 753-4654

SPALDING Executive gel
clubs Wheels for 1988
Chevrolet Silverado truck
Cal 753-6546 after 5 pm

RENTAL ASSISTANCE
APPLICATION
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Rent assistance applications for
one, two, three and four bedroom
units are now being accepted
from very low income families
and elderly and handicapped individuals. Contact the Purchase
Area Housing Corporation at
P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, Ky.
42066, (502-247-7171) or 7538325 for eligibilitY
guidelines and application materials.

2 BEDR(
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2 BED
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CLASSIFIEDS
RIO

280

Sports
EquiPment

GUN Collection including
AR-15H-Bar Selhng all or
pert 436-2307

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
OAK and Hickory firewood
or sale 753-9745
OAK Firewood 753-5476
OAK 8 Hickory for sale
Daytime 474-8086, nightbrne 753-9808
SEASONED Firewood.
$20/ rick picked up, $301
rick delivered_ Minimum 2
ricks Call to place *Inter
orders, 492-8254.
WOOD for sale 437-4713
220

'et

Homes For Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209

ONE bedroom furnished
apartment. No pets. $100.
deposit $175. month plies
utilities, except gas Call
753-1064, Mon -Fri
11a m.-2 30p m or any
NICE unfurnished mobile
time weekends
home, stove, refrigerator
furnished, central heat and SMALL 1 and 2 bedroom
at. No pets 492-8348
apartments Reasonably
SMALL furnished 2 bed- priced Coleman R E
room mobile home on Hwy 753-9898
1836. Clean and nice TWO Bedroom duplex with
436-5550
carport and storage AN apTWO bedroom for rent pliances furnished
753-8251
$175 month, $175 deposit Call after 5 p m
753-9227
340
Housee
290
For Rant
Heating
And Cooling
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bedJIM'S Heating 4 AN Condi room home, close to downboning installing and serv town. 753-4109
icing all brands with 14 NICE 2 bedroom brick
years experience! north of town Central gas
Commercial/ residential. heat Coleman R E
753-9518. 24 hour answer- 753-9898
ing After hours 658-3282
360
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc
For Rent
Heating and air conditionOr Lease
ing for commercial or residential Factory authorized COMMERCIAL
storage
Trane and Carrier dealer. 4,000 ft on Maple
Street
Factory- trained service- downtown Call
753-6855
men, six radio- dispatched or 753-8845 after
6pm
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service.
370
753-8181. Locally owned
Livestock
and operated_ Serving MurSupplies
ray and Calloway County
for over 52 years
SADDLEBRED brood mare, In foal to registered
American Saddlebred.
300
Racking, gelding, show,
Buskin.
good trail horse. 753-9390
Rentals
Shown by appointment
only.
SMALL Business Building:
Prime location, intersection SOUTHERN States Medalof Sycamore and 4th lion Quality Beef Cattle
Streets Newly remodeled Supplemeats Liquid,
Call 753-8809
ProMo, Block, Maxi and
Small, 60% and 40% Pro
pass.
320

NOON
For Sale

490

510

Used
Cars

3 BEDROOM, 1% bath,
987 TAURUS LX 22,000
brick horns with 2 car garmiles,
loaded, $7600. 1987
age in Panorama Shores
Plymouth Carav•Ile
Perfect condition
58,000 miles, $4350
436-5511
437-4723
EXCEPTIONAL Value! On
1988
DAYTONA
this 3 bedroom. 2 bath
home with central heat and 753-1713, 9-5.
air and attache(
tge 1988 DODGE Daytona- AlHorne ts I.'
pine tape deck, nose mask,
tion,
up of aluminum wheels CaN with
e*V3
Condition, offer, 753-8651 after 5 p m.
.0and value make
FHA offers welcome Of- 1988 FORD Taurus PW,
fered at only $36,000 power door locks, power
through Kopperud Realty, seats. $10,200 753-9767.
753-1222
1988 TRANS AM white,
loaded t tops 753-5976.
FOR Sale By Builder
after 4 p m call 436-5862
Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath country home on 3 or 6
acres,5 minutes from town
Owner anxious to sell
TOYOTAS COST LESS
Make offer' 753-8673
IN MURRAY

milo

oetV"

1076 CADILLAC Seville
Short body, loaded, very
good condition $1000 Call
492-8254

..195
Vans

IMMACULATE 4 bedroom,
24 bath home in Canterbury Estates with inground
Polynesian pool 18x36 For
appointment call:
753-1772

1.8

t
,
s
4
.
4

N Benton '3 ad tracts
totaling 13 78 ac•2500
3030/ ac, S. few smaller
more expensive tracts
45 ac farm % in fescue
CROW,rolling, KO feet E of
US 641, specimen tress
preserved, fenced, 30' unimproved access road.
$88.450 Joe W Nannery
753-9622/ 527-7864

SHERWOOB Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
739-9288

afforded cars to
people who want to
re-establIsh Mel: credit.

Open til 7 p.m.

Call Sammy
for Details

Reggie to - a
Aubrey Hatc'e,
Am Ian
Sammy 11,.
DAN Mee
Chad Cothran Sates MCA

TOYOTA

TOYOTA

Low Weekly Payments

A-1

STEWARTS UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new spnngs. legs, etc. Rea
sonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery 436-5236

and wax
Clean inside
and out.
Also pickup and
delivery service

753-0823
Home 753-0906

Office

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tee removal Aerial bucket truck
FuNy insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753.548,4
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street.
Alm°, Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

FOR most any type driveway white rock also any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson, WET BASEMENT? We
753-4545 or 753-6763
make wet basements dry
GUTTERING By Sears Work completely guaranSears residential and com- teed Call or write Morgan
mercial continuous gutters Construction Company,
installed for your specifica- Route 2 Box 409cA, Padutions Call Sears 753-2310 cah, KY 42001 or call
1 442 7026
for free estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates
759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service 759-1835.

Services
°flared
TELEPHONE wiring- picks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
550
Feed
Seed
BALED Hay for sale
753-8673
SQUARE baled hay Alfalfa
and Timothy and Alfalfa
mixed 345-2196
570
Wanted
12 QUALIFIED Homeowners to display thermally
sealed insulated' replacement windows(62 UN) Deluxe package $99 88 per
window 7 windows $59
monthly Financing Call
1-800-422-9872

DISPLAY Homes Reynolds Premium Vinyl Siding Installed any 1 -story
home $2,995. Any 2-story
home $3,995 Limited offer.
100% financing Must have
good credit to qualify Best
Winter Rains Are Coming' financing in Kentucky
Get your rain gutters 1-800-456-1734 Leave
cleaned 759-4422
name and number
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
AU Types Of:

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electric
motor repair 759-4751

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop b &s
vz
o our
A se,

$
1111.16

MOBILE HOME Specialist
436-5255

-44'

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

A

QUALITY Construct,on
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. - Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

REDUCED
4 bedrooms, 2 bath brick. Appliances, fireplace.
2,700 sq. ft. of tiling area,4 acres. S79,500.00 See
Randal at

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.

Absolute
Real Estate Auction
Sat., Dec. 9th 1989 at 10:00 a.m. at 505 North
7th St., in Murray, Ky.
Nice 4 bedroom - 2 bath, house with full basement, central gas heat.
Roxie Jones Estate
Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale, balance in 30 days with
passing of decd.
Key Associates - Wayne Wilson Broker

753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Dec. 9th 1989 at 12 Noon
At the home of Mr.8rMrs.J.C.Humphreys on 3rd St.in Hazel,Ky.
near the Hazel Cemetary.
G.E. washer & dryer - stove & ref. - chest freezer - table & chairs - utility table cookware - flatware - old glass & china - hide-a-bed couch - odd chairs &
rockers - bedroom suite -2 odd beds -2feather beds- stools - TV - table lamps pictures & frames - throw rugs - lamp tables - bathroom sets - sweeper - elect.
fan - new small golfcart - foot fixer - whatnot items - mirrors - canasta set - pole
lamps - costumejewelry - prom dress size 11-16- wedding dress & veil size 16 lot of other clothes - hair dryer- wash tub- fruit jars - step ladder - yard tools many other items not listed.
,
Not responsible for accidents.

your

For more information &
auction
Phone 435-4144

needs

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky.
& lenn el2:41

Terry Paschall & Darrell Beane - Auctioneers

NEWS
REPORTER

lice/fire beat, and wnte feature
articles. Initiative and creativity
desired. Send resume, cover letter, clips and salary requirements
to:
Murray Ledger and Times
Box 1040
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, Ky. 42071

530
Swine
Plated

Hand wash

1979 CHEVROLET Malibu
Classic station wagon
Clean, 42,000 rrNIOS good
condition Excellent buy
$1250 814 Coldwater Rd.
Daytime ask inside Cal
after 6 p.m. 753-1817
1979 GRAND Prix. 2 door,
p/s, pild, pisiv, tilt, tinted
glass, V6 automatic $900
firm. 753-8239 after 4 p m.

530
Service.
Offered

Car Wash

1978 TOYOTA 5 speed in
good condition $1000
753-9872 or 759-9921

1987 FORD Aerostat (mini
CARS
van) seats 7 to 8 people
'89 Cain LE
13,987 One owner, 45,000 actual
miles, still under warranty,
'88 Toyota Camry
10,917 bought new at Murray
17 Tort Ube GT '9487 $8700. Call 527-7529
JONATHAN Creek. 2 bedroom cabin, screened
500
'97 Toyota Celica
porch wood stove and fireUsed
place, furnished, large lot,
Trucks
17
Toyota
Cefu
ST
$5,911
$15,500 753-8564
1972 CHEVY ilxit• p/s, ;A,
17 Carry LE
1187 air
condition, long wheel
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedbase, red Rebuilt motor,
17 Toyota Tlfai
$017 good
room brick located on large
ores, good condition.
lot in Canterbury Estates.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-2848
17
Cry
Viapi
1,487
LOWRY Genie Organ Like
L.R., DR. Den w/wood
new condition. 489-2401
burning fireplace, breakFORD pickup Auto'97 Buict Riviera
10,917 1973
matic, good work truck
fast. Lg foyer, 24 baths, 2
2an
$350 753-8866.
car garage. Owner anxious
'17 Celebrdy Euro Spat
to sell Phone 753-8050
1973 FORD pickup: 3
'17 Nissan Sentra
between 9 and 4 or
1,887 speed,
Mistmlantous
good condition,
753-0914 after 6 pm
'87 Plraith Relent 1987 $1000. 753-8866.
Must Sell
1976 SILVERADO: PS,
17 Nissan Nevi 11,987 PB,
/70
air, automatic, extras,
Moving
$1500. Call 753-6194 after
81
Toyota
Capita
FX
1,481
Couch & Chair
Motorcycles
5Pm'17 Chevy °kit! 1917 1978 CHEVROLET:
1982 HARLEY Davidson
'30"
Custom wide -glide
Also
drive, short wheel
17 Toyota Supra
14,987 4-wheel
753-4167
base, all new bearings and
Stand up Freezer
17 Toyota Tercel OX '6,487 seal in front end, all new U
1983 YAMAHA Vision.
'100"
joints, new transmission
380
A
r
R
n
•
ent
ntil
information
$1200
for
Call
Electric Organ
'17
Ford
and tork converter, new
Nustang
Pets
GT
1,411
474-2341
1 BEDROOM furnished
carborator Must sell,
Supplies
$200"
apartment, nice and large
'P
Toyota Call
1,987 $3,000 or best offer.
1986 MOTO 4 Yamaha
All Prices Firm
Fireplace, close to campus, AKC REGISTERED Collie 4-wheeler front and back
16 Toyota Corolla LE $6187 753-2887 after 5p m,
puppies. Sable and white racks, 225 motor Would be
Call 753-8202 gas and water paid. $175 and
1978 FORD 3/4 ton pickup.
tricolor Perfect for a great Christmas present'
month. 753-7276.
'16 Bud Estate Wgn _19,917 F250 custom, good
Christmas! Call 753-8204 Call anytime 437 4092
8x12 STORAGE Building:
condibon. $2500. 753-8866
Conventional roof, deliv- 1 OR 2 bedroom apartment after 5 p.m
19 Carafe RS
'5,987 1979
ered and set-up, $800. near downtown Murray,
DODGE Van Cargo
753-4109.
DON'T wait till the last 1988 YAMAHA Warrior
354-9144
16 kit LeSatte
$300. 759-9367.
'1187
week Make your pet's Like new Phone 753-5624
APARTMEN
T for rent.
SHARP Copiers: Local augrooming appointment after 6p m.
18 Mercury bits '7,917 1986 MAZDA 82000: aml
thorized dealer, sales, re- $150 month. Call now! Peg's Dog Grooming
frft stereo, 34,000 miles, 1
753-5292.
ATV
parts,
accessories
,
ntal, lease and service Call
753-2915.
16 Toyob Cgola LE 1,987 owner. $3900 753-5093.
tires 8 service for all
1-800-248-4319
CLOSE to college Studio
FULL-BLOODED Toy Poo- brands' Keith s Lawn &
1986 S10 CHEVY a/c, pr's,
'16 BVW 325
11,967 rally
DANDI BUILDINGS Indus- apartment, $150 month, dles. $75. each, shots and Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murwheels 753-9244.
try Leader in Energy Effi- furnished. 753-9393.
wormed. Will be ready De- ray 759-9831
'86
OVs
Caktis
1,487
ciency Wood rigid frame DUPLEX: 2 bedrooms, cember 9th and 14th.
1988 RANGER XLT V6
Barns, hangars, riding are- stove, refrigerator, central 382-2877.
5-speed, 12,000 miles
15
linedes
1L..
107
nas, offices Design-Build H/A. Lease, deposit. No
Blue, cloth interior, tool
490
service
Call pets $295 1909-A West- GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
boxes, loaded, 1 owner
Ctery
Tpt
10
'4,917
Used
Coldwater
Road,
1-800-282-7799
759-1322.
wood. 1-527-7382 after 5
Cars
753-6756 Clean new,
15
Olds
Regricy
pm
917
1989 CHEVROLET 4x4
modern
facility.
1963 FORD Fairlane 500 4
250
Silverado: AN options, price
FURNISHED Apartments 1
door,
15
Olds
280
V-8
Ciera
753-7846
1)87
Business
KEESHOND: AKC Regisreduced. Must sell!
or 2 bedrooms Also sleepServices
tered. Beautiful Christmas 1976 CADILLAC Seville
437-4171.
15
ing rooms No pets ZimCala
Sedgege
1387
presents.
Males
and fe- Short body, loaded, very
PRIVATE Investigator with merman Apartments South
1989 CHEVY Silverado:
males, 7 weeks old Will good condition $1000 Call
'15 Torii C4611
22 years city and state in- 16th 753-6609
1,987 Full-size
hold
til
with new fibergChristmas
492-8254
.
vestigation ex pereince
lass top, $11,900.
'81 Crry LE
'Accident 'Criminal *Civil NEW extra nice 2 bedroom 554-2224.
753-9767.
•Personal or Corporate duplex Carport, ap- REGISTERED Pekinese, 1980 BUICK Skylark
'84 Cutlass Cruiser '4,487 MUST Sell 1982
'Missing Persons. Your pliances, ceiling fans, gas Poodles, Schnauzers, 47,000 miles, front wheel
Chevrolet
needs, our specialty. Call heat, deck. No pets $425. Shelties. After 6 p.m. drive, economical transporpickup V-8, automatic, a/c,
'14
Feed
Tempo
.......
753-7457.
Confidential Investigations,
901-352-2416, McKenzie, tation $550. firm
LWB, in good condition
(502)753-2641
'84 Patliac Fiero
NICE 2 bedroom duplex • Tenn.
1,487 Cheap. 753-6215.
753-8056
Central H/A, all appliances
1980 PONTIAC Trans Am
'83Cts Cutiass Stun 1,N7 SPORTS Truck. 1977
270
furnished Coleman RE,
420
GMC Sprint. Good condiPS, PB, PDL, PW, needs
Mobile
753-9896.
Home
Aline
13
tion, low mileage $2000.
1,987
motor, $1,200 firm Call
Homes For Sala
Loans
382-2573
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
474-2009.
'91 VW Rate
1917
12x52 1975 2 BEDROOM, bedroom apartment, lo- CASH LOANS AVAILappliances, washer/dryer, cated near campus Phone ABLE Personal/Business, 1983 GRAND Marquis aic,
510
13 Toyota Tercel
1,187
central air, good condition
753-6111 days or Debt Consolidations Re- pis, cruise, bit, tape player/
stereo
1982 Mazda B2000
13900. 753-2513.
753-0606 after 430 pm
gardless of Credit History
Campers
'82 Toycia
pickup with topper. 1976
$5,000 00 To One Million
1971 12x60 mobile home
ONE Bedroom furnished VA
Monitor
1973
CONCORD
camper
24tt
25' mob
self
Loans Available In 50
Inids Delta
Best offer Call 753-6939 apartment Partial utilities
home with Dodge Chasis 3
States 9am To 10pm contained 1978 Ford B250
after 4 p m
AN tires like new, size
paid No pets 753-9741
camper special 492-8152
1-800-749-2274
'82 Toyota Tercel SR•5 _1,187 25x12.00x9.
after 5 p m
436-5343
TWO large mobile homes ONE bedroom apartment
11 Toyota Corolla
1,987
1984 Z28 CAMERO t-top,
430
already set up. 2 miles from low utilities No pets
52n
loaded, good condition
Real
town. Excellent for home or 753-3949
Boats
TRUCK
S
437-4074,
435-4460 after 5
Estee
rental property. Call ONE bedroom
I Motors
furnished
pm
489-2600 or 489-2823 after apartment,
19 Toyota PU
close to Univer- KOPPERUD REALTY of1,987 14' ALUMACRAFT Jon
5 pm.
sity and hospital Some util- fers a complete range of 1985 MAZDA 626 2 door,
'18 Sitvereio Stepsde...11,417 boat, $350 753-9767
ities paid Call 753-4012 or Real Estate services with a automatic, sun -roof,
260
loaded,
4
753-8756
cylinder $4600
wide selection of quality
11 Toyol Tral
530
Roble
1,387
753-8056
homes, all prices
ONE bedroom furnished
Services
Homes For Rent
753-1222, toll free 1985
18
Cheri
PO
1,587
apartment. Singles only.
OLDSMOBILE Calais
Offered
1
-800-251
-HOME Ext. Daytona 500,45.000
2 BEDROOM Trailer: Furn- 16044 Miller Ave. Pantel
miles
'88TDy4
ished 753-4632 atter 5p.m. utilities paid 753-0932 or 711L
1,987 APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Call 753-5912 after 5 pm
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
NEW Condominiums For 1986 BUICK
2 BEDROOM Trailer: 753-5898.
17
ToyotaP
1417
Somerset 5
Whirlpool. 30 years experiSale
3
bedrooms.
2
baths,
Northwind Mobile Home TWO bedroom duplex
speed, red 753-7549
ence. Parts and service.
1,380 sq ft plus garage, all
Park No pets 753-9866_ 753-2901.
'17
4Artwr
Used Appliances Bobby
applicances included plus
DUNE Buggy . Must sell!
Hopper, 753-4872 or
many other extras For Good condition, 759-1765
17 %lot Val
10,987 436-5848
(home).
more information phone
1979 FLEETWOOD Li
P-150
Fad
V
P./U
'7,917
Kopperud
Realty
ATCHISON'S
mousine Cadillac Grea
753-1222
Construction-Interior and
condition
17 Topti n
'5,417 Exterior
Cal
Painting General
502-227-8015 after 5 30,
Home Repair 247-5133,
11/0
'96
Cheri
C.11
1,487
J
247-3928 Puryear, Tn
Lots
Have You Been
For Sale
16
Nissan
1
5
,317
CONSTRUCTION New
Turned Down
homes, framing, additions,
V Jeep Clortee
1,487 garages,
Elsewhere?
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
patios, decks. reAggressive news reporter for daily
tree bps (tangle bounded
modeling, solar greenCher/
16
Cr.
Yr
11417
Credit Problems I OR
by 3 roads) MAW of Marnewspaper. Strong appreciation
houses 753-0563 Tripp
shall County Look down on
No Credit si OK
16 Toyota W
'7,417 Williams, Builder
for community journalism. WorkBenton's lights! Deer and
Divorce ti/ OK
ELECTRICIAN Licensed
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
Doc* 1}1441
'5)17 contractor,
ing experience desired. Take picBankruptcy
I OK
W Nanney, 753-0622
quality work Affordable price No charge
14
Cheri
tures, cover meetings, courts, poCorry,
Vs
11V
BUILD SITES 8 FARM 3
we sell dependable,
Musical

FOR Sale Boss CE-3
chorus box, with AC adapter. Paid $102, will seN for
$75. Digitech PDS-1002 digital delay pedal with up to
two seconds of delay and
AC adapter New, $145;
selling for $110. Both
sound great and are in excellent shape; I'm going
MIDI. Call David at
522-6725 6-10 p m
weeknights.

t-4;*

Murray Ledger & Times

460
Apartments
For Rent
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"Sly Service Doesn't Cost, It l'oys."

I

Real Estate Auction
Sat., Dec. 16th 1989 12 Noon
I mite. South of 1.y nn Grove, Ky. on Highway

I

893.

service call Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279

Selling Brick Veneer house, 3 bedroom 1 bath large den dining area
kitchen - unfinished upstairs
unattached garage it storage area.

ELECTRICAL installation
on repair. Al pas installation and repair Also refrig
station. Call 753-7203

Terms: 20% down selling price this of sale, balance In 30 days. Possession
with deed.

Key Associates, Wayne Wilson Broker
753-3263

FAMILY Coming For
Christmas? Lee us restore
your attest to it's original
lustre Horton Carpet
Cleaning 753-4738
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 763-2310
for free estenale for your
needs

North 12th St., Murray, K .

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

L

I.nn Grine. I.

"1 ft. Service not'yel

Cost. it Pots:
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Free Delivery
Free Normal Intallation

Prompt Reliable Service
Written Warranty Protection
Financing Available

GE Answer Centera Service

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

EQUIPPED FOR
OPTIONAL AUTONATIC ICENIAKER

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
_ OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

ii
It SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
•
. OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

te_
SPACE/AMUR'
.
0005
HOLDS
SIX PACKS

DRYER

WASHER

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
. OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

Model GSD700G
• Temperature Sensor System automatically heats the
water, if needed, during the main wash cycle to get your
dishes sparkling clean using inlet water temperatures as
low as 120°F
• Energy saver dry option
• 3-:eve i wash system

permanent press.
• 4 water level selections.

Buy The Pa

• Rinse Aid dispenser

Model TRX17KL

• Soft foorqlsposer
• Sound n3djlation
• PermaTuf tub
and door liner

9

ENF:RGY EFFICIENT REFRIGERATOR
17.4 Cu. ft. capacity; 4.44 cu. it. freezer. Equipped for optional
automatic icemaker. Adjustable glass shelves. One sealed high
humidity pan for vegetables, one low-humidity pan for fruits.
Meats and Snacks storage pan.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR YOUR
mONEY SACK'

Model DDE6500G
• 3 cycles including automatic permanent press.
• 4 drying selections with
no-heat fluff.
• Porcelain enamel drum.
• Rerno‘able up-front lint

Model WWA8324G
• Mini-Basket" tub for
small loads and delicate,.
• 2 wash/spin speeds.
• 3 cycles including

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
. OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

Model
JBP24GK
Two 8" and two 6" plug-in Calrocito
surface units. Porcelain enameled drip
pans. Automatic oven timer and clock.
Black glass o‘en door with towel bar
handle. Large storage drawer.

Model JE45
Compact, .4 Cu. ft. oven cavity. 35-minute timer. Two Power
Levels, Low/Defrost and High. Convenient Cooking Guide on
sag control panel. Can be hung from kitchen wall cabinets with
optional installation kit. (Available at extra cost.)

50 WATT'S
PER CHANNEL
REMOTE CONTROL
COMPONENT AUDIO
RACK SYSTEM
• FM

AM stereo tuner wrth Weltin programmable compact

•90 Day
Money back
of Exchange
Deleon from
GE on rota.,
purchases

disc player
• 5-band graphic equalizer
• Dual cassette deck with Dolby•
noise reduction
•Dolby is a trademark of Dotry
Laboraiones Looensting Co

CAMCORDER WITH
8:1 ZOOM LENS
MODEL CG-9908
• CCD solid stale image sensor
•8 1 power zoom iens with auto focus
• Electronic viewfinder with playback capability
• Highspeed shutter
• On-screen dale display
• Built-in microphone
• Time lapse record.og

TABLETOP REMOTE CONTROL
COLOR TV
MODEL 26GT441

VHS HQ TABLE
MODEL VCR
MODEL VG7515

.25-button digital remote control

•All-electronic control system with on-screen prompts and displays
•Built-in clock with sleep timer
•On-screan time and channel display
•Auto Start Auto•
Programming
•Cable-compatible
quaru tuning
•Square-corner
Contrast picture tube
High448
•European Hardwood
finish

frequency SynihesatO unng
.110-Charnel CableCorrpatible Tuner
4-Event/1e-Day Programmable Trrer
One-Toucn %cordon; loth Stand-By
-Video Scan end Freeze Frarrs
-Ned Acme Remote Control

CONSOLE COLOR TV
MODEL 26GC100
• All-electronic control system with
on-screen prompts and displays
• Built-in clock with sleep timer
• On-screen time and channel display

•On Scessm PruarrammIrW

MURRAY APPLIANCE- AND TV A.

Your General Electric,Jenn Air & RCAAppliance Dealer In Murray
1Y
212 East Main Street
753-1586

414P4r‘Ww`g4

•

•
.
S'
A.
2, •
441°"
8

